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IN DEFENCE OF PARIS

CHAPTER I

THE WAE C0M2S TO BOOBOI

Bau>h Gordon and his French chum, Frangois
de Rocroi, swung out of the wooded deptbo of the
Forest of Momial at a slinging trot and halted
for a brief rest on the summU of a tiny hill which
overlooked the Chateau de Rocroi. It was still

mid-afternoon of a long summer's day, and they
had come far. They had been on a week's tramp-
ing expedition through the woods and hills which
lie along the French frontier toward Belgium and
Luxemburg, and, while their knapsacks were
lighter than when they started, they looked for-

ward, if the truth be known, to a bountiful dinner
such as old Suzanne, the cook at the chateau,
could be relied upon to serve.

"Phew, I'm hot!" exclaimed Ralph. "A bath
wiU feel good."

"But it was a good tramp, eh, Ralph?" re-

turned Frangois. "And it is something to have
seen Sedan."

U
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"Yes," Ralph agreed, climbing to his feet
again. "I shall always remember it. When that
old guide was telling us the story of the battle I
could almost see the German guns on the hills aU
around and the poor Frenchmen huddled in the
town below, being pounded to pieces."

Francois' face clouded.

"It isn't a pretty story," he said. "Well, some
day we shall take our rc'venge for it."

"Do you think so?" replied Ralph conversation-
ally, as they t-otted down the hill. "Why, your
people are good friends with Germany' now.
What have you t. fight about T Besides, I thought
all this war talk was bluff f"
"Bluff I" Francois laughed sarcastically. "Do

you think France keeps more than 600,000 men
under arms just for bluff? You Americans don't
realize the shadow that hangs over Europe. Of
course, we are only boys. But even the boys of
France know that it is inevitable we must fight
Germany once more, at least. As for cause, well,
there's Alsace-Lorraine, for one thing. Causes
aren't hard to find."

"I suppose not," Ralph acknowledged.
They pressed on in silence, and Ralph realized

that he had not been very tactful. lie blamed
himself for this, because he had Uved a good part
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of his life in France, and knew ^ow the F)-ench
feel about the terrible war of 1870-71, into which
Napoleon III Plundered with more disastrous re-

Bults for hi- country than for himself. So at the
base of the hill, he turned to Frangois once more.
"Come on," he challenged. "I'll race yon to

the gates."

Francois took him at his word, and the boys
were off at full speed, despite their knapsacks and
the Boy S:out staves they carried for hill-climb-

ing. They panted up to the entrance of the cha-
teau grounds, out of breath and neck and neck, to
be greeted by a clapping of hands and a chorus
of approbation from a little group standing by
the driveway, which consisted of the Viscount do
Eocroi, Frangois' older brother; his wife, who
was Ralph's sister; and their daughter, Lisette,

who was several years younger than the boys.

"Well run. Messieurs, well run," cried the
Viscount.

"I thought you boys would be worn out by your
exertions this past week," said the Viscountess
laughingly. "But I must say you are morA vig-
orous than when you went away."
"You are horridly brown," declared lisette.

"And I "- ^)e your sunburn hurts. I think you
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'i! I

were too mean for anything not to take me with
yon."

"My dear daughter," objected her father hn-
moroDsly—he loved to tease her, as they all did,
bernuse she was part French and part American,'
wh

1 meant that she had a sense of humor to-
gether ivith a pronounced sense of personal dig-
nity—"if one is a young lady, wearing skirts, one
does not cavort around the countryside with lit-

tle boys."
'

'
Little boys I I like that I

'
' protested Ralph.

"We're lots older than she is," added Fran-
Sois.

"And lesides that, we're her uncles," went on
Ralph. "She ought to treat us respectfully."

Lisette stuck out her tongue at them.
"I don't care if you are mv uncles,'' he re-

torted. "It's not my fault; and anyhow, you're
not enough older to count—so there!"

Her mother hastened to pour oil upon the trou-
bled waters.

"Children, children—yes, Monsieur the "Vis-

count, this means you—do not let ,s begin
squabbling as soon as we are reunited. Come
up to the chateau, boys, and get yourselves ready
for dinner. Suzanne is expecting you and I warn
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you it will not be easy to do justice to the whole
menu. '

'

"Whoop!" cried Ralph. "That's the way to
talk. We've had a good time, all right; but
there's nothing like home cooking. Frank, let's
finish that race."

Three-quarters of an hour later they came
downstairs, prepared to prove their ability to
show appreciation for Suzanne's cooking. The
»- -nsehold at the Chateau de Rocroi always man-
aged to have a good time. In fact, ever since
Ralph's sister had become the Viscountess de Ro-
croi, he had elected to spend his vacations tLere,
and his parents were very glad to approve of the
plan because it made him a better French scholar
than years of classwork could have done. The
Viscount, Ralph's brother-in-law, was a jolly fel-
low, an ex-officer of French cavalry, who delight-
ed to teach his young American relative to shoot
and fence and ride; and in Fransois—or Frank,
as he called him—Ralph found a chum of his own
age, very different from him in temperament, but
true as steel. Lisette was good company, too.
She was ahnost as hardy as the boys, and always
keen for any mischief that they would share with
her.

When dinner was over, the party adjourned
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to the terrace in front of the chateau. The sun
had set, but the sky was still crimson. Gaspard,

the butler, who was Suzanne's husband, set out

chairs for them and then departed.

"Where did you go, travelers!" asked the Vis-

count presently.

"To Sedan," replied Frangois.

"Ah.'' The Viscount's brows knit together.

It was evident he did not like the word. "Well,
Francois, after all, it is a pilgrimage tvery

Frenchman should make at least once in his life.

But it is well you did not let Gaspard hear you
speak of it. He has a special curse for Sedan."
"Why?" demanded Ealph.

"He rode with General Margueritte."

And then, in answer to the implied question in

Ralph's face, the Viscount told the story of the
heroic dash of Margueritte 's cavalry in their fu-

tile effort to carve a path of escape through the

whole German army for the battered troops en-

trapped in Sedan by Napoleon's folly.

Francois breathed a sigh of relief when the

story was finifshed.

"I'm glad you told that, brother," he said.

"It makes me feel a little better."

"I don't see that it was your fault you were
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licked," asserted Ealph stoutly. "Your generals

betrayed you, that's all."

The Viscount held up his hand.

"That phrase has been too oonunon in French
history, Ralph," he said. "We have always been
willing to blame our defeats upon the faults of

our leaders. But, after all, who was responsible

for our leaders! Was it not ourselves I You
may know a nation by the men it permits to rule

over them. All true Frenchmen do not make ex-

cuses for the past. They grit their teeth, and
look to the future for the vengeance whLrfi shall

be theirs."

Ealph whistled softly.

'

' That 's curious, '

' he said. '
'Here are you and

FranQois both talking about vengeance. You
don't mean to tell me you think there is any prob-

ability of a war! Frangois says there is, but I
don 't believe him. France doesn 't want to fight. '

'

"You're right," de Eocroi agreed. "We
French do not want to fight—now. We should be
at a disadvantage. The Germans have almost

twice the population we have to draw men from.

But in the final analysis, it will not be France
that chooses for war or peace. It will be Ger-
many. Three times in the last few years Ger-
many has practically slapped us in the face in
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front of the whole world, and each time we have
turned the other cheek. But the r.oxt time it hap-
pens France must fight, and she will fight as a
nation with her back to the wall."

"Yes, but Germany will not risk another try,"

objected Ralph. " She knows she would have Rus-
sia and maybe England to reckon with, too."

"There is never any knowing what Germany
will do," replied de Rocroi. " She is defying Rus-
sia now, doing her best to humiliate the Czar by
backing Austria's attempt to humble Servia.

That happened while you were away, and I can
tell you the situation is a very serious one. If

Germany and Austria attacked Russia, France
would be obliged to assist Russia by the terms of
the treaty between us."

"Golly, that is pretty serious, isn't it?" said

Ralph, much impressed. "Hullo, what's that?"
A man on a bicycle flashed through the gate

and rounded the curved driveway at full speed.

As he hopped from the machine at the foot of the

terrace steps, the boys saw by the light that

poured through the door behind them that he
wore the uniform of the French Telegraph
Service.

"The Viscount de Rocroi?" he said. "For you,

M 'sieur. '

'
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And he extended a folded dispatch blank. The
Viscount glanced rapidly over the paper. When
he looked up his face was very serious.

"What news have you?" he asked.

"The Germans have declared war against Rus-

sia, and a late bulletin this evening said that

their troops h<\d invaded Luxemburg," the man
replied.

"^ut—but—what is it! What is itt" ei-

ola^^ed the Viscountess.

De Eocroi looked at her sadly.

"It is the order for mobilization," he said.

"France is going to war with Germany, exactly

as I lightly foretold a moment ago."

"But it can't be true!" she protested. "How
can it be true? Why, things like that don't hap-

pen nowadays."

"They are happening, my dear," said her hus-

band.

"And you " she hesitated.

"1 am a major of French cavalry," he said

firmly. ,"It is not only that I must go, but I

wish to go—as I know you wish me to go."

Lisette began to cry softly and Ralph felt a
fierce desire to go around and give her a good
pinch.
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"I wouldn't mind if I wasn't feeling so rot-
ten myself," he thought.

The messenger at the foot of the steps coughed
to attract attention.

"If M'sienr does not longer require my attend-
ance!" he suggested. "I have other messages
to deliver."

"No, that is all," returned the Viscount. "I
shall be at Maubenge to-morrow ready for duty."
"And your servants?"

"I will make known the order myself. Those
liable to service shall report with me to-morrow."
"Very good, M'sieur."

The man bowed, mounted his bicycle and dis-

appeared in the darkness, only the red gleam of
his tail light showing the route he had taken.

Among the Uttle group on the terrace a very
different spirit prevailed from that in which they
had risen from Suzanne's dinner. The Viscount-
ess had her arms around her husband's neck, Li-

sette wept, and Ealph and Frangois felt decidedly
Ul at ease.

"It is so sudden," they hea:-d their sister mur-
mur, again and again. "If I had had only a lit-

tle warning, a little time to prepare myself."

"That is true," said de Eocroi, as he tried to

isomfort her. "But remember, my dear, how
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many woinen in France are going through what

yon are going through to-night."

She fought back her sobs.

"Yes, yes," she said. "I am a coward—but
I will not be again. I am an American, Jules.

This thing la not in my blood, as it is in the blood

of your French women. But I can be as brave

as they can. You shall see that I can."

As the older people passed inside the chateau,

:.a]ph gripped Frangois by the arm.

"Did you hear that!" he demanded proudly.

"She's my sister."

"She is very brave," Frangois answered quiet-

ly. "She is act a coward. But there are very

few cowards in France."

"Just the same, I'd rather be a man and fight

than be a woman and stay home," responded

Ealph, "I wouldn't be in Sis's place for any-

thing."

He was suddenly aware of a slim figure that

loomed out of the shadows in front of him and

clutched his coat lapel.

"To hear you speak, Ealph Gordon," said Li-

sette, in vindictive tones, "you might think you

were a grown man and a soldier yourself, and

the fact is you're only a little boy. Yes, that's

what I said. A lit+V boy. And you'll Lave to
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li

stay home with mother and me. And I'm rfad
of it."

"I'll " Ralph made a quick dive for her,
but she eluded him swiftly and darted into the
house with a taunting laugh,

"Crickyl" he said, as he came back. "She
gets fresher every day."

"She was right, though," said Frangois. "She
was right when she spoke about our being left at
home."

Ealph glared at him indignantly.

"Don't you know me yet, Frank!" he inquired.
"Do you think I'd let myself be shut off here
while there was a real war going onf You just
stay with me, and I'll show you."
There was very little sleep in the Chateau de

Eocroi that night. Besides the Viscount, all of
the male servants, except old Gaspard, were
called up for service and they had to be made
ready to depart with him in the morning. The
women of the household were kept busy packing
clothes and completing a thousand and one final

arrangements. Frangois and Ealph were over-
joyed at being commissioned by the Viscount to
get out his saddlery and see that it was all prop-
erly cleaned. There was no weeping or lamen-
tation. Everybody took the summons to war as
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a part of the day's work. As Frangois explained

to Ralph, the thought of the coming of such a

day had been in every Frenclunan's mine, for a

generation, and the actual event found most peo-

ple prepared for it.

Just before the Viscount set off in his automo-

bile the next morning, carrying several of the

servants with him, Ralph sought him out for a

private conversation.

"Look here," he began. "There's no sense in

Francois and me staying here, is there t"

"Whj not?" returned de Rocroi. "Who's go-

ing to look after your sister and Lisettet"

"Oh, they'll get along all right, with Gaspard

and Suzanne and all the rest of the maids. But
this is a time when there is more work to be done

than the men on hand can attend to. You know
there is. Now, Frangois and I are familiar with

all this country along the frontier. Why couldn 't

we be useful as messengers and guides?"

"I don't know, I'm sure," said the Viscount.

"Perhaps you would. What then?"

"Why, you might say a good word for us to

the Governor of Maubeuge, and then, when we
offer ourselves, he'll be sure to accept us."

The Viscount laughed.

"I see. You want to edge in."
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"We want to do onr share," replied Ralph
stoutly.

"Yoursharel I like that. You're an American,
you young rascal."

"All right, what of thatt Any true-blue Amer-
ican would do all ho could for France in a case
like this. Besides, I'm a sort of Frenchman by
marriage."

'

'
Oh, you are, eh t" de Rocroi chuckled. ' 'WeU,

suppose you and FranQois come over to Mau-
beuge to-morroTv ind we'll see what can be done.
There will be a great deal of footwork during
the mobiUzation period, and I daresay the officers
will be glad to use you."



CHAPTER n
ON SPECIAL SEKTICB

In the teeth of considerable opposition from Li-

setto the boys left for Maubeuge the following

morning.

"But, mother, if they go, why can't I go!" she

demanded.

"Because there isn't any reason for your go-

ing,
'

' her mother told her.
'

' There is nothing for

you to do."

"I could nurse the hurt soldiers." ,

"Humph, isn't that just like a girl!" comment-

ed Balph. "There aren't any hurt soldiers yet;

they haven't begun to fight."

"Well, I just guess I could help after they did

begin to fight. I tied up your thumb when you al-

most cut it off with the sickle. And there must

be lots to do to get ready for the fighting and all

the soldiers who are going to be wounded."
'

'My dear, '
' said the Viscountess firmly. '

'You
might as well make up your mind to staying home

with me. There is all the work hero that you can

25
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attend to. It's bad enough for the boys to be
away, hunting for trouble. I intend to keep my
daughter safe."

"You're only a girl. What can a girl do in
times like these?" inquired FranQois,

Lisette was almost in tears.

"^~^~There's just ever so many things a girl
can do," she retorted. "You think you are awful
smart, don't youT But I'll show you some day I
am good for something, even if I am only a girl"
The boys laughed derisively.

^

"Children, children," said the Viscountess.
"Isn't there trouble enough without quarreling
among yourselves? Lisette, you don't want to
say good by to the boys in a temper, do you!"

Lisette changed face.

"No, mother," she answered slowly. "I don't
iThey're horrid, but then they're boys, so I s'pose
they can't help themselves."

Ralph and Frangois laughed.

"E-o you call that making friends!" asked
Ralph. "Come on, Lisette, be a sp^ t

"
"Ralph," expostulated his sister. "Such lan-

guage!"

"All right, Sis,.T'm sorry. But if you know
any other word to express what I'm trying to
say "
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The automobile, which tho Viscount had sent

back from Maubeuge for them, tooted vigorously,

and the time for leave-takings had come.

Lisette relented.

"I don't care if you are mean," she announced.

"You are my best uncles, even if you are boys,

M and I like you—sometimes. And I hope you have

a good time."

"You're a—^what is it Ralph calls it!" shouted

Francois from the tonnoar, where ho was set-

tling himself amid additional bundles and pack-

ages destined for the Viscount. "A peach!

Good-by."

And as the car slid off Ralph leaned far out

and shouted:

"Oh, you peach!"

The car rounded a turn in the road, and a neck

of the Forest of Mormal blanketed the view of

the chateau. The boys settled back in their seats

and began to ply the chauffeur with questions as

to what was going on at Maubeuge. They soon

ceased their questionings, however, to devote all

their attention to the signs of military activity

they saw on every hand. Ralph had never seen

anything like it, and even Frangois admitted that

there were far more troops on tho roads than at

manerver times. Not onlv the main trunk-road

1
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they followed, bnt every lane and crosg-road was
crammed with soldiers or reservists on their way
to points of concentration.

The car passed lumbering batteries of artillery,

clanking colmnns of cavalry and long, dusty pro-
cessions of infantry. These were organizations
which had already assembled and were proceed-
ing to their stations on the frontier. Mingled
with them were throngs of peasants and villagers
who had been called out for service, on their way
to report at Maubeuge or some other center of
mobilization. These men, of course, were not in
uniform and wore unarmed. Besides these there
were endless processions of motor trucks, trac-
tion engines and horse-drawn vehicles, attached
to the transport department of the army, e'l

loaded with military stores, food and ammuni-
tion. The boys saw among other things a bat-
talion of engineer troops, with their pontoons for
bridge building, huge, unwieldy looking boats,
mounted upon carts.

The closer they got to Maubeuge the denser
the crowds became, and in the streets of the town,
a typical small French provincial city, but a
fortress of the first class, the jam was well nigh
indescribable. Yet through it all a sort of order
prevailed. Nobody lost his temper; everybody

.'i...
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knew just what was expected of him; the re-

servists found tlicir way somehow to the bar-

racks, and as fast ns thoy arrived were registered,

given unifonns and equipments and a bath and

had their hair cut; the troops en route defiled

through the streets at the regulation march-step.

At first Ralph thought ho had never seen such

a bedlam, but finally he came to understand the

spirit of orderliness that prevailed beneath the

surface.

"My, isn't it wonderful 1" he gasped. "I tell

you, Frank, I've always thought America was

a wonderful country, but we couldn't do this. No,

sirree, I've got to admit it."

Francois nodded.

"And you've got to remember," he added,

"that what you are seeing is only what is sotng

on at the same time all over France. This is

just a single army corps that is being mobilized

here. There are twenty such corps preparing to

take the field."

The chauffeur piloted them with little difBculty

to the office in the barracks occupied by the Vis-

count de Eocroi. He was busy with the officers

of his regiment in preparation for the equipping

of the reserve sqi.adron which he commanded;

but he found time to come out and greet the boys.

m
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"I Lad a word with the Governor this morn-
ing," he said. "And he told me he had plenty
of use for a couple of bright lads. So mind you
live up to the reputation I've given you."
He turned over the work of examining re-

servists to a junior officer and climbed up beside
them, while the chauffeur drove across town to
the Hotel de Ville, or Town Hall, where the Mili-
tary Governor, who was now the supreme au-
thority, had established his headquarters. Ar-
rived there, they took their station in a crowded
ante-chamber, while de Eocroi gave their names
to the aide-de-camp at the entrance to the Gov-
ernor's private office. During the twenty or
thirty minutes they were obliged to wait, Ealph
and Frangois amused themselves by studying
the people about them. There were civilian of-

ficials, officers of the transport and commissariat
departments, mysterious looking men and women
whom the Viscount pointed out as agents of the
Secret Police, aviation officers and representa-
tives of all the other branches of the service.

"As you can easily understand, the Military

Governor is a busy man," said de Eocroi. "But
somehow or other he manages to see everybody
and make certain that everything goes right."

After what they had seen, Ealph and Fransoia

II i.
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were prepared to find the Military Governor a

harsh, disagreeable person, who would treat them

with scant consideration. T.; ,l'/fiu, when they

were finally ushered into lis jfficos, f ey found

him a mild-mannered, plea-; ''^ s • utl',man, who

shook hands with them and acted as if he had all

the time in the world at his disposal and no cause

for hurry.

"Ah, young gentlemen," he said. "So you are

the lads who wish to volunteer for France! That

is well. We could use more of you. Let mo see.

I will appoint you to my staff, without military

rank, but as special aides. How will that be?"

"We -nish to do anything that will be of ser-

vice, sir," Ralph replied, seeing that an answer

was expected.

"So," said the Governor. "Well, to begin

with, we will start you to work guiding reservists.

Many of the men from the country districts are

having trouble finding the barracks. I wish you

to station yourselves on the outskirts of the town

and guide in all the men who seem uncertain of

their way. The Viscount de Rocroi will see to

your accommodation and meals. I trust I shall

hear more of you."

The boys saluted, and turned to go.

"Oh, by the way. Viscount," said the Governor

i
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to do Rocroi, who, of course, had accompanied

them. "Have you heard the latest news!"

"No, sir. What is it!"

"The Germans have sent an ultimatum to Bel-

gium, demanding free passage across Belgian ter-

ritory for their troops. A pleasant prospect,

isn't it! And Germany, with ourselves and Eng-

land, signed the treaty guaranteeing the neutral-

ity of Belgian territory—a treaty which was re-

affirmed on Gennany's part, by Bismarck him-

self, in 1870!"

"I'm afraid Germany stops at nothing, sir,"

replied the Viscount. "Is there any news from

England!"

The Governor shrugged his shoulders.

"She has not declared war yet—if that is what

you mean. But German violation of Belgian ter-

ritory would bring her to our side, if nothing else

did. Privately, Viscount, we expect the first con-

tingent of British troops in about two weeks.

The English do not move swiftly in military af-

fairs, you know."

He bowed, in sign that the interview was at

an end, and de Rocroi and the boys left the room.

As they threaded their way through the ante-

chamber, the Viscount clutched both boys by the

arm.
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"Of course," he said, "you understand that

what you heard in there is not for other ears."

"But is it really true!" exclaimed Ralph.

"Will England join in the war?"

"Undoubtedly. Her prestige is at stake. Ger-

many has steadfastly ignored her advice, and now

is preparing to fly in her face by attacking Bel-

gium, whom England is pledged to defend."

"Have wo had any fighting yet!" asked Fran-

gois, with a glint in his eye.

His brother laughed.

"You are a true Frenchman," he said. "That

is always the first question the reservists ask

when they report. Yes, there have been several

skirmishes along the Al In and Lorraine fron-

tier, and at Cirez the G s have invaded our

territory."

Francois doubled up his fist.

"You may say what you like, brother," he de-

clared. "But I am going to take my share in this

war. I may not bo old enough to enlist, but in

another two years I should have gone to St. Cyr,

anyhow, for my oflScer's training, and surely

I'm old enough and strong enough to fight in the

ranks."

"Bully for you, Frank I" cried Ealph. "I'm

with you in that."
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De Rocroi looked serious.

"Time enousli to talk of that lator," he. said.

"Ill tho mcantLmc, you aro on duty. Don't forgot

that. And, while the work may not be exciting,

it is necessary—and for France."

The boys soon found that the Viscount had

spoken tho truth when ho said their work would

not be exciting—also that it was excessively un-

comfortable. Tho weather was very hot, and the

roads were all covered by huge? clouds of dust;

many of the reservists were unbelievably stupid,

and the labor of directing them to the barracks

was often extremely arduous. Sometimes Ralph

or Frangois would have to escort a whole com-

pany of country fellows, who were too green to

be left to their own resources. By evening they

were thoroughly worn out ; but they had the satis-

faction of knowing that they had performed tho

work assigned I > '.hem, and had released for more

important service the under officers who would

otherwise Lave been required to act as guides.

That evening the Viscount told thcni the Ger-

mans had attacked the Belgian fortros'i of Liege

;

and next morning came word that England had

declared war. If possible, Maubeugo boiled with

even greater excitement than the day before. Re-

servists were still pouring in, and the boys stuck

I
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to their posts until noon, when ordera reached

them to report at the Town Hall. De Rocroi was
waiting for them there.

"You owe me a vote of thanks," he said. "I've

got you some really iiitia'osting work to do now."

"What is it?" they demanded.

"Never mind. Wait and let the Governor tell

you himself."

When they entered the Governor's office, after

a short wail, they discovered him quite as un-

perturbed as on the previous day.

"Sit down," he said. "You have made good

in the work I gave you to do. Now, the Viscount

has suggested to me another kind of work which

I am disposed to believe you can acquit your-

selves of just as creditably. I am sending him

with a mixed column of infantry, cavalry and ar-

tillery to occupy the town of Dinant in Belgium,

about half-way between the frontier and Namur,

which the Germans will attack as soon as they

have enveloped Liege. He has suggested that

you boys, by reason of your youth, might be of

use to him for scouting purposes and to gather

information closer to the German lines than he

will dare to go. Would you care to try it!"

Their faces spoke for them.

"Very good," said the Governor, with a smile.
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"Then you are to report for duty to Major de

Eocroi."

The mixed column marched that afternoon. It

consisted of a squadron of cavalry, a battalion

of infantry and a battery of artillery.

"What we are after," de Eocroi explained to

the boys as they rode along beside him on horses

he had pro'.'ided, "is word of the Germans' move-

ments before they move. Do you understand?

We are sent to Dinant to keep in touch with the

enemy's outposts, so that we may be in a posi-

tion to send back wOrd to Maubeuge as soon as

any important advance develops."

The column marched until late that night, then

camped by the roadside, and proceeded the next

morning, as de Eocroi was anxious to reach

Dinant in as short a time as possible. All along

the way through Belgium the people of the coun-

tryside turned out to cheer the Frenchmen, and

they had what Ealph called "a triumphal prog-

ress."

Both of the boys felt that they were real sol-

diers at last, as they looked back at the column

under its inevitable cloud of dust and watched the

sunlight reflected from the burnished rifles and

field-guns and the tips of the lances carried by

the cavalry. The song of the bugles made their
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blood run faster, and they loved the rattle and

bump of the huge artillery wheels and the

clatter of horses' hoofs. But best of all, they

thought, was the rousing chorus of the red-legged

French infantry, as the men chanted one of their

marching songs or strode along to the stirring

swing of the "Marseillaise," which is the finest

battle-song in the world.

They marched into Dinant, perched between its

cliff walls on both banks of the Meuse, that even-

ing, and went into camp on the heights that domi-

nate the town. The wind was from the north-

east, and standing in the open after dark the boys

heard distinctly the first note of war, the far-

off thud and shock of the German and Belgian

guns at Liege.
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Cavalby patrols which de Rooroi sent out dur-

ing the next few days scoured the country be-

tween the Meuse and the Ourth Eivers without

finding a trace of the Germans.

" It is as I fancied, ' ^ he said to the boys. '
' The

Germans have thrown heavy advance guards into

the country around Liege and into the Duchy of

Luxemburg, which lies in the triangle formed by

the meeting of the eastern frontier of Belgium

and the northern frontier of France, but their

main bodies of troops have not yet begun to move.

This is what I brought you along for."

They were sitting in the coffee-room of the lo-

cal inn, and on the table in front of them the Vis-

count spread out a map of the Ardennes dis-

trict.

"You see the situation," he went on. "This

stretch of country is hilly and thickly wooded.

It will be impossible for the Germans to send

their principal armies through it. But they will

38
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undoubtedly push a column from Malmedy, on
th'.'i • side of tUo Belgian frontier, across the

mountains to take Huy and Namur in flank, and
to assist their army from Liege, which will come
up the valley of the Mouse. It is that column
we wish to find out about, because it will not

move until the main column is prepared to start

from Liege against Namur. When it starts we
shall know Namur is threatened and the invasion

of Belgium is actually under way."
The boys nodded.

"Now, for your part in the enterprise. I wish

you to tramp over as close to the German fron-

tier, in the neighborhood of Malmedy, as you
can. Wear your Boy Scout costumes, and if you
should be arrested or questioned, simply say that

you are Scouts on a camping trip and that you
had no idea there was a war. Many people in

the remote districts have not heard of it yet.

Don't take unnecessary chances; use your heads.

And get back here as quickly as possible—within

five or six days, at the most."

This was the sort of venture that Ralph and
Frangois had dreamed about, and they started off

in the best of spirits. They carried no arms, but

their knapsacks were full of food, and de Rocroi

had provided them liberally with money.
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That day they covered about twenty miles and
camped for the niglit outside the town of Alarohe,

a considerable place on the railway line from
Kecogne to Liej, •. They passed through a coun-

tryside partly taken up by farms, interspersed

with mining villages and factory communities. It

was as hilly as de Rocroi had told them it would
be and in many places the hills were covered by
forests. Except for the constant booming of big

guns 'n the direction of Liege, the Scouts would
never have known they were within short range
of war.

There were no troops, either Belgian or Ger-
man, in this district, a'; I the people they met were
going about their daily tasks just as if nothing

unusual was happening. In fact, in one small vil-

lage in the midst of a forest, the people gathered

around the boys and asked them what the firing

meant.

"There is a war," Frangois told them.

"A warf " The peasants stupidly shook their

heads. "But what laanner of war I Who would
be fighting?"

"The Germans are invading your country."

"Impossible!" exclaimed an old man. "There
has been peace ever since I can remember—and
that is more than forty years, since the French
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Emperor was capturod across the frontier there

at Sedan. Some of his men escaped and stopped

in our village."

The boys hurried on, leaving the villagers to

argue the matter among themselves.

At Marche they observed indications of the ef-

fect of the fighting. They saw endless lines of

railroad cars of all kinds going south, toward

France, and were told that this was being done

to save the rolling stock from capture by the

Germans. To the northet.st of Marche small par-

ties of military engineers were mining the rail-

road embankments and all the bridges and cul-

verts. Across the railroad line, the Scouts found

the country more thickly settled, but still rather

wild and rugged.

Farmers worked in the fields; cattle lowed in

the pastr; around the shafts of mines the

miners gathered in their soiled overalls, lunch

pails in hand. Here, again, there were no evi-

dences that war was abroad. But the guns of

Liege sounded even clearer than before. That

night the boys stayed in the woods above the vil-

lage of Odeigne. They were now quite close to

the frontier, and they judged it dangerous to run

the risk of being trapped in some house by a

chance patrol of German cavalry. They were
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up with snnriso, bntliod in n littlo brook, ate a
hurripfl breakfast, and procpodod on tlioir jour-
ney, talcing only tlio most out-of-tlio-way paths.
By noon tlioy had reached a hill which overlooked
the valley of the Salm River and the railroad
line which follows the river from the capital of
the little Duchy of Luxemburg to Liege.

One of the last things de Rocroi had done was to
present Francois with an excellent pair of field-

glasses, and the boys now put these to effective

use. Lying in the gvass on the hilltop, they
trained the glasses ori the wide area of tumbled
country that intervened between them and the
frontier. They could see distinctly the church
steeples of Malmedy on the German side, but
what took Francois' eye particularly was a tiny
array of blobs of light that glanced along a green
hUlside fully five miles away. After a prolonged
stare, he lianded the glasses over to Ralph.

"W lat do you make of thatT" he asked.

"Lance tips," replied Ralph briefly, once he
had focused the objects in his lenses. "They', j

this side of the frontier, too."

"What I can't understand, though," went on
Francois thoughtfully, "is why they sho.-ldn't be
farther into Belgium by this time. I strongly sns-
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peot we shall find thoro are other patrols on

every side of us."

Ralph nodded.

"Wo can't bo too careful," he agreed. "W«11,

what nowt"

"What do you think t"

"Why, my idoa is to go straight ahoad, taking

side paths whenever we can," roturned l{alpli

frankly. "It's certain that no matter how many
German patrols arc on this side of the frontier

to-day, there will be more to-morrow. It would

be foolish to wait."

So they set out once more, using every pre-

caution to keep under cover, never passing a soul

until on a lane through some hillside meadows
they met a man going in the same direction. He
carried a bundle tied to a stick over his shoul-

der, and hf Jjnnied along without looking to right

or left.

" Hullo, there I" Ralph hailed him. " Have you

seen any Germans t"

The man started.

"Germans!" he replied in a startled tone.

"Why—why—how should I have seen any Ger-

mans t"

He looked at them craftily.

'?;
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"Haven't you heard the news!" Fransois
asked him.

"No," said the man. "What news?"
The boys laughed.

"You must stay in out-of-the-way comers," an-
swered Frangois. "Didn't you know that Ger-
many is at war with France and Belgium!"
The crafty look about the man's eyes changed

to one of uncertainty.

"I am obliged for your information," he said,

and without another word he struck off in a di-

rection diagonal to that which the boys were fol-

lowing.

"Why, the way he's going will land him right

on the frontier," exclaimed Ralph. "The Ger-
mans will gobble him up."

And he ran after the man, shouting to him to

come back, but the man pressed on, never an-

swering a word, with his head down and his legs

taking great strides over the uneven ground.
"He's a queer person," commented Frangois.

"Not very agreeable."

With this, they dismissed him from their

minds, little dreaming that a few hours hence
they would meet him again under far different

circumstances.

It was close to sundown now, and they decided
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to continne on their way to the frontier, in hopes

that the cloak of darkness might assist them in

getting past any guards the Germans might have

posted around Malmedy. As matters turned out,

their idea was a good one, for they did succeed

in crossing the frontier at an unguarded spot in

the dusk and gained the shoulder of the hill which

juts over the western side of Malmedy. En-

sconced here in an apple orchard, they had a first-

rate opportunity to spy out the land. Malmedy
lay immediately beneath, its streets and squares

mapped in lights. OfE to one side was a broad

streak of incandescence, whence rose the panting

of locomotives, the shriek and scream of brakes,

and the jangling clatter that comes only from
railroad yards.

"Judging by the uproar, we might be in the

Grand Central Station at New York," said Ralph.

"And yet none of those tracks cross the fron-

tier," answered his chum. "That is one of the

Germans' strategic railroads; it is simply a stub-

end that terminates at the frontier and that is

good for nothing except rushing up troops and

supplies to the very edge of Belgium."

"Cricky, then, they must be working it over-

time!" asserted Ealph. "Just hear the noise!"

Indeed, the clamor plainly indicated the move-
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ments of a large body of men; and as soon as

the darkness became heavier the boys crept down
the hill and entered the streets of the town.

Troops were on every side, soldiers of all arms
of the service, but all dressed in the same blue-

gray uniform that melted into almost any back-

ground. The fields surrounding the town were

crammed with tents and thousands of men were

sleeping out under the stars, shelterless, and

suffering no hardships, thanks to the mild sum-

mer weather. There were streets crowded with

field artillery, battery after battery, more guns

than the boys could count; and in other streets

transport wagons, motor-driven and horse-

drawn, stood in serried rows, loaded and pre-

pared to go forward at the word of command.
By midnight the boys had seen enough for

their present purposes and they started to work
out of the town toward the western suburbs, in-

tending to repass the frontier and put as much
distance as possible behind them before dawn.

This was not so easy as it sounded, however. The
Germans had sentries posted at intervals in the

town and on the outskirts, but whenever one of

these men attempted to hold them up, Ralph

mustered all his schoolboy German for the test

and muttered a vague explanation of a message
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for the "Ober-General." Inasmuch as there

were a number of Boy Scouts in town doing mes-

senger work, the sentries always fell back upon
receiving this explanation.

Three hours later they were safe in the open

country—or, at least, they thought they were

safe. They had crossed the frontier, and were

plodding along sleepily, anxious only to get to

some hiding-place, where they might rest, when
suddenly they heard a clatter of hoofs ahead of

them. Both straightened with a jerk.

"What " gasped Frangois.

"Shall we run!" asked Ralph.

But before they had an opportunity to make
up their minds, a compact troop of men galloped

around a corner of the road and raised a shout at

sight of them. The boys were trapped!

Brandishing their lances and shouting guttural

questions, the Germans rode up and surrounded

them. An oflBcer flashed an electric lantern on

their faces and a hoarse voice questioned them

in French. Who were they? Where were they

going 1 What had they been doing?

"We are Boy Scouts, sir," Frangois replied

coolly. "We have been on a two-weeks' tramp-

ing expedition in the Ardennes. N'oWj'^/trare on

our way home."

!{|
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"Had you no idea of the danger you were int"

demanded the officer incredulously.

"Dangert" The boys looked as blank as they

could.

"The wart" answered the officer impatiently.

"What wart" It was all Ealph could do to

keep from chuckling at the amazement Frangois

expressed in face and voice.

The Germans around them clucked with as-

tonishment. Some laughed.

"Poor little chaps," said a senior officer. "To
blunder into a thing like this! And so you are

surprised to see Gemjan troops on Belgian soil?"

"Yes, dir," said Fransois. "As I said, my
friend and I have been tramping in the hills for

two weeks and "

"They are lying. Captain," interrupted a harsh

voice.

All turned to see who this new speaker might

be; and a thrill of despair shot down the spines

of the boys when the surly figure of the man they

had passed on the hillside—the man with the

bundle who had run away from them when they

spoke of the war—thrust through the ring of

troopers.

"Is it permitted to speak, High and Well-bom
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Sirt" asked the man of the German commander,
in tones little like those he had just used.
The officer nodded curtly.

"As you know, sir," the man pursued, "I
joined the troop about dusk, having come by foot
from Namnr. Just before I met you I encoun-
tered these youths, and they asked me if I had
not heard of the war and made much of it when
I showed surprise. Then they would have fol-
lowed me when I left them-all of which makes
me suspicious. I believe them to be spies."
"Trust a spy to catch a spy," muttered the

German captain in his beard.

But the friendliness had gone out of his man-
ner when he turned to the boys again.

"What have you to say for yourselvest" he
demanded.

Fransois shrugged his shoulders.

"We have told our story, sir," he said, "What
use to go over it again?"

T?ie Captain considered.

"Very well," he said. "On account of your
youth I shall not hang you out of hand. I will
take you back to Mahnedy with me, and look into
your case more carefully. If what this man says
is true, though "

He made a significant gesture. And for the
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first time Balph and Frangois appreciated ex-

actly the plight they were in. They had heard
of the Germans' iron system of military law, and
knew the fate they might expect if their captors

became satisfied they were spies.

The boys were each strapped to the stirrup

of a German trooper, and then the column started

for the frontier, the men to whom the boys were
bound riding immedia*'>ly behind the commander
and the spy. The route they took was not that

by which the boys had left Mabnedy. The Ger-
man captain was anxious to examine a ford to

the southwest, and therefore he was returning

by a roundabout way which would enable him
to look at it.

As he rode along he maintained a conversation

with the spy, and Ralph, whose captor was a
scant horse's length behind the ofiPcer, was able

to catch most of what was said. Much of the

man's report had to do with matters he did not

understand, the location of batteries at Namur,
the temporary defenses erected by the Belgians

in rear of Liege to delay the Germans after they

had passed this stronghold, and so forth. But
he involuntarily cocked his ear forward as he

beard the spy speak of Dinant.
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"Is it strongly held!" asked the cavalry of-

ficer.

The spy snapped his fingers.

"A battalion of infantry, with some guns and
a handful of cavalry—no more. A brigade, with
mountain artillery, could take it with little diffi-

culty."

"I see," said the German officer reflectively.

"And it would give us control of the Meuse above
Namur. '

'

'

' Exactly,
'

' replied the spy eagerly. ' ' It would
prove an excellent base, too, for operating against
N' -.r from the rear and for raids on Charleroi
and Mons."

"I will take it up with the General to-day,"
said the cavalryman decisively. "It is too good
a chance to be missed. If we wait the French
may be reinforced."

Dawn found them close to the frontier, and
the column halted at a farmhouse for breakfast.
The two troopers charged with guarding the boys
took their prisoners into the house and
placed them in the big kitchen, while they for-

aged about for extras to eke out their scanty
marching rations. With the farmhouse sur-

rounded by their comrades they were confident

the boys could not hope to escape.
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All of the men attached to the farm had fled,

and the only person who appeared was a stout

old Belgian woman, who regarded the Germans

with evident hostility. After exhausting the pos-

sibilities of ^iie cupboard, the troopers left the

kitchen and went out into the yard to hvA for

eggs in the hen-roost. The old woman g.dnced

stealthily around and crossed over to the boys.

"You're prisoners, aren't yout" she said.

"Are you Belgians, lads!"

"No, French," said Frangois. He didn't think

it was worth while going into elaborate explana-

tions about Ealph's complicated nationality.

"The same thing these days," she answered.

"They mean you no good, eh!"

She motioned to the Germans who were chas-

ing the squawking hens around the barnyard with

much yelling and laughter.

"We are spies. They are going to hang us,"

Ralph said.

She cast up her hands in horror.

"To think of it! And you're only boys I But

you must be brave. Dear, dear ! Pauvres petitsi

It shan't be. No, I won't let them. You come

with me."

She led them down a shallow flight of stairs

into a cellar beneath the house. It was dark
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and filled with vats and bins. In a distant cor-

ner she stopped and motioned for them to crouch

down.

"I'm too old," she said, "but you can do it.

Feel against tlio wall down there. Is there a

stone loose T"

Ralph pressed his hands against the huge

stines of which the cellar walls were built, and

sure enough one of them wabbled as he touched

it.

"That's it," exclaimed the old woman. "Push
it back, and duck in, lads. Then replace it, and
you'll be as safe as a weasel in his burrow." She

chuckled. "To tell you the truth," she went on,

"my husband is something of a smuggler in his

spare time, and that hole has often been useful.

But you had better hurry. Your friends will be

missing you."

They tried to thank her, but she would not

listen to them, and almost before they realized

their good fortune they were safe in the hole and

the stone was back in place.

"Stuff some earth in the cracks," she whis-

pered through to them. "Good luck go with you.

You'll find a back way out of your burrow, young
weasels."

A couple of minutes later they heard her con-
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fronting the indignant troopers, clamoring for
their prisoners.

"And am I to be the guardians of every pair
of schoolboys a parcel of Uhlans pick up oflf the
highroad I" she returned. "Go along to your
captain and tell him you're a pair of fools. Didn't
I see the boys go out that window with my own
two eyes and you too busy after setting hens to
mind your duty!"

"Come on," said Ralph through the tears of
laughter that filled his eyes. "She can look after
herself. We'd best be finding that rear way out
she spoke of."



CHAPTER IV

A88I0NED TO OENEBAX, FBENCH

They groped about in the darkness and soon
determined that the hole was about eight feet

square and five feet high. In one corner was a
round opening, possibly two feet in diameter, evi-

dently the exit. They crawled into it on hands
and knees, feeling their way, and before they had
traversed twenty feet found that it widened out
considerably. After one turn, it went in a
straight line and brought up in a dead-end.

The boys felt around again, and now discov-

ered that the roof of the tunnel contained a trap-

door, which they unfastened so that Ralph was
able to pull himself onto the upper level.

"It's all right," he called down to Frangois al-

most at once. '
'We 're in a hayrick. '

'

Indeed, the boys were in as snug a hiding-place

as could be desired, a vast stack of hay built

around a wooden frame, with a considerable hole

in the middle, ample enough for them to sprawl
out in. Through crevices they made in the hay
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walls they watched the German cavalry search

the premises for them and finally ride off. They
waited half an hour to make sure the Germans
would be out of sight, and then stole from the

rick on the side facing an extensive patch of

woodland.

Part of the way they went on their hands and
knees through a beet field; when the beets gave
out they jumped to their feet and ran. But no
rifle shot pursued them, and they reached the

shelter of the trees, panting, but relieved.

Thenceforward, until they had crossed the Ourth,

they made it a rule not to travel any of the main
roads and never to travel in the daytime. Dur-
ing that day they saw many forces of Germans,
varying from patrols of a dozen troopers to

strong columns of a squadron or two. But as

they approached the Ourth, the Germans became
less frequent, and the peasants of the river vil-

lages assured them no Germans had approached
it as yet.

The boys indulged in a good sleep that night

in an open wheat field, and started early the next

morning, with the intention of making Dinant

before dark. They knew they had intelligence

of much importance, and indeed they realized that

without the warning they brought of impending
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attack upon de Rocroi's little garrison, it was
exceedingly likely that the French at Dinant
might be wiped out by an overpowering force.

So they did not spare themselves, and at three

o'clock in the afternoon an advance picket of

French cavalry picked them up on the road, dusty
and worn out. Inside of an hour they were sit-

ting with the Viscount de Rocroi in his head-

quarters in the inn, telling the story of what they
had seen at Mahnedy and heard on the march with
the German cavalry.

"I should say you have had what might fairly

be called an adventure," he said when they had
finished. "And I don't need to tell you that was
good work. You've fairly won your spurs, boys.

And now I am going to send you back to Mau-
beuge."

Deep gloom showed on the faces of both.

"What!" exclaimed Frangois. "Just when
there is a prospect of a real fight here!"

"Is that the kind of reward we getf " demanded
Ralph.

"Even so," replied the Viscount calmly.

"Cheer up, and listen to reason. This fight here

is not going to be much of a fight. It will be like

dozens of other affairs of outposts. True, many
men will be killed, but in the end, I expect, we
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shall have to fall back. There will be nothing
to be gained here, no chance for making a name
for one's self. All we shall have to do will be
to hold on as long as we can. If we don't hold
on long enough we'll be blamed; if we do hold on
long enough nobody will think to praise us be-
cause there will be far bigger performances on
the stage by that time. Now, I am going to send
you back where you will have opportunities to
see something worth remembering in the way of
battles. In the long run you wiU thank me."
"You like to wrap it up the right way, don't

you?" said Frangois gloomily.

"Don't forget you are a soldier, Frangois," re-
turned his brother.

And the boys felt suddenly ashamed of them-
selves.

"We've been doing the goat," admitted Ralph
cheerfully. "But, after all, old scout, it's just
because we don't want to leave you all by your-
self."

"That's most kind," said de Rocroi with a
laugh. "But I shall be all right. Now, let me
be. I must write a dispatch for you to take back
to Maubeuge."

The boys said good-by to him the next morn-
ing, and proudly carrying the official dispatches

K
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he had entrusted to them, returned to France in
an army automobile which had been sent out with
instructions several days before. The last they
saw of Dinant was the French tri-color waving
proudly from the tower of the old citadel on the
highest pinnacle of the cliffs on the eastern bank
of the river—and soon, very soon, to come down,
as they were to learn many days later.

When they reached Maubeuge they found con-
ditions very different from those they had wit-
nessed before they left. The mobilization of the
fi- it-line army had been completed and the troops
had been moved forward into Belgium. Divi-
sions composed of older classes of reservists were
now being formed to serve as the permanent gar-
rison of the fortress, but there was no such bustle
as had prevailed before. In the Governor's of-
fice, however, the same crowd of officers and civil

magnates sat waiting to see him; and the boys
had to take their turn, even after telling the aide-
de-camp that they brought dispatches.

"My friend de Rocroi asks me to find some
more employment for you," said the Governor
after he had greeted them. "He tells me of the
service you have just performed, which augurs
a sense of self-reliance above what might be ex-
pected from young men of your age. For this
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reason I am going to entrust you with a mission
of great importance. I liavo just received a re-
quest from General Joffre, the Commander-in-
Chief, for interpreters to bo assigned to the staff
of Sir John French, who commands the English
army which landed in France to-day. Hero is a
letter which will introduce you to him. He should
be at Maubeugo to-morrow morning and I would
suggest that you report to him then."
A column of middle-aged French reservists

passing through the principal street of Maubeuge
a few minutes after this conversation wtro much
surprised at the sight of two Boy Scouts danc-
ing a solemn war-dance. It was Ralph and Fran-
gois celebrating their assignment to General
French, which they accepted as the best stroke
of luck that could have happened to them. They
took advantage of the time elapsing before Sir
John's arrival to borrow an automobile from
some friends of Francois and pay a flying visit to
Rocroi. Their sister welcomed them with open
arms, and even Lisette acted as if she was not
sorry to see them.

"You look different already," exclaimed the
Viscountess. "You look bigger, somehow."
"You mean just dirtier, mother," objected Li-

sette. "I didn't think boys could be so sun-
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burned, and their faces are horridly scratched."
"Oh, very well," said Ralph composedly. "But

what will you say when we tell you we have been
captured by the Germans."

'

'
Ralph t Never ! " His sister 's protest was al-

most a sob. "And Jules?" she cried.

"Oh, he's safe enough," Frangois assured her.
"You always think of him before you do of us."
"And why not?" she demanded.
"I don't believe a word they say," declared

Lisette. "They think they're scaring us, that's
all."

"Well, you just listen to this story, and then
tell us if you think we could lie so well," ad-
vised Ralph, and he began the account of their
journey to Malmedy and what came of it.

"It's awful, boys," said their sister solemnly.
"I shall be imagining aU sorts of things hap-
pening to you now."

"Oh, we'll be safe enough with General
French, '

' Ralph replied. "He 'U have a big army,
you know."

"I hope so," she said.

Lisette had not interrupted once while the boys
were telling their story—which was most remark-
able for her—but now she spoke up.

"Well," she said. "I daresay what you told

i
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us was mostly true, but I did notice that it took
a woman to save you."

And she marched off with her nose in the air.

After one of Suzanne's bountiful dinners the
boys went to bed in their own rooms. But they
were up bright and early in the morning, and
sped back to Maubeuge in the automobile in time
to be at General French's headquarters before
they were opened.

"Whom did you wish to see?" asked an officer

of the staff.

"We have a letter from the Governor to Sir
John French, sir," answered Ealph, bringing his

heels together and saluting like the officers of
the garrison.

The officer disappeared and returned in five

minutes with the intimation that "Sir John will

give yon a few moments immediately."

Both of the boys knew something of the repu-
tation and past career of the great British cav-
alry commander, one of the handful of officers

of high rank who had emerged from the Boer
War with added luster on his fame. And their

hearts beat a little faster as they walked through
a series of rooms occupied by clerks and staff

officers, working at desks over the immense
amount of documentary detail which is so vital
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a part of a great modern army's existence. Their

guide brought them at last to a door, which he
threw open, announcing:

"Two messengers from the Governor of Mau-
beuge to see Sir John French."

A little bit of a man, thick-set and nervous in

his bearing, with a huge, handsomely-cut head
and a red, masterful face, stood on a rug at one

end of the room. His hair was white and so was
his mustache, but nobody would have called him
an old man, any more than anyone would have
called him a fat man, on account of his thick body.

He walked with an easy spring, and if you knew
anything at all about out-of-doors you could tell

that he was a man who was hard and fit, like an
athlete. He advanced two quick steps to meet
them, then stood still.

"Well?" he said.

The boys saluted, and Ralph extended the let-

ter from the Governor. Sir John accepted it,

slit the flap of the envelope with his finger, and
glanced through it.

"You're rather young for such work," he said,

when he looked up. "But I see you are credited

with active service already. Whereabouts!"

Ralph described briefly their expedition from
Dinant. Sir John's face lighted up.
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"Ah, that's the kind of work I like to hear
ahout," he said. "The best way of training men
is to put them on their own responsibility—and
a man who can carry out a successful reconnais-

sance generally has the right stuff in him. You're
French?"

"I am, sir," replied FranQois.

"I am an American," said Ealph proudly.

"From the States?" inquired Sir John. "Ah,
that's good. Your people should be with us in

this. I visited your country several years ago,

myself, inspected your Military Academy at West
Point. A fine body of young men, and a splen-

did institution."

He turned and walked to his desk, drumming
on the surface.

"I shall be very glad to avail myself of your
services," he said, after an interval of thought.

"I will attach you to my staff—the necessary

credentials will be made out immediately. You
are Boy Scouts, I understand!"

"Yes, sir."

"So much the better. You may weftr your
Scout uniforms. Report to my Chief of Staff

now. I shall require you immediately for mes-

senger work and so forth. We move to Mons
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early next week, wlion the balance of my troops
are up from tlie coast."

He nodded in signal of dismissal, and with a
salute they left the room.

"What did you think of him, Frank!" asked
Ralph when they were out in the corridor.

"He ia a man!" said the French boy, after
drawing a deep breath. "He makes you feel con-
fident. Did you notice how he radiated self-re-

liance! I don't believe he could fail. And I'll

tell you what. I'm mighty glad the British seat
him over and not some fellow who would have
thought he knew it all and started fighting with
our generals. He may be self-confident, but I'll

bet you Sir John French doesn't think he is the
only man with a say."

Sir John lived up to his word; he kept the
boys on their feet pretty steadily for a week.
In the meantime, trainload after trainload of
British soldiers poured up from the Channel
ports and gradually a considerable number of
troops were grouped on the left flank of the
French armies, which wore massing along the
Belgian frontier. Sir John's army consisted of
the First Corps, commanded by Liput.-Gen. Sir
Douglas Haig; the Second Covps, commanded bj'

Gen. Sir Horace Smith Donieu, and a CaVttlr^
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Division, commanded by Maj.-Oen. Edmund Al-

lenby. The Third Corps was also attached to Sir

John French's army, but it was delayed in leav-

ing England and did not reach the front until

after the initial heavy fighting. The number of

troops actually at his disposition when the cam-

paign opened was about 70,000.

General Joffre, who commanded all the French

armies, had worked out a strategical plan of cam-

paign against the Germans which called for an

advance by the Allies all along their line. While

several French armies pushed forward into Al-

sace and Lorraine, others were to advance into

the Duchy of Luxemburg, now occupied by Ger-

man troops, and through the Ardennes, while still

another was thrust forward toward Charleroi and

Namur in Belgium to operate on the right flank

of the English. Each of these French armies

was much more numerous than the small force

conunanded by Sir John French.

Had General Joffre 's first plans worked out

satisfactorily, the German advance would have

been met before it got fairly under way, they

would have been stopped before they had tra-

versed Belgium and flung bank upon theii'

own territory. But "somebody blundered." A
French commander, whose identity has never be-
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come known, but whose forces operated in Al-
sace, was disastrously defeated; the whole line

of the Allies was endangered; and thus was
brought about that retirement of the allied armies
which left Belgium to its fate and which was
only stayed under the walls of Paris. It was
this campaign, one of the most dramatic in the
history of the world, that Ralph and Frangois
were to participate in. But like all the rest of
their comrad. s in arms in the British army, they
had no idea of the terrible experiences which
lay ahead of them, even though they had seen ac-

tual ovidenoe of the swarming numbers which
Germany was about to send forward from such
military beehives as Malmedy.
By Friday, August 21st, the British army was

established on a line running from a fortified po-
sition about the village of Conde, just within the
French frontier, to Mons in Belgium and thence
to the Belgian town of Binche, which was guarded
by the Fifth Cavalry Brigade. The British cav-
alry had been pushing forward into Belgium for
several days past, and stray squadrons had
forayed almost up to Brussels and Charleroi.

Some of these raiding parties were handicapped
in securing information by the scarcity of men
who spoke French fluentiy, and it was on the even-
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ing of the 2l8t, just after all his infantiy and ar-

tillery had been placed in position for the advance
which he expected to make, that Sir John sum-
moned the boys to his headquarters.

"A mixed column of cavalry and infantry is to

reconnoiter to-morrow toward Charleroi," he
said. "I want you to go with it. Never mind
any fighting there may be. Your duty will be to

pick up what information you can from the coun-
try people and from any prisoners."



CHAPTER V

IK FACE OP AWFUL ODDS

"Who are you lookin' forf " asked a bi^ Irish
infantryman as the boys pusbed tbrougli a de-
tachment massed in the northern suhurh of Mona.
"Major Monaon's mixed coluinii." fopljed

Ralph.

"We're it," said the infantryman bvi'^Oy.

"What might be your business!"

"We are special interpreters assigned to Major
Monson. Where can we find himT"
"Up at the head of the column with the cavalry

bhoys."

Major Monson turned out to be a lean, quiet
Englishman. He was very glad to have the boys
attached to his command, he said, and had a
couple of horses brought out for them. A few
minutes afterward the column started.

"We don't know just what we are going to
do," he explained. "But there are lashings of
Uhlans all through the country between here and
Namur and Brussels ana we ai. certain to run

69
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into some of them sooner or later. Just as a
surprise for them, we are bringing along the in-
fantry; and as an additional surprise the infantry
are packing a machine-gun. Of course, though,
what we want most is to get a line on the en-
emy's plans and the disposition of his principal
masses, which must be coming up fast behind
his cavalry screen."

This was a very long speech for Major Mon-
son to make, as Ealph and Frangois soon found
out. He was a man who thought much, but talked
little. They had seen enough of military mat-
ters in the last three weeks to sense a real soldier
when they met him, and they picked Major Mon-
son for the genuine article. He was always on
the alert. His column marched with a point or
advanced scout of two men thrown almost , ifle

shot forward, with a strong advence guard
ahead of the main body and with flanking de-
tachments on either side.

The country they traversed was thickly in-
habited, and consisted of farm land, divided by
villages and patches of woods, with frequent
canals and rivulets. The country people were
going about their affairs just as in times of peace.
Very few of them knew anything about the Ger-
mans. To be sure, they had seen Uhlans now
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and then; but they had not paid much attention

to them. The non-combatants of this district

went on the principle that the less interest they

showed in the fighting, the less likely they were
to be involved.

Toward the middle of the afternoon one of the

flanking parties raised a squad of Germans in a

valley and gave chase, but without any result.

After that Monson marched with even greater

caution, drawing in his scouts and reconnoitering

the country ahead before he advanced over it.

Finally, at a village some twenty-five miles from
Mons, they encountered a priest, who really took

an interest in matters.

"Yes," he said, with the boys acting as inter-

preter, "there is a strong party of Germans to

the west of here. They passed through this

morning. It may be, if you climb the church

steeple, you can follow them in the distance."

Accompanied by the old man and the boys. Ma-
jor Monson climbed the dusty ladders to the

steeple's top. "With his glasses he swept the

country to the west, and presently verified the

priest's statement.

"Hold on, though," he exclaimed, "those fel-

lows are coming back this way."

"Very likely, monsieur," returned the priest
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''They would have no object in riding far in that
direction. It is probablo tl.ey intend to bivouacm this village for the night."
"I'm afraid their plans are going to be

spoiled," remarked Major Monson with a grim
smile.

He handed the binoculars to Frangois.
"Here, you keep a close watch on our friends "

he ordered. <'Let me know if anything unusual
happens. I must make arrangements for meet-
ing them."

While they watched the Germans, the boys
talked with the priest, and in the seclusion of the
tower, without the curious eyes of soldiers on his
face, the old man told much more than he had
before.

"The Germans are a very great army," he
said. "How do I know? All people who come
this way from Brussels tell of them. There are
hundreds and hundreds of thousands between
Brussels and Liege, and they tell everyone they
are going to crush the English and sweep the
Allies away from Paris and pound them to pieces
against the Alps."

When Major Monson returned, Frangois re-
counted this statement to him.

"Humph," he said, "that's interesting. It will
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be all the more interesting if we can confirm it

from a prisoner or two."

He satisfied himself that the Germans were
maintaining their leisurely pace, and then the
whole party descended the tower. A great change
had come over the village. Tlie English sol-

diers had warned all the inhabitants to take to

the cellars, and at the end of the town which
the Germans were approaching they had impro-
vised a barricade of overturned carts, hastily ex-

cavated paving stones and timber, which the in-

fantry were busy strengthening with dirt. Other
infantrymen were occupied in loopholing the

houses which commanded this street, while the

cavalry were drawn up to one side.

"I think we'll do for them, now," announced
Major Monson proudly. "You youngsters stay

here by the barricade. You're too light for our
kind of work. There must be at least a regiment
of these Germans and we shall have all we can
do, waking 'em up, without getting dished our-

selves. '

'

He turned to his squadron.

"Ready, men. Forward, and keep your horses

in hand. Hold together. Don't scatter."

The cavalry trotted out of the village down a
leafy lane, which would hide them until they
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were within clo«e range of the Germans. The
infantry lay dowm behind the barricade or else

took shelter in the houses. One detachment ha .

established themselves with the Maxim directly

in the center of the barricade, where they could

sweep the whole road in front of them.

"I want to see that cavalry fight," declared

Ralph. "Come on, Frank. Let's try the church

tower again."

So they ascended the steeple once »ore, and

with Major Monson's glasses secured a first-rate

view of what happened. The Germans were rid-

'ng along a couple of miles away, quite unsus-

pectingly. Nothing couid be seen of the English,

who were still concealed in the lane; but sud-

denly Major Monson and his men debouched in

full view of the Germans. They made a splendid

simulation of surprise. At first the rear troops

clattered up and there was a ragged attempt to

form line. Then, when the numbers of the Ger-

mans dawned upon them, the squadron took to

their heels down the main road which led into the

village. With a whoop and a "ta-ra-ra" of bugles

the Germans came after them, a whirlwind of men
and horses, lances down.

Just as they reached the village, the English

split right and left, but a few who could not

S^3Kffi^S^'Sij^':<l?8!^I^''.
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control their maddened horses had to ride

straight upon thf barricade and It^p over it.

The Germans pounded on remorselessly. At the

entrance of the village a few swung off from the

flanks, but the majoray kept on through the vil-

lage, hoping to cut off the English, without giving

them a chance to reform. The Uhlans were be-

tween the first houses before the English infan-

try fired. Then there came an irregular ripple

of rifle fire tliat stung but did not have the effect

of stopping the enemy. Instead, the Germans

cauK on more desperately than ever, maddened

by the empty saddles among them. And the in-

fantry allowed them to advance up to within less

than a hundred yards of the barricade before the

Maxim commenced to stutter and snort and pour

its hail of lead through their crowded ranks.

They were brave men, but they were human,

and they knew the chance mounted troops in their

formation had against such a weapon backed up

by magazine-rifle fire. The front squadron was

crumpled up, demolished. But the rear squad-

rons swung their horses around and beat a hasty

retreat, leaving more than a hundred men dead

and wounded in the narrow way. Cheering loudly,

the infantry poured out of the houses in which

they had lain and divided into squads to comb

s^^SrU^ j;,r=:j:-ap;i'5ri.-i jj:::/'.;
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the outskirts for the detachments which had fol-
lowed the English cavalry. But Major Monson'a
men accounted for these without assistance, and
all the infantry had to do was to collect the arms
abandoned by the Germans and carry the enemy's
wounded into the church.

Ralph and Fransois helped in this work, and
before Major Monson returned they had already
singled out several slightly wounded Germans
and ordered them set aside for interrogation.
"Who are you—Eussians ? " said the first man

they questioned.

"No, these are English troops."
"English? But our officers told us we had only

French and Russians in front of us."
Other men asked if they were to be killed, and

they seemed quite surprised at being accorded
as much kindness as was possible.

When Major Monson arrived the slightly
wounded men were led out for a formal cate-
chizmg. A noncommissioned officer proved the
best material. He was a fine, big fellow, a Prus-
sian to his backbone and exhibited an air of con-
tempt for his captors.

"No, I don't mind telling you anything," he
answered haughtily. "It doesn't matter, any-
how. We have you beaten now."

biiii
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"Here, in this village, you meant" asked Fran-
cois—who was interpreting—innocently.

The Uhlan scowled.

"That was an English trick," he replied.

"You'll see how much chance you'll have against

us in a stand-up fight."

"Who commands the army which is marching
upon Mons?"

"General von Kluck."

"How many men has het"

"Perhaps 300,000. I don't mind telling you,

because I know you haven't a third that many."
"How near is he?"

"Never mind that. You'll feel his steel soon
enough."

"What are his orders?"

"To wipe out the English army first, then take

Paris, while the Crown Prince is smashing the

French."

Major Monson dismissed him.

"That is as much information as one may ex-

pect to get from a man of his standing," he told

the boys, who had been interested participants in

the examination. "What he tells is only camp
gossip, of course, but camp gossip often reflects

the truth, especially among the Germans, whose
war plans are commonly known in advance. He
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probably exaggerates a little—as to numbers, for
instance. One must allow for such things."

The English commander then made prepara-
tions for abandoning such of his prisoners »s
were too severely wounded to be marched witk
his column and order* 1 the destruction of the
captured arms. Whtti all was rwdy darkiiess

had shut down, bat i/ie column were under or-

ders to march, notwithstanding, for Major Mon-
son did not care to run the risk of being trapped
by a superior force of Germans sent out to avenge
the defeat of their cavalry.

"Before we leave I'll take one more look

around the country from that church steeple," he
said. "Come along, youngsters."

It was pitch dark, and Ralph wondered what
could be seen, but, as a matter of fact, he saw
a sight he was never to forget all his life. To
the south and southwest there was nothing visi-

ble, except the occasional isolated lights of vil-

lages, but from the northwestern to the north-

eastern corners of the horizon, in a wide arc,

stretched a band of fires, twinkling like low-himg
stars, the campfires of an enormous host. Even
Major Monson was impressed.

"We've no time to lose," he said, after one
look. "Sir John French must know of this.
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Those fellows are a good day's march nearer

than they should be. They must be forcing the

pace. This looks like a surprise attack."

The column marched at once. Every hour
there was a halt of ton minutes, and just aftor

midnight there was a longt'v halt for hot tea and
biscuits, the standby of the British army in an
emergency. It seera'^d odd to Ralph and Fran-

cois, who were used to coffee and rolls. There
was one flurry about half way back to Mons, when
a small German patrol blundered into the Brit-

ish advance guard and were driven into a side

road with a loss of two men, whose horses were
made use of by Monson to mount a couple of

worn-out foot soldiers.

Of all the experiences the boys had had so far,

this was the most strenuous. They were such

lightweights that they were obliged to carry in-

fantrymen behind them practically all the way,

and there is nothing more tiring than riding

double on a horse, when yon are not used to it.

The horse doesn't like it any better than the

men. Also, it was considerably more than twenty-

five miles to Mons by the roads they were obliged

to take, and when the British outposts challenged

them dawn was breaking. Major Monson and the

boys set out at once to hunt up Sir John French,
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but this was not so easy as it sounded. He was
absent at a conference of corps and division
commanders at some point midway of the posi-
tion, and it was only after requisitioning a mo-
tor car that they were able to unearth the Com-
mander-in-chief.

"This is most important," he said, as soon
as the information had been detailed to him. "I
hope you are in time, Major Monson. At any
rate, we will do what we can."

Calm and collected as though he was ordering
a dinner instead of arranging the destinies of
several nations, he called in his aides and rapidly
dictated a series of orders to them to be dis-
patched over the wires to the several commanders
at different points.

"The first pressure will come on our right
wing, from Mons to Binche," he said. "We must
prepare for that." He turned to Ralph and
Franfiois. "Young gentlemen," he went on, "I
am quite sure you have had no rest this last night.
Are you tired?"

"Not a bit, sir," replied Ralph, as spokesman.
Sir John smiled.

"That's the spirit to win with," he commented.
"Take your motor car and carry this letter to

Lieutenant-Oeneral Sir Douglas Haig, command-
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in« llic First roips on the riKlit wing. Toll him
what you have tol.l nie. He is to hold his >n-ound
to tho best of his ability, and to retire as he deems
prudent."

In their automobile the boys were whisked over
the roads behind Mens to Ilarmignies, in the f-en-

ter of the Fi st Corps' position, in an hour. It

was now about eleven o'clock in the morning of
Sunday, August 23d. Many of (lie regiments the
boys passed on the roads were holding rifle in-
spection, while others had dismissed the i un to
bathe in the nearby river. Nobody seemed to be
anticipating an early battle.

"Do you suppose it will be possible for the
Germans to come up so soon?" sail Frangois.
"Why not?" returned Ralph. "The Germans

who attack this part wf our line won't have as far
to march as those fellows we saw last night—
and they could come up this afternoon if they
started soon after we did and marched all night."
"I suppose so," Frangois admitted. "Good-

ness! Look up there."

He pointed directly overhead, and following
his finger Ralph saw an aiiroplane shaped like
a bird hovering thousands of feet above them.
While he looked something seemed to drop from
the machine and involuntarily he ducked.
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"It's a bomb!" he cried, and leaning over to
the chauffeur, he cried :

'
' Drive faster. Hurry ! '

'

But the bomb was a harmless one. As it
dropped it disintegrated and became a thick black
cloud, whether of smoke or powder they could
not discern. It had an abnost instantaneous se-
quel. Without the slightest warning, there came
a thunder of artillery from the low rolling ground
across the little river that ran along the front
of the English position. The boys thought it
must be their own guns, but they were speedily
disillusioned, when several white puff-balls burst
a mile behind them, directly over a village gar-
risoned by a Highland regiment.

"The Germans!" muttered Frangois.
They reached Sir Douglas Haig five minutes

later, and found him already cognizant of the at-
tack. He listened attentively to their report of
what they had seen the night before.
"Ah, I see," he remarked. "Well, it might be

worse. You may tell Field Marshal French I
should have been happier if my men had had more
time to entrench, but we shall hold on, I dare
say. I am retiring my right to higher ground
south of Bray, where I shall have better gun po-
sitions, and the Fifth Cavalry Brigade on my
right flank are evacuating Binche. It's too far
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forward to be worth holding. As it is, I think
we shall do, unless they outnumber us too dis-
proportionately."

They saluted and returned to their car. The
general, of course, had been some distance in
rear of the firing line, but the quickest way back
to Sir John French's headquarters followed a
road close to the English line of support. Shells
burst over it frequently, and the boys had a first-
rate view of the opening panorama of the battle-
field in this quarter. They were still some dis-
tance from Mons when Frangois gripped Ralph
by the arm.

"Look at that!" he gasped. It was not an
aeroplane this time, but men-such masses of
men as the boys had never dreamed of seeing.
They were pouring over the hills across the lit-
tle river in vast billowing waves and even dense
columns, heedless of the British shells that were
beginning to burst in their ranks, and there
seemed to be no end to them.
"Hil" shouted a little Cockney private they

passed in the road. "W'ite a bit, young 'uns.
'Ere comes the whole bloomin' German Hem-
pire."



CHAPTER VI

THE THIN KHAKI UNE

The chance remark of that Cockney private

summed up the attitude of the British troops in

the battle of Mons. Outnumbered three and four
to one, they gritted their teeth together, and with
backs to the wall fought with the grim humor and
light-mindedness of men who do not know fear.

The commander-in-chief and his higher officers

soon sensed the deadly character of the German
attack, but the men in the ranks decliner" to take
it seriously.

"More Sossages!" exclaimed an Irish private
the boys met farther on along the road, as a tre-

mendous column of Germans bore dow: pon
his lone regiment. "They must be in a hurry to

check in, bad cess to 'em."

By this time the bellow of artillery resounded
from east to west uninterruptedly, contending
with the roll and clatter of rifle fire and the dread-
ful merciless drumming of machine-guns. In
the shelter of a farmhouse the chauffeur of the

boys' machine drew up.

84
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"Yo:i may s 'y wot yer like, young gentlemen,"
he remonstrated, "but this 'ere is too much for
me. I ain't no bloomin' hero. I ain't a blighted
sojer. I'm a man wiv a fam'ly back in Lunnon
town, an' I come over to haul transport motors,
not to be thrown up aginst these 'ere hloomin'
German cannon. 'Ere 's where I quit. '

'

With which remark he shut off his power and
climbed down from his seat.

"What's the matter with you, man?" remon-
strated Ralph. "You might as well take us back
to Headquarters. It's a quicker way to get out
of danger than by walking."

"I don't see it," said the man obstinately.
"The car m'ikes too big a mark for they Ger-
mans to miss often. I'll look smaller walkin',
thank 'e kindly. An' my adwice to you is to 'ook
it w'ile yer can."

And he disappeared at a run down a sunken
lane, which afforded him some protection from
the shells that occasionally whistled overhead.
The boys stared at each other blankly. Then
Frangois whistled to himself, slid over the front
seat and dropped down behind the driving wheel.
"Well, I've driven a car before," be said. "I

guess I can drive one again. What make is this,

anywayI"
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"Rolls-Royce," returned Ralph, aft'^r a short

examination. "Wait a second. I'll crank her."

A minute later they were gliding smoothly

along over the road just as if nothing had hap-

pened. Whenever they struck an open stretch

FrauQois clapped on the power and the car shot

past at such a rate that the German gunners

three or four miles away found it a difficult tar-

get. Now and then a shell burst uncomfortably

close, and once as they passed a stone barn the

whole structure suddenly appeared to cave in

and lie down; but they regained Headquarters

without even nicking the paint on the car.

Sir John listened to their report in silence. He
was the same ruddy-complexioned, placid-faced

gentleman who had greeted them the day they

reported for duty. No indication of the strain

he was under penetrated the iron mask of his fea-

tures.

"Very good," was his only comment upon Sir

Douglas's message. "And now I have another job

for you. This is dangerous, so I want you to be

careful. An advance post of the West Kents, with

some Sappers, are holding a village near Chis-

lain. If they're not brought off they may be sur-

rounded. I want you to reach them. They are

to blow up the bridge there behind them."
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In five minutes the boys were on the road again.

They had thought it best to say nothing of the

defection of the chauffeur. Sir John had enough

troubles on his mind without being expected to

keep track of every chicken-hearted transport

driver. They realized almost immediately that

the battle was increasing in intensity. A con-

stant stream of wounded men trickled back from

the firing line, and here and there over groups of

buildings, churches or schoolhouses the Red Cross

flag waved to show that a field hospital had been

established. In a wood beside the road a battery

of heavy guns, sixty-pounders, had been con-

cealed, and they were pouring a devastating fire

at long range into the German artillery positions.

"Hi, there, where are yer goin'f" demanded

a sentry, with rifle raised, who jumped into the

road in front of their car at a point some three

miles out of Mons.

"We're bound for Chislain," returned Ralph.

"Orders for the West Kents from the Com-
mander-in-Chief. '

'

"Can't help it if yer had orders from the

Heavenly Throne," replied the sentry obsti-

nately. "Yer carn't tike that car any further."

"Why not?"

"Why not? Walk on a little ways, young 'un.
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an' yer'U see—ay, an' thank me, maybe, for

eavin' your blighted young life, or warnin' yer,

anyways. It ain't safe for vehicles beyond this

point. I was placed here to turn back all trans-

port. The Germans have the range of the road

an' they're s^hellin' it somethin' hawful."

A casual glaiice over the tree-tops seemed to

corroborate his statement, and as there was noth-

ing else to be done the boys got out and left the

car at the side of the road in charge of the sen-

try.

"Ay, it'll be 'ere, in case yer come back

—

w'ich I don't think yer will," he told them gloom-

ily.

They laughed at him, but nevertheless they de-

termined to take every sensible precaution in

advancing across the open fields, which were

swept by the Germans' shells.

"We'd better leave the road," suggested

Balph. "There's some woodland over to the left

—most of the shells seem to overshoot it."

They took to these woods, and barring an oc-

casional shot which fell short and crashed

through t' 3 branches with a tremendous whist-

ling and cracking and turmoil, as if the world

was ending, they found they were not in any dan-

ger at all.
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Some distance beyond the wood the country

(lipped toward a narrow river crossed by an old

stone bridge. A sqund of men in dirty kliaki uni-

forms worked about this at some mysterious task,

and a half mile from the other 'jrink a sleepy-

looking village seemed to vomit fire and smoke.

Evidently this was their destination. They saw

no immediate signs of Germans. Shells burst

over and in the village and the din of rifle fire was

ceaseless, but the thick undergrowth and the

number of farm buildings prevented any sight of

gray masses of men such as had been glimpsed

earlier in the day.

"Are the West Kents over there?" asked

Ealph of one of the dirty men on the bridge.

"Yes," said the dirty man, and he added, curi-

ously: "Who are you, young-feller-me-lad?"

"We're messengers from Headquarters," re-

turnpd Ealph promptly.

The dirty man pursed up his lips.

"Yer don't mean to tell me they've ackchually

got onto the fact that GJermans are comin'?" he

begged to know. "Hi, Charles," he called to a

comrade. "Message from 'Eadquarters. They

know we're 'erel"

Charles turned and eyed them briefly.

"Well, w'ot are yer keepin' 'era 'ere forf" he
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demanded. The boys notice that he wore ser-

gemt's chevrons. "Aren't the fellers up there

in that 'ole dyiu' fast enough, now? Let the kids

go on wi' their message."

"What arc you doing!" asked Frangois, as the

boys started on across tlie bridge.

"Buildin' a path to glory for some o' the Sos-

sages," answered the man, without looking up.

As they walked on they heard a shout behind

them. The dirty man was running after them.

"Sergeant s -nt me along to sorter nurse yer,"

he explained pantingly. "It's dangerous ground

from 'ere to the village. Besides, our subaltern

is out there an' 'e may be needin' more thunder-

:.olts."

He indicated a box he carried on one shoulder

with some appearance of effort.

"What's in it?" questioned Ealph,

"Dynamite," he responded.

The boys eyed him askance, and every time a

shell came anywhere near them they felt an itch-

ing inclination to take to their heels. They did

not mind chancing the ordinary risks of the bat-

tlefield, but it seemed a bit too much to be asked

to walk through a bombardment in ci ""pany with

a boxful of dynamite.

A few hundred yards from the bridge the man
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branched off from the patli tho; had been fol-

lowing, crossed a field anci dropped into the dry

bed of a ditch, along which they crawled toward

the village. They had not progressed very far

whCii a hoarse voice hailed them, wanting to

know " 'oo arc yer?"

"Three kippered 'errings," replied the man

with the dynamite agreeably. "Turn out the

guard, yer blighter."

Another man in khaKi, pale ard worn, with

black rings of fatigue under his eyey, pushed his

head out from a screen of bushes.

"Oh, it's you, is it!" he said. " 'Oo are yer

friends?"

"Don't blame 'em on me," said the boys' guide

irritably. "They're from "Sadquarters. Got a

message for your fellers to quit."

The infantryman yawned.

" 'Bout time," he commented. "Pass, friends."

He settled back in his bushes, and the boys

and the man with the dynamite continued along

the ditch, which presently began to be lined by

crouching figures with rifles poked ready over

its edge. At a place where a barn backed the de-

pression they crawled out hastily, and sticking

ct/efuUy to cover gained the main street of the

village. The uproar of the rifle fire was deaf-
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eninff now, and every few seconds there came the

crnsli of a shell. There was little life visible

uniunji; the houses. Practically all the iiilmbitunts

had fled, and the soldiers kept to their trenches

or the protection of house walls.

The Kapiier took the boys straight to n house

in the middle of the villajje, which was somewhat

larger than those surrounding it. A sentry stood

in the doorway, niid on a table inside the front

room they caught a glimpse of field-glasses and a

pegged-out map. A sofa occupied one side, and

on it was stretched a motionless figure shrouded

in a cloak.

"The major," said the sentry behind his hand,

motioning toward the sofa.

The Sapper looked surprised.

'" n- .if" ho asked.

" 'Arf an hour ago. 'E would go out to the

trenches."

Before he could say anything more a chair was

pushed back, and a tall figure in uniform strode

forward.

"Well, well, my men, what is itT" he asked

impatiently.

The Sapper saluted.

"I'm from the Sapper detachment at the

bridge, sir," he returned. " I 've brought up some
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explosive for tlio iicmtonant—an' tlu-sc -'ounji;

Roiitlt'inen are from 'Eadquartoru with a mes-

sage. '

The officer turnoil his attention to the boys.

"Wcllt" ho saiil slmrply.

Rali>h repeated the net ,.i-e from Sir John

French, and as he talked tl. .iccr's face cleared

up.

"Thank Heaven!" he said reverently when

Ralph finished. "We've time, yet, I hope. I was

afraid they'd forgotten us back there. The Oer-

r ans have been corain' on stronger all the time.

ley'd get us in a little while longer if we

stayed."

lie ran ovt into the middle of the street and

called, "Bu, rl"

From one oi the nearby houses a man tumbled

with a bugle in his hand.

"Sound the 'Retire,' " ordered the officer.

The clear notes cut through the tremendous din

of the cannonade.

"Leave your stuff here," continued the com-

mander to the Sapper. "Run back and tell your

detachment to look sharp and be ready for us

when we get across. You may not have much

time to work in."

The man saluted and was gone. He left the
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box, the boys observed with much uneasiness,

right on the doorstep of the house, where any

chance rifle bullet or shell might smash into it.

"As for you," the officer said to Ealph and

FranQois, "the best thing you can do is to stick

with me. Nobody knows what may happen when

the Germans find out we're falling back."

Gradually the boys noticed a diminution in

the firing, and accompanying it there came an

abrupt invasion of the hitherto untenanted streets

by groups of khaki-clail infantrymen, each a du-

plicate of the sentry who had held them up in

the ditch. As they reached the street these

groups split up and established themselves in

houses which commanded the surrounding fields

and orchards. Down at the end of the street

fronting the Germans a knot of dirty men like

those at the bridge were busied with equally mys-

terious undertakings. Some of them toikd about

certain houses, and others dug or filled in pits

which were piled with stones.

The firing now waxed in vehemence again.

Shells burst overhead every second or two, and

mingled with the roar of the explosions was the

crash of tumbling walls. In the midst of it all

the men in khaki moved about quite composed,

as if nothing out of the way was occurring. While
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the boys watched, the captain in command came
out of the house and called to a group of men
who were watching the Sappers at the end of the

street.

"Volunteers to bury the Major, boys," was all

he said.

The whole group ran forward. Then they car-

ried out the body wrapped in the cloak which had

lain on the lounge inside, and dug a shallow grave

for it in a little garden. They worked swiftly

with their short-handled entrenching tools, but

without any evidence of concern. And if shells

happened to burst nearby, they did not bother to

look up.

When this was completed, the captain blew a

blast on his whistle and the men in the houses

poured out into the street once more.

"A, B and C Companies fall back," he ordered.

"D will hold the rear."

The boys could see the gray masses of the

Germans pressing forward through the meadows,

orchards and woods on the hill slope just above

the village. The rifle fire had become even more

menacing than the terrible scourge of the shells.

Even as they watched men dropped in the ranks

and were picked up by their comrades or else

gently laid to one side. But the Sappers at the
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end of the street never relaxed their labors, al-

though they felt the increased effect of the en-

emy's attack even more than did the infantry.

One of them actually ran back to the house which

had been Headquarters and pitched upon the box

which had been brought out by the boys' friend

with a shout of delight. He waved one hand to

the infantry as he shouldered it and dashed back

to his companions.

"More trouble for Kaiser Bill, lads," he

shouted.

Almost before Ealph and Francois realized it,

the retreat had begun. The three first companies

dropped back across country toward the bridge,

in loose formation, keeping up a straggling fire;

while D company, from houses and the ditch,

supported the tireless Sappers. The commander

stayed with the rear-guard, and as he had told

them to stick by him, the boys stayed, too. Pres-

ently, when he looked around for a messenger, he

found they were the only ones handy. He smiled

grimly.

"Here, one of you," he said. "I don't like to

murder you, but somebody's got to bring those

Sappers off. They'll all be slain. Eun forward

there, and tell 'em I said to quit. Make haste,

now, and don't get potted."
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Kalph started before Fransois, and sprinted up

the street for all he was worth. He was conscious

of bullets that flicked up the dust around him

and of fragments from chipped roofs that hurtled

against his head, but he tried not to think of

this, to concentrate instead upon his message. He

reached the Sappers, still preoccupied by their

work, breathless but clear-headed.

"Where's the lieutenant?" he gasped to the

first man he saw.

The man indicated a person, if possible, filthier

than any of the others. Kalph saluted.

"Captain's compliments, and you are to with-

draw your men, sir," he said.

Tho lieutenant looked annoyed.

"Oh, piffle," he said. "We'll have to give up

that mine I was planting to the right of the road.

It's a shame, too. They'll be bound to rush a

battalion over that field." He turned to his men.

"Orders to draw off," he said. "Are all the

wires connected up?"

A chorus of voices answered "yes."

"Good enough. Every man for himself, then."

And Kalph found himself running pellmell for

shelter, with a couple of Sappers and the lieuten-

ant at his side. The men were careful not to

bunch, though, and while some chose the street
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others fled through the back gardens of the

houses. Two dropped, and were picked up by

their comrades, and the party dashed into a house

at the far end of the village, nearest to the bridge.

Ealph was swept in with the others, hardly appre-

ciating what it meant.

The lieutenant turned and hastily counted

noses.

"Now be off," he ordered. "I don't need you

all. Get back to the bridge and do what you can.

I'll see to this."

There was a murmur of protest, but he smUed
and waved the men out.

"No mutiny, now," he said. "Every man ex-

tra means so much chance of something going

wrong. I'll keep one; that's aU."

The whole party surged forward as if to volun-

teer their readiness to stay, but the officer's eye

passed quickly over their figures and settled on

Ealph.

"You, youngster, I'll make it you," he said.

"You're small enough to dodge most bullets, and

you'll have more chance of getting away. AU
out, now, men."

The Sappers saluted and piled out the back

door and windows. In a minute they were gliding

through the ditch in the tracks of D company,
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who had already abandoned the village. Ealph
and the Engineer officer were all alone-save
for some thousands of oncoming Germans who
wrapped the place in a hail of spitting lead and
bursting shrapnel. Ealph did not know whether
he cared overmuch for the situation. Certainly,
it had been none of his choosing. But he made'
up his mind that if the lieutenant, who was a Brit-
isher, could stand it, then he, an American, could
also. For the first time he cast a glance about
hmi. The room they were in was an ordinary
cottage interior, plainly furnished, and had evi-
dently been abandoned in disorder by its former
tenants. But what caught his eye especially was
a row of what looked like telegraph instruments
on a table in the middle of the floor.

^

"Know anything about electricity?" asked the
lieutenant.

"No, sir."

"Well, those are the key > touch off the fou-
gasses—mines—we built at .^e approaches of the
village. .The batteries are under the table, and
we strung the wires through the houses so they're
reasonably safe from the enemy's fire."

"What are fougasses?" asked Ealph curiously.
"They're pits filled with stones and charged so

that when the mine is fired, the stones are thrown
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out and up in the faces of advancing troops. Our

German friends are about to receive a surprise."

The lieutenant chuckled as he went to one of the

windows. He was cautious not ;,o show any more

o'' himself than he could help. "We've also

mined some of the houses at the other end of the

street," he went on. "Oh, this fight isn't over

yet, by a good deal."

While they waited, the officer showed Ealph

how to press the keys that would send the elec-

tric spark which would set off the bursting

charges. He wrote numbers under each key, so

that they could be told apart in a hurry. Then

he hacked a spy hole in the wall for himself,

where l\e was fairly safe from stray bullets, and

took his stand at it, with instructions to Ealph

to be ready to press the keys the instant he or-

dered. The minutes dragged by slowly. The

cannonade continued, but the Germans had

switched their aim to the bridge and the ground

on the other side where the West Kents had as-

sumed position.

It seemed to Ealph that the time would never

pass. He wondered what Francois was doing.

He wondered i. the explosions would be loud when

they came, if he and his companion would ever

get away. He wondered
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"Look sharp, there," called the lieutenant from

his loophole in the wall. "They're coming,

thousands of 'em."

Balph stood by the keys.

"Ready," said the lieutenant, without any emo-

tion in his voice. "No. 1—press 1"

Ralph pressed. And almost instantly there

was a staggering roar that shook the plaster from

the wails. He felt as if a weight had baeu pressed

upon his head.

"Eeady," called the Sapper oflScer again. "No.

2—press I"

Again the roar, the shock like an earthquake;

and this time it was followed by a pandemoniimi

of howls and shrieks. But the lieutenant never

stirred. Five times he gave the order coldly, and

five times Ralph presse' the key, and each time

hundreds of Germans % jrv-- flung to their death.

There was only one key left now.

"Sorry," said the officer, "but it looks as if

we'd have to light out. They're beginning to

creep up around to the west. We'll be cornered

in a couple of minutes. It won't do much, but

let off that last charge to cover our retreat."

Ralph obeyed, and in the shuddering confusion

that ensued he and the lieutenant darted from

the quivering house, raced through an orchard.
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and gained the dry ditch that led toward the

bridge. They were not halfway to the structure,

though, when they heard another detonation and

saw a thick column of smoke and debris rising

ahead of them. The officer checked.

"Hang itl" he muttered. "My fellows must

have touched off ahead of time. I don't mind

for ourselves—we can swim for it. But I had

hoped to get some Germans with all that thunder

dust."

3o, instead of' making for the bridge, they

stayed in the d'tch, and reached the bank some

distance above the bridge-head. Ralph would

have stopped to pull off his shoes, but as he sat

down a bullet "snicked" the ground beside him

and his companion pointed to some German sol-

diers a scant half mile away who were shooting

at them methodically. Without a word, the two

dived into the water and kept under as long as

they could, allowing themselves to drift down-

stream. When they finally came to the surface

they were nearly opposite the position held by the

remnants of the West Kents.

They climbed out into the arms of a crowd

of infantrymen and Sappers—and I'rangois.

"Look here," said the French youth, as he es-

corted Ralph to shelter. "After this, we stick
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together. The understanding always was that we

worked as a pair. No more of this trotting off

by yourself, old man."

"You can just bet your life on that, Frank!"

replied Ralph fervently. "I had all I wanted of

lone-hand work that time. Of course, that Sap-

per ofBcer was along, but he was thinking more

about blowing up Germans th-a about getting

away safe. No, sir; it won't be me who wan-

derq off alone next time."



CHAPTER Vn

HUBLED OUT OF M01I8

It was late evening when the West Kents aban-

doned their position on the river bank and retired

to a line of hills several miles in the rear of Mons.

Ralph and Francois stayed with them, because

somebody had commandeered their motor-car,

and, in the confusion of the battle, the infantry

officers assured them, they stood little chance of

locating the Commander-in-Chief. From bits of

messages and the news given by men of other

corps who had lost their comrades in the heat of

the fray, it was soon learned that the day had gone

against the British. The enemy outnumbered

them too much to permit of anything except a

defensive retreat.

"It's the French," the Captain commanding

the West Kents explained to a knot of his offi-

cers. "They've been forced back on our right,

and, with our left in the air, the only thing we

can do is to retire or we'll be boxed and slammed

into the fortress of Maubeuge."
104
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That night the thunder of the guos never died

down, and shortly before dawn word reached the

West Kents that they were to retreat still fur-

ther across the frontier into France under the

protection of Maubeuge. It seemed that, terrible

as had been the attack upon the portion of the line

they held, the Germans had thrown far greater

numbers against the left wing of the British army,

knowing that if they could crumple it up it would

be podsible to open a clear road to Paris. And
the only solution of the problem for Sir John

French's scanty lorces was to keep on retreating

until they had placed some natural barrier be-

tween themselves and the enemy or until the Ger-

mans were worn out.

The retreat was commenced without delay. In

the meantime the regiment had been joined bv a

battery of field artillery and by remnants of other

battalions, all of which had suffered severely un-

der the overwhelming onslaughts of the German

hosts. They drew off steadily, however, and in

good order, and at the village of Peissant a strong

rear-guard was stationed to keep the Germans in

check. Here the guns were posted, and Balph

anrl Frangois, as they were passipg, were hailed

;! dsperate subaltern of artillery.
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"What's your oorps, young fellowBt" he

called.

"We're unattached, sir," replied Francois.

"Messengers on Headquarters duty, but "

"All right, then, come over here and help us.

We're short-handed. Hardly got men enough to

serve the gtins."

The boys looked qnestioningly at the oflScer

commanding the West Kents beside whom they

marched. He nodded his head.

"Make yourselves usefr' lads," he said.

"That's the best thing to do—and it's every

man's d 'ty. Good lu

With some hasty go bys to the men they had

tramped and fought wii for the last few hours,

they turned aside and joined the artillery officer

on a bank above the road. Far off to the north-

west .':iey could see pillars of smoke and flam<>>

towering 6ver Mens, which the Germans had en-

tered late the day before. Behind them sounded

the crackling of infantry fire, where their rear-

guard were skirmishing with the advancing Ger-

mans.

"Wish I knew where this was going to end,"

remarked the artilleryman gloomily, as he led

them into a shallow valley where his guns were

emplaced. "Wo started out yesterday morning
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M a full battery, Royal Field Artillery, six guns,

199 ofBcers and men, full equipment of horses and

stores. Now, I'm the last officer left, and I'm

only senior second lieutenant. At the last count

almost half our m^.i were gone and more than

half our horses. All we've got left is the guns.

And we've got to keep those."

The fii'ld pieces were arranged in a line along

the little valley into which they were descending.

Each gun, with its attendant caisson of ammuni-

tion, was lodged securely behind and under a

screen of bushes, so that even aeroplanes over-

head would have didiculty in picking out the bat-

tery's site. The horses were picketed some dis-

tance in the rear in the shelter of a wood. In a

tree on the '.'11 crest several men with telescopes

were sui'veying the country across which the Ger-

mans must advance. One of these men hailed

the lieutenant as he advanced.

"There's a big bunch of 'em in that wood over

to the right, sir. I make it between 3,000 and

3,500 yards."

"Very good," the battery commander an-

swered.

He turned to the boys.

"We're just opening fire now," he told them.

"You will stay by Number One gun here and car-
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it

ry shells for the crew. The sergeant will explain
things to you."

The sergeant was an old, gray-whiskered sol-

dier, who might have been his oflScer's father.
In a couple of sharp phrases he explained to the
boys how they were to pull the cylindrical shells

out of the compartments in the caisson and lug
them to the breech of the gun some yards distant.

Ralph pulled out his first shell and was starting
over with it when the order came to fire.

I

'This will be a 'bracket' shot," the sergeant
said, as he received the heavy shell—it weighed
about eighteen pounds. Then, as he saw that the
boys did not understand what he meant, he add-
ed: "That means we fire two shots, one at ex-
treme long range, the other at extreme short
range; and our observers in the tree there tell us
which they think came nearest to the target.
After that it isn't so hard to get the true range."
Before Ralph was ready with another shell, the

first one he had brought and the second one
which had been carried by Frangois had both been
fired.

"Faster, faster, laddie," ordered the sergeant
brusquely. " This is a quick-firing battery. You
must run, not walk."

Indeed, the boys soon found that they had
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pitched upon as arduous a job as war could have
furnished them. The shells were heavy and the
demand of the gunners for them insatiable. No
matter how fast the boys ran the gun breach was
always yawning rnde and the sergeant was wait-
ing anxiously to send the next shell home. From
their post in the tree the observers watched the
shots and called down the effect of the fire. But
while the work was hard at first it did not seem
dangerous. No shots came the way of the bat-
tery. The infantry fire seemed to be in another
direction.

"We've got 'em, boys," the battery commander
exclaimed every now and then, as he swept the
countryside with his binoculars. "That's the
way to serve up the Dutchmen. Keep to it, now.
We've got to give the infantry a chance to get
away—and the gunners have never failed in a
pinch."

By such words he kept the courage of the
younger artillerymen up to the stretch after prac-
tically all the infantry who had been supporting
them were withdrawn. The veterans in the ranks
did not require any encouragement. They went
about their duties as methodically as if at target
practice.

But presently something happened. Perhaps
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a hostile aeroplane, high above them, had caught

a view of the instant-dissolving puff of white

smoke that accompanied each discharge; or per-

haps some vigilant watcher on the distant hills

recently abandoned by the British had divined

the battery's post. At all events', the crackle of

infantry fire was punctuated by the "whoo-oo-

ooo-ee-e" of a shell that screamed overhead, fol-

lowed almost instantl, oy a second one that burst

short. The enemy's "bracket" had been fired.

Then, in quick succession, came salvoes of shells,

half a dozen at a time, each salvo fired to cover

a definite area within the space enclosed by the

bracket. It was only a question of time before a

salvo would go home. And that time came with a

swift ruthlessness that made Balph and FranQois

sick.

Several groups of men about the guns were

blasted out of existence. A caisson blew up with

a roar. Horses in the nearby wood screamed and

died. Men ran right and left. In the confusion

of bursting shells and flying wreckage it was im-

possible to see just what was happening, but an

instant afterward the dauntless young lieutenant

was issuing orders.

*
' Too hot here, men. We '11 have to withdraw. '

'

The horses were rushed out from the wood and
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the limbers hitched to the guns. But to the con-

sternation of all there were sufficient horses to

haul only four of the guns, and this was allowing

but four horses to a gun. The men looked at each

other in dismay. Must they abandon two of

their gunsT A dying gunner on the ground

plucked at Balph's boot as he hurried by. The

boy stooped, hoping he might be able to relieve

the man's pain.

"The colors," the man gasped slowly. "The
colors. Must—see—colors—before "

Balph divined the consolation the gunner sought

and he ran to the lieutenant as fast as he could.

"If you please, sir," he said, "there's a man
over here who wants to look at the colors before

he dies."

The lieutenant turned on him with a light blaz-

ing in his eyes.

"Where is het"

Balph led him over to the dying gunner, and

the oflScer knelt beside him.

"Good-by, my man," he said kindly. "Look at

the guns. iThose are an artilleryman's colors.

Look at the guns."

The man nodded.

"We— must— save— the — colors," he said

weakly.
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The lieutenant sprang to his feet.

'
' Volunteers to haul the guns, '

' he called.
'
'We

can only horse four pieces, men. Who'll put his

shoulder to the trails and pull them by hand?"

All of the men, except those required to drive

the surviving teams, responded, and they bent

themselves to the task of moving the heavy guns

and limbers over the soft grass into the road. It

was dog work, but by dint of tireless effort they

succeeded, even though the shells burst over them

constantly and several men were killed as they

pushed at the massive wheels. Up the road a

mile, however, they met a column of infantry com-

ing back to help them, and the infantry, in turn,

harnessed themselves to the pieces, so that the

weary gunners might have a rest.

It was not yet noon, but the British had been

on the move since before daybreak. The men

were all on the verge of exhaustion. It seemed

to Ealph and Frangois that they could not move

a step farther. But somehow or other they con-

trived to toil along. Perhaps it was the ceaseless

crackle and booming behind them that whipped

them on. The Germans were never far in the

rear, and the oflScers ' final remonstrance to strag-

glers was: "Well, men, it's hard lines, but if

you don't stick to it the Germans will get you."
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Af*3r that even the laziest and the weakest "stuck
to it."

Naturally, it was impossible for participants in

this gigantic conflict, which was called the Battle

of Mons, to appreciate the meaning of the action

as a whole. Each man saw only that portion of

it which transpired within his own range of

vision. It was not for days afterward that the

boys learned of the clever way m which Sir John
French had drawn off his badgered troops, feint-

ing strongly at the German center to held them
in check, while his wings were drawn back, and
securing a respite for his worn-out infantry by re-

lentless cavalry charges and a steadfast artillery

fire.

The battery to which the boys were attached

saw no more actual fighting. Fresh batteries had
come into position on this front, and its com-

mander was ordered to accompany the infantry

to Maubeuge to secure more horses and replenish

his ammunition. But notwithstanding the fact

that the march was continued without a halt, it

was after seven o'clock when this column gained

the protection of the belt of forts surrounding

Maubeuge and the men actually dared to throw

themselves down and rest. Even then there was
no rest for Ralph and Frangois. They consid-
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ered that they should lose no time in reporting
themselves to Headquarters, fortunately not a
very difficult undertaking, as it turned out.

Headquarters had been reestablished tempo-
rarily in Maubeuge, and although naturally it was
impossible to see the Field Marshal himself, they
gained immediate admission to one of his adju-
tants.

'

'
Hullo,"he greeted them. '

' Thought you two
had been gobbled up. Sir John was a bit worried
about you—afraid you were too young to look
out for yourselves, I expect."

Ealph's temper began to mount, but he kept it

under ooEtrol.

"We managed to get through all right, sir,"

he returned.

The oSScer laughed good-humoredly.

"So I see. Don'f be put out, I was only rag-
ging you. Now, ; you'll take my advice, you'll

get a good sleep. We shall be out of here by 5 :30

to-morrow morning."

"Is the retreat to be continued?" exclaimed
Frangois in surprise.

" 'Fraid so. We're up against it. There are
300,000 Germans after us, and we can't stay and
go for 'em until the French are ready to back us

up. The orders are to retreat to a line running
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from Cambrai to Le Catean. Then we'll try to
stand up and give the Sossages what-for."

Maubeuge teemed with activity that night. The
French garrison were occupied in preparing for

the siege that would begin directly the English
army retired

; and after a brief look around, the
boys decided that the best place for a nap was
the floor of one of the ante-rooms at Headquar-
ters. They didn 't want to take a chance on being
forgotten in the morning's departure and per-

haps sealed up in the fortress.

But if the floor was hard, their tiredness was
capable of mastering such a trifling affliction, and
they slept without a break until the bugles were
singing in the gray dawn of the next day. Sir
John lad been up for hours, they were told, and
was already on the road in his machine. But
seats were found for them in one of the staff cars,

and before the sun had risen they were bowling
over roads teeming with weary troops, setting

themselves to the prospect of another day of re-

treat, of withstanding losses with little chance of

fighting back, of abandoning wounded comrades.

The route they took traversed the edge of the

Forest of Mormal, and it was all familiar terri-

tory to Ralph and Frangois. In fact, it was they

who told the driver how to steer and the best
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roads to follow. Rapid progress was impossible,
both on account of the troops and because of tho
hordes of peasants and villagers from all the
frontier country who were leaving their homes
rather than submit to the will of the Germans.
Tens and tens of thousands of peasants followed
this one route, and the officers with them told the
boys that a similar .migration was taking placem all the frontier districts of France.
Several hours after starting they stopped at a

wayside mn to get some breakfast. Before any-
body had descended from the car, they heard a
chair overturned inside and almost instantly aman projected himself through the doorway and
scaled the running-board. To their amazement
the boys recognized old Gaspard, the butler of the
Chateau de Eocroi.

" Ah, my young masters,"he exclaimed. "What
joy, what fortune to find you thus in the midst of
all these thousands 1 But my heart is heavy with
^he sorrow in it. And woe is over the family."
"You don't mean my brother " interrupt-

ed Francois hastily.

"Yes, even so," replied the old servant with
bowed head. "Monsieur le Vicomte has been
terribly wounded and brought back to the cha-
teau."
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At this point Ralph turned to the English oflS-

cers, who had been unable to understand anything
that the old man said.

"He is a servant in my jrother-in-law's cha-

teau," he explained. "He comes with a message
that my brother-in-law has been wounded."
"Ah, but tJiat is not the worst," protested Gas-

pard, with the tears streaming down his cheeks.

"Ah, messieurs, it is much worse than that. The
accursed Uhlans, with whom I fought—ay, and
we defeated thorn, too, whenever they would stand
up before us—in the Old War, have come down
upon us, and they are threatening to carry the
poor master away and to kidnap my lady and
Mademoiselle Lisette—yes, and even Suzanne, my
wife."

Despite the gravity of this news, both Ralph and
Frangois had all they could do not to laugh out-

right at the solemness with which Gaspard re-

ported the threat of the Germans to steal Su-
zanne.

"Although," Frangois whispered, "perhaps
she cooked them a meal. That would explain it."

"Suzanne would never cook a meal for Prus-
sians, would she, Gaspard?" answered Ralph.
"What's that you say, sir? Cook a meal for

Prussians? I should say not. Suzanne has not
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tonched hand to pot or skillet since the Uhlans
came tons."

"TeU ns the whole story," Frangois suggest-
ed. "Then we shall know what is best to do."
He turned to the officers in the car. "Have we
your permission to discuss matters while yon arc
gettiLrf your breakfast!" he asked.

^^

"Certainly, certainly, lads," replied the eldest.
"And then if there is anything we can do for
you, let us know."

They went inside to see what the proprietor
could do for them, and the boys resumed the ques-
tioning of Gaspard.

"The master was brought back from Belgium
five dayp ar. " lie b.gan. " He was badly off. It
seems the Prussians"—Gaspard always called all
Germans Prussians; it reminded him of the war
of his youth-"had driven his men out of Dinant
which they were holding, and in the retreat he'
was wounded. What with the hardships they en-
countered, and no surgeon at first, and the jolt-
ing around in the motor that finally brought him
back, he was like to die, and my lady and Made-
moiselle Lisette were much worried about him.
Then, just as he began to mend, yesterday the Uh-
lans came. I'll swear they were the sons of the
rascals we beat in 1870. They stable their horses
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wherever they pleaBe, and they use the oh&teau

like a barracks, and they drink all the wine in the

cellars, and if anybody objects they threaten to

shoot the lot of us and carry off Monsieur le Vi-

comte—which would mean his death. Oh, dear;

oh, dear; what's to be done!"

"There, there, Qaspard, you're tired," said

Francois soothingly. "When did you leavet"

"Last night, and I've been walking ever since.

It's a tired man I am, too, M'sieur ^ran^ois."

"And you've had nothing to eat, I'll be bound,"

added Ralph. "Yes! well, come on inside and

finish your breakfast, and we'll talk things over."

The British oflScers welcomed them as they en-

tered and insisted upon sharing their meal with

the old man. And as the party ate Ralph re-

counted Gaspard's tale in full.

"That's bod news," remarked the senior of the

party. "It seems to me we ought to do what we

could in a case like this. How far from here is

this chateau?"

Ralph turned to Frangois.

"About twenty-five miles," said the latter.

"Humph," said the officer. "That's too far

for cavalry, with thinii as they are. Stay a mo-

ment, though."

He led the way out to the roadside. A column
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WHAT USBTTE DID FOB FKANCB

As ONE of the officers in the party was an as-
sistant adjutant general, it did not take long to
put this plan into execution. The detachment of
soldiers was procured from a passing regiment,
one of the motor- 'buses was detained, and in half
an hour the boys and old Gaspard were on their
way to rescue the inmates of the Chateau de Eo-
croi. Their escort consisted of fifty Tommies of
an English regiment, uproarious, happy-go-lucky
fellows, who were perfectly light-hearted, despite
their experiences of the past two days, and as
gay as schoolboys over what they considered in
the nature of a great lark.

The expedition was under the command of an
English lieutenant who had graduated from Sand-
hurst, the English West Point, less than four
months before, and who was not much older than
Ealph and Frangois. He was a clean-cut, likable

chap, and, unlike many very young officers, he did
121
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not cherish an opinion of himself out of proper-
tion to his merits.

"I say, you fellows," he said, as the three seat-
ed themselves on the front cross seat on the top of
the 'bus, directly behind the driver's perch, "you
know something about this country and the con-
ditions we must tackle at the chateau. Have you
any plan of action?"

The Tommies were making the forest aisles
ring with music as they rolled along. First of
course, they sang "Tipperary," the favorite
marching song of the British army; then they
tried "Get Out and Get Under," "Waiting At
the Church," and most of the songs that r ••
popular in New York and London before t
left for the front. Ealph glanced significantly at
the noisy ranks behind them.
"In the first place, sir," he began, but the

young Englishman flushed and broke in on him.
"I say, you know, don't call me sir," he urged.

I

'You 're not Tommies, I understand. My name
is Leveridge."

"Thanks, Leveridge," said Ealph, and Fran-
Sois echoed him.

^

"That's right," returned the Englishman.
Let's not stand on ceremony. Matter of fact,

you know, I've a great admiration for your grit,'
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coming out this way as volunteers when you're

too young to enlist. Hope I'd have the sand to

act the same way if I was in your shoes."

From that moment both Ralph and Frangois

decided they would follow Lieutenant Leveridge

any place he cared to lead them.

"Well," said Ealph, with a laugh, "to get back

to answering your first question, I should say the

first thing to do is to bear in mind that this sing-

ing may be safe for the next ten miles, but after

that it will be dangerous."

"Eight," agreed Leveridge. He turned to his

sergeant, an ancient veteran, with three rows of

seiTice stripes across his brawny chest, and is-

sued some low-voiced instructions to him. "And
what next?"

"Just what is the object of the expeditiont"

asked Frangois. "Do you want to rescue our

people and let it go at that, or would you care to

bag some prisoners into the bargain?"

"My eye," exclaimed Leveridge. "Let's bag

some prisoners, by all means, if it's possible."

"It wiU take more time," warned Ralph, "and

will make the job more difficult. We can't just

dash up to the door and fire a volley. We'll have

to make a surprise attack."

f'We can take as much time as you please, in
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Leveridge agreed to this plan, and accordingly
the boys directed the chauffeur by quiet, untrav-
eled roads through the heart of the forest that
took them in a half circle around the chateau.
The last few miles they drove very cautiously.
But the forest had been swept bare of its inhabi-
tants by the fear of the Germans, and not once
did they see a human being. The deer and the
rabbits and wild fowl seemed to have undisputed
possession of the solitudes.

It was after noon when the boys judged that
they had approached as close as they dared in the
rumbling 'bus. It lurched into a clearing beside
the road and was brought to a standstill out of
sight of anybody passing by. Then the detach-
ment disembarked and there was a final canvass-
ing of plans. It was arranged that all should ad-
vance a short distance further and halt finally in
a clearing where there was an exceptionally tall

beech tree, which the boys could scale and from
its top get a first-rate long-distance view of the
chateau.

But the view from the tree proved disa:>point-

ing. Some gray figures were grouped around the
house, but there was nothing to show where sen-

tries had been posted or where the horses were
kept—and as Leveridge pointed out, if the en-
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ducked under the park fence and ensconced them-

selves in the shrubbery that grew on this side al-

most up to the first-floor windows. Now they

were able to see much more of the Germans' ar-

rangements than before. Some of the troopers

lounged on the terrace ; others lay under the trees

in the park, and a nimiber of officers were making
themselves at home in the drawing and dining

rooms. The horses, the boys noted eagerly, were
all picketed behind the stables, with the exception

of the officers' chargers, which were in the stables.

The hood of a powerful touring car was poked
through the stable doors.

"What do you think f" said Frangois.

"I'd like to get inside the house before we
start back," said Ralph. "I want to know where
Sis and Lisette and Jules are."

The chateau was built on a terrace. From the

rear of one side of the house a sunken path,

thickly hedged, led out to a formal garden, which
was one of the sights of Rocroi. Crawling with

great care under the protecting shrubbery, the

boys reached this hedge, squeezed through with

much damage to clothing, and dropped into the

path. They had taken a hasty survey along its

length a second before, and assured themselves

they were safe from German eyes. Once in the
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path however, they lost no time in making
straight for the house. They were within twelve
feet of the postern door that gave admittance
when a German soldier stepped out and stared
blankly at them. But the boys were not at a loss
even in this desperate situation.

"Down him," commanded Ralph.
And they went for him together, one catching

him about the waist, the other clasping his knees
Balph swarmed over his chest and crammed the
butt of a revolver between his teeth to keep him
from yelling for help. Then, between them, they
choked the German into insensibility, after which
they were able to go about the work of binding
him satisfactorily.

"We can never leave him here," mutter-d
Franeois, as their fingers struggled with the un-
famihar task.

"No," agreed Ralph. "We'll have to take him
mside."

They opened the door, and picked their pris-
oner up by the neck and heels. They had crossed
the threshold, and Frangois had just dropped his
end to shut the door, when there came a little
scream. Ralph looked up to find Lisette staring
at^them with a look of horror on her face.
"Is—is he—dead!" she asked timidly.
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"No," said Ealph with a grin. "He's just in-

sensible. He'll come to all right."

"Oh, how could you?" she exclaimed, with a

shudder. "Don't you know that they'll shoot

you—the Germans will—if they should catch you

now! They kill all people who aren't soldiers

who resist them in any way. They'll kill you

boys."

' Ssh, " ordered Ealph. '
'You '11 gir : away the

whole game. We'll bo all right if you'll help us.

Where can we put this lumpt"

Lisette strangled her tears find looked around.

The room they were in had been called the gun-

room, but it was used principally as a storeroom

for all sorts of odds and ends. In one comer
an old billiard table, minus its legs, leaned against

the wall.

"In there," she suggested.

"Just the place," said Ealph, and he started to

shove the man into the space between the table

and the wall, but Lisette stayed him.

"Is he tied firm enough? If he can move even

a little, he'll knock the table down when he re-

covers."

"True for you." Ealph looked around. On a

shelf was a ball of heavy whipcord, and with this

J
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he proceeded to truss the helpless German untilhe looked more like a mummy than a man.
There." ho said, when the job was finished.

I defy h,m to even think with all that around

IZ H '

"""""''"' ^'''""'' ""'^ I ^«"t to know
how^thmgs are m the house. Are we safe in

Lisette changed color.

"I don't know," she fluttered. '<They e,me
through here sometimes. Wait "
She opened the door that led into the house,

and the sound of masculine voices talking Ger-man reached them quite distinctly-too distinctly
to suit the:r comfort. Lisette glanced up anddown the passage.

"No," she said, over her shr
'

' v. "You can't
get upstairs now. You'll have to stay in here."

mother"'
" ^-'"'-here are Jules and your

J'^^'^,^!^'
'" ^^'''' ""^ '°°'^- ^« a» sleep

there The Germans use the rest of the house
They're all over."

"How are you all!"

"'Most crazy, Ealph. Father's been dreadful-
ly sick and he doesn't get better, he worries so
over the Germans, and he's so frightened about
mother and me, I guess."
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"Have they treated you badlyT"

"No—not until to-day. The ofiScer whc com-

manded before wasn't very nice, but he let us

alone. The officer here now acems to want to

scare us. He's been up twice to talk to mother

about moving father, and she just knows it would

kill him to do it the way they would."

"Can he move at allf

"

"Yes, I giiess "

The German voices at the end of the passage

suddenly burst into impatient exclamations.

"Schultzl Schultz! Schultzl"

"That was Schultz you knocked down," whis-

pered Lisette, panic-stric. n. "He's the officers'

orderly. They're calling "

A heavy step sounded outside in the passage

and the door was flung open. In the semidark-

ness the newcomer could not see distinctly, and
before he could he was borne to the floor with sin-

ewy youthful arms and legs wrapped round him
and an ever-ready revolver butt jammed most ef-

ficiently between his teeth. In fact, in his eager-

ness, Ralph smashed a couple of the German's
molars with dire results to his looks. The Ger-

man was taken by surprise, but he fought back,

and in the instant's confusion the door slammed.
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"What's thatt" called a couple of voices in
Germnn. "IJnllo, Conrad. What's upT"

Lisetto took one look at the boys struggling
dosperntoly on the floor; she saw Ralph draw
back his fist and tlion drive it into the prostrate
man's chin like a battering ram, saw it click back
and his eyes gjuze over. Then she drew a deep
breath and stepped out into the hall.

"It was I, Messieurs," she called in French.
"The Ilerr Oraf run into mo as he went out the'
door. He has followed Schult^ into the garden
to learn what keeps him so long."
In the meantime, the boys gathered all the

cloths and pieces of rope in tlie room. A pair
of old curtains were torn up and Frangois cut a
wad out of a padded fencing shirt for a gag.
"Put him in with the other," said Ralph, as

they finished binding their .ccond prisoner,
uolly, this IS warm work, i.'r..i,k."

"Ahnost too warm," admitted Francois. "Do
you realize time is passing? We'll have Lev-
endge and his men down here presently if we
don't get out."

"I know it." Ralph was thoughtful. "But I'm
wondering if it wouldn't be better for us to stay
here. I think we could be more useful that way."
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"But how about LcvoridgoT A straight attack

won't "

"I know. But what's the mattor with sending

Lisotte back to him?"

Before Francois could answer, T-isette returned.

She was breathing faster tlinii usual and her eyes

were very bright ; but otherwiso slie did not show

excitement.

"Aren't you ffoing away?" she demanded, with

her first touch of anxiety. "You silly boys, it's

terribly dangerous for you here. Don't you real-

ize it?"

"I should say we did," returned Ralph.

"We've had a sufficiently warm time of it so

far. Look here, Lisette, I once said you were a

girl and you couldn't do anything- "

"But I've already done something," she re-

torted promptly. "I kept those other officers

from coming in here after the Count."

"Yes, yes," agreed Ralph hastily. "But I

meant something big, something—well, the kind

of thing a man would be proud of doing. Would

you like to do something like that?"

Lisette hung back uncertainly.

"Whenever you and Frangois try to get mo

to do things, there's a joke in it somewhere," she

said suspiciously.
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'iijli

f! ^i ii

"But this is a real, sure-enough stunt," de-dared Ralph. "You don't think we'd be okingnow with a rope around our necks, do youf

"

"YouVeTr?"'
'"""'" '""^ ^^«««« tartly,^ou re foohsh enough-both of you "

fZT ''"*' '^'' ^^""«'" -t«'-Pted

ErrVr^'*'"*"*^'^-
"^"* y°« listen toRalph. He's got a real good idea-honest he

"Well, what is itT"

"There are fifty English soldiers back in thewood. Do you remember the big beech to the leftof the road just beyond the Fairy RingT They'reh^mg tw^waiting for us to com'e back andgmde them forward. Now, Francois and I want
to stay here-we can do more to help them. Areyou enough of a sport, Lisette, to find the Eng-
lishmen and guide them up through the bushes

tl rt« """'' *'' '"''"^^ ^^'^'-' «° they'd
take the chateau from the sideT"
Lisette sniffed.

afrl^." ^
'''°°^'* '"^ '"' ^° ^°^ *^^ I'^n

Ralph looked relieved. He knew from exoe
nence that Lisette would undertake anything thathad the look of a dare, but he had had his doubts.

Can you get out without being suspectedT"
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She nodded.

"Leave that to me. As for you two, you'd bet-

ter find some place in here to hide. There may
be other Germans passing through."

"We'll be all right. And be sure to tell Lieu-

tenant Leveridge—he's in command of the Eng-

lishmen—to send half his men to the rear toward

the stables."

Lisette vanished, and the boys concealed them-

selves under some lumber in a comer. Several

times Germans poked their heads in one door or

another, and Frangois overheard a number of

comments on the protracted absence of the Graf

and Schultz. They judged an hour had passed,

when there came a whiff of firing.

"That will be the picket," muttered Balph.

The stamping of feet resounded through the

house, orders were shouted, and again there were

stentorian calls for the "Herr Graf." But evi-

dently Leveridge succeeded in wiping out the en-

tire patrol, for no survivors escaped to bring the

tidings of alarm in advance of the enemy. The

next noise was a sudden burst of firing right un-

der the edge of the terrace. The English had

approached until they were within point-blank

range of the chatfiau.

"Now," exclaimed Ealph.
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And he and Frangois drew their revolvers and
dashed into the corridor that ran through the
middle of the big house. A group of German
soldiers stood just inside the front doorway, aim-
ing at the shrubbery. The boys fired point-blank
into the group, which promptly split apart. Some
of the Germans fled outdoors, others took to the
stairs. In the breathing space allowed the at-
tackers, the English swept forward, and the boys
caught a glimpse of khaki against the green of
the terrace lawn.

"Now for the back stairs," proposed Frangois.
They retraced their steps and ran through the

kitchen, frightening fat Suzanne nearly out of her
skin, and gained the upper floor undetected.
Again their pistols cracked, and, taken com-

pletely by surprise, the Germans at the stair-head
and at various windows dropped their arms or
took to cover under beds and in closets. In two
minutes the boys had complete possession of the
house and displayed a sheet from one of the win-
dows in token of surrender. A lively little skir-
mish was going on in the direction of the stables,
however, and after a detachment of Tommies had
reUeved them of standing guard over the pris-
oners who were being yanked out of all sorts of
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ansnspected places, Ealph and Francois made for

the rear of the grounds.

A few of the Germans had managed to get

away, but the effect of the Tommies' fire had

scared many others from the horse lines, and

when Leveridge, flushed and delighted, came up,

his sergeant informed him that fifty-two horses

had been captured, besides the automobile in the

stable. r=.ve Germans had been killed, eleven

wounded, and thirty-two captured, including the

pair the boys had stowed in the gunroom.

"Fast work, fellows," exclaimed the English-

man, with a broad grin. "I say, but that was

nippy of you chaps to play a lone hand the way

you did. I'll mention you in my report, by Jove

—and that little girl, too—she was great. Cool

as a veteran—never turned a hair. Showed us

how to surround the outpost and then steered us

almost up to the edge of the terrace without our

being seen."

On their way into the house, in fact, the boys

encountered Lisette, staggering along under a

German trooper's carbine and saber.

"I'm helping to disarm the prisoners," she

said. "Lieutenant Leveridge asked me to. And

don't you ever tell me again that I can't do any-

thing in a war, Ealph Gordon."
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p','\^!!!^ *'"' ^""^^ '' °° ""'' ^««tte,» said
Ralph. "Come on. Be friends. We'U carry
your armor for you, if you'll take us up to Sis and
Jules. They must be scared to death with joy "

m

iOiC



CHAPTER IX

THI STAND AT Ui CAIZAXT

Thb principal problem confronting Lieutenant

Leveridge's detachment was the safe removal of

the Viscount de Eocroi. His wound, in itself, was

not so dangerous, but the hardships he had suf-

fered in his journey from Belgium, and the wor-

ries of the last few days, had aggravated his con-

dition. After talking the matter over with the

Viscountess and the boys. Lieutenant Leveridge

suggested that they construct a litter-bed in the

tonneau of the captured automobile, in which de

Eocroi might be carried at easy speed over good

roads to St. Quentin, where he could be trans-

shipped to a hospital train that would take him to

Paris.

This plan was adopted, and the party left Eo-

croi as soon as the automobile had been prepared

for him. He was made quite comfortable, and

Leveridge detailed one of his men, who was an

expert chauffeur, to do the driving. The Vis-

countess and Lisette, with Gaspard and Suzanne

139
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of them. Here the HrtTZ! ""'"' ^^'^^
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west, but aronnd Landrecies all was silent. After

seeing their relations off in the automobile the

boys hunted up Leveridge again and persuaded

him to let them stay with him.

"No use trying to find Headquarters in this

mix-up," said Ealph. "We couldn't get to Le
Cateau, anyhow."

This was true, so Leveridge made no difficulty

of taking them in with him. In fact, he was not

in a mood to deny anybody anything. The ef-

fect made on Sir Douglas Haig, commander of the

First Corps, by the arrival of his 'busload of pris-

oners had exceeded even his wildest imagination.

"It's a great piece of luck for me," he kept

repeating. "The General said he'd recommend

me for the Distinguished Service Order. Great,

isn't it! I say, I'm ever so much obliged to you

chaps. I told the General it was you helped me
put it through."

After talking the feat over, all three lay down
to sleep. It seemed to Ealph that he had not

closed his eyes when there came a sudden burst

of firing so close at hand that it brought him to

his feet in a single bound. The others were

awake almost inmaediately. Consulting their

watches, they found it was half-past nine o'clock.
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asked a man passing by in the street
"Don't just know," was the reply. "About ahundred thousand Gorans are 'coming out „the woods north of the town. Everybody is or-dered forward.

"

J^ "uy is or-

aM^ff^ 'r''°''
*" *"™ °"* J^'^ detachment,

^to the darkness, seeking some officer to whomhe could report for duty. But in ih. n 7
of the TiiD-lif u ^® confusion

the night It was uppossible to find any reco^ni^ed source of authority. The town was'held by

S the Brr
?'''^' ""'^""^ '' *^^' --"^ troopsof the British army, the Grenadier Guards Cold^-m Guards, Scotch Guards, and I^ua^

"

^oIT: T' ""''^"""^^^^ '' *^« -backingtroops but during the last three days the whol!

affairs, and accepted it as a matter of course,

thr rr ^^'^' "'«^^"*« advanced north

GeZ f"'^ """^ ^'"^^ encountered theGermans, each regiment fighting by itself Itwas vital to the safety of the wholla Ly'tha
Landrecies should be held. If the Germans ^ptured It they would be able to drive a wedgeZ

lorce. So much everyone realized, but to the
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early bonrs of the fighting the men holding one

street had no idea what was happening in the

next street. Each company and battalion simply

hung onto the ground it occupied, and whenever

the opportunity came did its best to advance.

Leveridge's detachment was following a side

street when, without warning, it came upon a

silent conflict waging at the head of one of the

town's principal thoroughfares. No shots were

being fired. Two dense columns of men had come

together and they were fighting desperately with

the bayonet. The momentum of the Qermans was

carrying them forward slowly, but the drive of

their charge was stopped by the attack which

Leveridge was quick to execute. Without

a word, his men sprang forward with bayonets

fixed and crashed fuU into the Germans' flank.

The German advance checked, then halted, and

finally became a retreat.

"Hurrah!" shouted the British, and they went

ahead at the double. But the oiScers kept the men

under control, and at the end of the street they

halted and built barricades. On these, machine

guns were mounted, and the next time the Ger-

mans approached they were swept back with ter-

rible slaughter before a man touched the obstruc-

tion. In other streets, the same process was re-

:i

'gil
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peated, slowly but surely. Taken by surprise,
the British were pushed back in the preliminary
stages of the fighting, but they soon rallied and
drove the Germans out. Then they tore up pav-
ing stones, leveled houses, and constructed bar-
riers of all kinds, which they fortified with ma-
chine guns. By half past one o'clock the danger
was ended, although the German masses were
still hurled desperately against the British lines
When Leveridge and his men joined in the work

of building barricades, Ralph and Frangois left
them and circled through the town looking for
more adventure. They did not have to hunt far
In the western quarter of Landrecies, where the
British reenforcements came up last, the fight
still raged vith growing bitterness. The infantry
were hai pressed, and as a desperate resort a
battery c

:
artillery was ordered to bring its guns

through the narrow streets and shell the Germans
back. No horses could have lived in that storm
of bullets. Guns were unhorsed while they were
still half a mUe out of effective range for this
kind of work.

The battery commander called for volunteers
to help his men haul the guns by hand, and Ralph
and Francois were among the first to respond
After infinite labor they got two guns into posi-
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tion within a quarter of a mile of the Oerman
firing line.

The Qermans promptly retaliated by bringing

np guns to support their own infantry.

"There's but one thing for us to do," said the

officer commanding the gun the boys were with.

"We must knock out that battery."

So he and his men took their gun and actually

pushed and pulied it forward by hand to a point

only sixty yards from the German position. Here
they emplaced it behind the ruins of a house, and
then proceeded to exchange shois at point-blank

pistol range with the German battery. The very
first shot from the British gun knocked over one
of the German pieces ; the second blew up a cais-

son and destroyed half the battery. The third

dismounted another gun—and after that the Ger-

mans retreated, with the British infantry swarm-
ing at their heels.

In the midst of the street fighting the balance

of the First Corps had come up, and after clear-

ing the town of Germans the worn-out troops lay

down to rest. The retreat was recommenced at

dawn, however, and the battle raged again all

along the line as far west as Cambrai. This day,

the 26th of August, Sir John French afterward

declared, marked the crisis of the determined ef-
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forts of the Germans to crash the British army.
Fortunately, the Fourth Division of the Third
Corps, fresh from Enghind, arrived in Le Cateau
in time to participate, and these new troops were
moved out on the British left, against which tLo
principal shock of the Gorman onset was directed.
In the early morning of the 2Gtli, Ralph and

Francois commandeered seats in a staff motor
and set out with dispatches from the officer com-
manding at Landrecies in search of Field Mar-
shal French. The retreat from Landrecies was
then in progress, but to the westward the shock
of the cannon and the roll of infantry firing told
them that the British line was still holding. They
first heard of the Commander-in-Chief at Le Ca-
teau, a sleepy little French town in which German
shells were beginning to fall. They found him
at last on a hill south of Cambrai, behind a heavy
battery, studying the effect of the British shells

upon the German artillery.

"Magnificently done," he remarked, as he read
the account of the fight for Landrecies. "Well,
the First Corps will have a few hours' respite.

The work is just beginning at this end of the
line."

While they watched, the enemy's artillery fire
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appeared to be multiplied a hundredfold. It was
impossible to count the burstiug shells.

"The Germans i . grouped the batteries of
four army corps opposite us," said a staff officer

to Ralph. "But our follows are giving them
something back, just the same."

Sir John French received a steady stream of
motor-cycle couriers and officers in automobiles,
who came up from different parts of the line to
report on the progress of the fighting. The boys
did not see a single man on horseback. The cav-
alry, they were told, were out on the wings, and
messengers did not have time to waste on horses.
For a while the boys thought the commander had
forgotten them. But after they had waited an
hour, he beckoned them to approach.

"I have just received a request for reenforce-
ments from the battalion holding the village of
Caudry over toward Le Cateau," he said. "I
wish you to go to the officer commanding there and
tell him I am unable to assist him. Every man
who can bear arms is in the firing line. He must
hold on to his post with what force he has. Tell
him I expect him to stay there as long as he has
a man alive."

Sir John nodded as he finished, and turned to
resume his watch of the battlefield. That was al-
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A

ways his way, the boys had noticed. When he

had given an order, there was an end to it ; he re-

lied upon the men who received it to carry out

their duty without any urging from himself or

anyone else. That was his conception of duty,

and he took it for granted that it was shared bj;

all soldiers.

As Ralph and Frangois were casting about for

the best way to reach Caudry, a staff officer asked

what was puzzling them.

"Oh, that's easy enough," he said, after they

had explained that they did not know the country.

"No, you won'tbeabletotakeamotor; the roads

from here are too open. Use one of the handcars

you see on the track at the foot of the hill. The
railroad line passes close to Caudry and you'll

find concealment in the cutting almost up to the

village limits."

Neither Ralph nor Frangois had ever propelled

a handcar before, but they soon accustomed them-

selves to the unfamiliar labor, and with a slight

downgrade to help them fairly flew along the cut-

ting which led toward Caudry and Le Cateau.

This cut formed a natural protection for troops,

and various regiments had taken possession of

it. So far, fortunately, the Germans had not dis-

covered its situation, and while their shells passed
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overhead none burst between the earthen walls

which sheltered first-aid surgical stations and re-

serve battalions awaiting their call to the front.

As the handcar neared Caudry, however, condi-

tions changed. The railroad curved north slight-

ly, and the cut was occupied by several batteries

that replied dauntlessly to the German guns.

The congestion of artillery became so great that

the handcar had to be abandoned and the boys

proceeded on foot. Caudry loomed in the dis-

tance, a collection of stone huts and outlying

farms, afire in several places from the furious

bombardment it sustained. It formed a sort of

outpost, projecting from the main British line,

but once in German possession it would have

formed an ideal spot from which to attempt a

drive through the British center. After a hasty

survey of the situation, Ealph and FranQois start-

ed to climb the side of the cut, intending to crawl

across the partly open country that intervened

between it and the village.

"G'arn if yer want to," a voice hailed them.

"I ain't stoppin' in yer w'y, only adwice is ad-

wice, an' "

The boys turned to see who was addressing

them. It was a soldier, lying just under the slop-

ing rim of the cut, peacefully smoking a pipe, and
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to their surprise they recognized in him the dirty
Sapper whom they had met in the fighting around
Mons.

"Where did you come fromt" demanded Fran-
cois.

"Hif I knew, Hi'd tell yer, laddie, 'onest I
would. But I'm confused in me reckoning, what
wi' trekkin' abaht the whole bloomin' country-
side wi' all manner c* strange outfits."

By further questioning they learned that he
had become separated from his company in the
retreat from Mons, and had served with various
corps he happened to meet, being now nominally
attached to the regiment which the boys were seek-
ing. He volunteered to guide them to the officer

commanding the troops in Caudry.
Almost immediately they struck an elaborate

network of shallow trenches that crisscrossed
back and forth like the pattern of a crazy-quilt.
But there was a method in these rambling fur-
rows, for the boys saw that their guide had little

difficulty in threading his way from one into an-
other, always getting closer to the huddled houses
of the village which formed the citadel of the
British defenders.

"Hif we only 'ad a little nitro or cordite, now,"
he said mournfully. "But these infantry feUers
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won't 'ave any hartistio work in theirs. Oh, no.

My heye, no 1 They like to myke a bloomin' con-

tinyered story out o' it by piflSin' around wi' ri-

fles and bay'nets, when a good mine 'u'd do the

while job up sweet an' proper."

They met men frequently in the trenches, al-

though the Sapper explained to them that these

works were not in the firing line. But in the vil-

lage itself they were surprised to find few evi-

dences of human life. Cellars had been turned

into hospitals and storerooms, and a few men
dodged back and forth between the rubbish heaps

that had been houses. But the fighting proper

was done outside the zone of buildings in the far-

flung web of trenches about the position.

" 'Tain't tenable—this 'ere plyce," explained

the Sapper. "Hif we st'yed 'ereabahts the Sos-

sages 'u'd blow us to pieces in no time wi' their

big guns. Out in the trenches it tykes a good

heye an' more'n haverage good luck to 'it yer

mark."

He escorted them to the entrance of a tiny cot-

tage no different from a score surrounding it.

Nobody was visible in the three rooms composing

the ground floor.

"They must be in the cellar," he muttered, and

walked around to a trapdoor that led into the
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gTonnd. A foot of bayonet blade protrnded from
the darkness.

"Wlo's there!" asked the sentry. "Oh, it's
you, yer blighter. Pass."
In the close darkness of the little cellar stood

a deal kitchen table, with two camp lanterns for
illumination. A couple of officers were crouched
over these, alternately talking and studying a
pocket field map.

"Hullo, what's upT" asked one as he noticed
the newcomers. '

"Message from the Commander-in-Chief, sir,"
replied Ealph, saluting.

The officer's face brightened.

"Goodl" he exclaimed eagerly, "We're to
have relief, thenT You may give the message to
me. I am in command now."
His last words told the whole story of the de-

fense of the village, for he, the senior officer of
the regiment, wore the insignia of a captain.
"I'm sorry, sir," Ealph went on. "My mes-

sage isn't what you expect."

And he repeated, word for word, what Field
Marshal French had told him.

The officer shrugged his shoulders.

"All right," he said. "I expect it's our death
warrant, but if it's necessary we'll stick to ii I
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wish you'd come with me anyhow. I want to

show you our trenches Hullo, wellT"

This last was to the sentry.

"Beg pardon, sir," said the man, "but there's

a message from Captain Gaines. The enemy are

preparin' to attack again in force."

"You're just in time, you see," the oflScer re-

sumed, rising from the table.

Out in the daylight of the street he caught his

first glimpse of their faces.

"Bless me," he murmured. '
'But—are you ca-

dets from Sandhurst!"

"No, sir, we're volunteer interpreters and mes-

sengers," said Balph.

Before he could comment on this last state-

ment, there came a cry from the Sapper behind

them.

" 'Ware shell, sir!"

"Quick, in herel" ordered the officer, and he

shoved the boys down the yawning entrance to

a cellar they were passing. They fell in a heap

at the bottom of the shallow shaft, and the Sap-

per fell on top of them. But before they had a

chance to disentangle themselves there came a re-

sounding crash in the street above them and a

doud of pulverized bricks and dust sifted down.
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The oflScer commanding the village got np and
dusted himself oflf.

"That was one of their howitzer shells," he
explained. '

' They 're worse than the regular field

artillery shell. You have to jump lively in this

place."

He led them on through narrow alleyways, al-

ways under cover, until they passed through a
sunken lane and found themselves in a zigzagging
furrow of the earth that was a rifle pit. It was
lined with men, and at frequent intervals ma-
chine guns were planted on tripods, piercing
through mounds of earth. Bullets whispered con-
tinuously overhead, and every minute or two a
geyser of black earth would spout into the air as
a shell dug into the ground before detonating.

Other shells, loaded with shrapnel, burst over-

head, showering the men in the trenches with a
pitiless rain of steel pellets.

"Here come the Sossages now," said the officer

who escorted the boys.

Their eyes followed his gesture—and became
riveted on the spectacle. Despite the slow, care-

ful fire from the British trenches, the Germans
were coming on in huge masses of men, with
scarcely any intervals between the ranks. Even
as the boys watched, at a distance of easily a mile,
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thety oonld see big gaps opening in the gray lines,

bnt the Germans still came on.

"They've been coming like that ever since yes-

terday afternoon," replied the British com-

mander to their unasked question. "They seem

to want to capture this point at any cost. That's

the only explanation. And they certainly seem

to have the lives to waste. No matter how many

we kill, there are just as many to take their

places."

Gradually the British fire slackened, and the

Germans cheered exultantly, confident that their

artillery had silenced their enemies. But the

British were only biding their time. They let the

Germans come up until from the trenches they

could see the faces under the spiked helmets

—

and then such a tornado of fire was turned loose

as Ralph and Frangois had not seen in their brief

but bitter experience of war. The front ranks of

the attacking columns melted away, and the next

thing the boys heard was the frenzied cheering of

the British and the appeals of the ofiieers to their

men not to leap out of the trenches and pursue

the broken Germans.
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CHAPTER X
WrCH THl BLACK WATCH AT ST. QUBNTIK

The commander touched Ralph on the shoulder.
"I have shown you what we are doing," he

said. "Now, go back and tell Sir John what you
have seen. We have repulsed seven of those at-
tacks this morning. Each time we have lost our
share of men. It is only a question of time before
there will not be enough of us to man the Max-
ims."

"I will tell the Field Marshal, sir," answered
Ralph, and he and Frangois crept away with a
feeling of awe at the matter-of-fact bravery of
the soldiers who crouched in the trenches about
them.

The officer escorted them back to the village
where he instruct their old friend the Sapper to'

take charge of tt x. The Sapper chaperoned
them through the deserted viUage and by hidden
ways to the brink of the railroad cut.

"Ain't Hi the giddy nursem'id?" he grunted
When they were safe at last. "Wot would yer

156
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be doin', now, Hi arsks yer, hif yer didn't 'appen

to meet me now an' thent"

"We're much obliged," acknowledged Fran-

cois with a laugh. "But we manage to get along

safely somehow or other when you're not

around."

"Hi'm glad to 'ear it, strike me pink but Hi

ami An' don't be forgettin' to give my love to

Sir John, bless 'is whiskers, an' tell 'im I'll be

'avin' a thought for 'im off an' on, like."

"We'll remember," Balph assured him.

"Good-by."

"Don't be s'yin' good-by," the Sapper called

after them. '
'We '11 meet again. Hi'm a rambler.

Hi am. Now yer sees me—an' now yer don't.

But Hi'm always somewhere—^blow me hif Hi

ain'tl"

The last the boys saw of him he had lighted his

pipe, and was cuddled down under the edge of the

cutting, taking careful pot-shots at Germans who

were foolish enough to show any parts of them-

selves against the skyline.

"H«>'s a curious chap, isn't het" said Franjois,

tvs they stumbled along over the rails, looking for

thoir handcar.

"He's a hard man to beat," replied Balph

thoughtfully. "He 's the kind of man who is mak-

I
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ing it possible for us to hang on this way, with
the Germans four to one against us."
They found their handcar where they had left

it and made quick time back to Headquarters.
Sir John listened to their report as gravely aa
though they had been staff officers. Then he
asked a couple of shrewd questions, evidently to
determine if they had really seen all they de-
scribed.

"I shall have to give you promotion, if yoa
keep on this way," he said, when they had fin-

ished. "I have been underestimating the impor-
tance of that post. I, shall see that reenforce-
ments are sent to its support at once."
At this point an officer hurried up from a mo-

tor car which had stopped at the foot of the hill

on which the Commander-in-Chief stood. The
boys recognized him as General Sir Horace Smith-
Dorrien, an elderly, composed-looking man, very
dignified and quiet in his manner.

"Well, Sir Horace, what is it J" they heard Sir
John ask.

"I am afraid, sir, it is becoming absolutely nec-

essary to retire at any cost," Sir Horace replied.

"My artillery is being smashed to pieces; the in-

fantry are suffering tremendously. It seems al-
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most impossible to retreat safely, but wo must re-

treat or be annihilated."

Sir John F'rencU eonsidcicd the statement for

a space without any show of emotion.

"Very well, then. General," ho said finally.

"Withdraw the troops as opportunity oflfers.

The men must hold the enemy in check. That
is all."

About half-past three o'clock that afternoon

the order to retire was flashed along the British

line. And with their fnces to the oncoming foe,

with discipline unidaxed, and with unbroken

courage and ranks, the British withdrew, one reg-

iment or battery supporting another, General Al-

lenby and his heroic cavidry covering the move-
ment by a series of dashing charges against the

German flanks. So awful had been the punish-

ment meted out to the Germans by their retreat-

ing enemies that the victorious troops had no
strength left for the pursuit. The German com-
manders tried to flog their men forward, but they

were unable to respond; and with comparatively

slight difficulty the British retreated to St. Quen-
tin, which was held ^y a lieavy covering force,

while the main body fell bat'c to a line running
from Noyon through Chauny to the fortress of
La Fere.
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The triumphant retreat by which the Franco-
British armies drew the Gerrnnns after them into
the heart of France, away from their bases of
supplies, until their transport services had broken
down, was far from having reached a successful
conclusion. There were many days of desperate
fighting and considerable hardships ahead of the
plucky little British army, and Ralph and Fran-
cois were to have their fair share of it, too; but
the boys, like the rest of the army, felt that in
merely getting away safely from Le Cateau and
Cambrai Sir John French and his men had
achieved a notable victory.

Ralph and Frangois tramped all the weary way
from Cambrai to St. Quentin, having given up
their places in a motor to two badly wounded
men, for whom there was no room in the over-
crowded ambulances. But they received an am-
ple reward for their kindness, for the regiment
to which the wounded men belonged, the famous
Black Watch, took the boys into their ranks and
treated them as though they wore the kilt and
sporran. Stalwart Highlanders shared their
shelter tents with the boys and saw to it that they
got their portions of the rations available.

"So you're an American, ehT" said one of the
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officers to Ralph. "Well, we know your country

of old—to our cost." ,

"How : ri ntf" asked the boy curiously.

"It was ; long time ago—before you and I

were bom—a hundred years and more before

tbiit. We were sent over to fight against the

Ficnch at a place called Ticonderoga in what is

no*v New York State. There were a great army
'f us, with your Colonial troops, but the French
bpiil 'IS. V '; tried our bust to storm Ticonderoga,

iiii'l v: paid an nwful price. It seems funny,

now, )(i"sn't it? Here we are fighting side by
side witli them more than a hundred years after.

Yes, our regitnontal records cho.v wo lost more
men at Ticonderoi^a than v- Iirt-^- ^> V-ir in this

campaign."

The boys took a great 'i'm. y ';! '!;,. Klghland-

ers, big, brawny, slow-spe.i.i'- i:. u .
,

;' unlike

the nimble Cockneys and Irihim i; ( h,;! met
heretofore. St. Quentin was ai.Mi ioned by all

but the covering troops by August 28th. The
German cavalry were active continuously, and
by the morning of the 29th tlio German infantry

had recuperated somewhat irom the drubbing it

had received and had begun once more its pur-

suit of Sir John's unbeaten army.

That day the cavalry scouts brought back re-

m
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ports of dense German columns pressing for-

ward from Cambrai and Le Catean, and just be-

fore evening an aeroplane reconnaissance devel-

oped the fact that the Germans were actually get-

ting their artillery into position on some hills

which commanded St. Quentin. The British

moved out in time and formed their line in open

country well adapted to defensive tactics. The

infantry constructed hasty trencher, and the ar-

tillery behind them skillfully concealed their

pieces in pits, over which they built arbors of

tree boughs, so that from a short distance every

gun position looked like a clump of underbrush.

During the night there was desultory firing,

and at daybreak the Germans developed their at-

t-c;., endeavoring to crush the slender British

line by sheer weight of gun fire, while simulta-

neously they extended their right wing in an en-

deavor to envelop the exposed left flank of the

covering force. But this was a matter General

Allenby's cavalry had been directed to take care

of, and they acquitted themselves ncbly.

After the bombardment had lasted several

hours, without having caused any great amount

of harm, the men began to get restless. Tht.e

was a timorousness about the Germans' attack

utterly unlike the attitude they had shown be-
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fore this, and every soldier sensed it. One re-

sult was to make the men in the ranks wild for

permission to take the battle in their own hands

and charge the enemy. All about them in the

trenches the boys saw the Scotchmen fingering

their rifles expectantly and looking questioningly

at their officers. At last the commander of the

regiment called the boys to his side.

"Go to the division commander and ask him

if we may charge the enemy in our front," he

said. "Tell him I think we may create a consid-

erable diversion in our favor."

The boys ran as fast as they could out of the

zone of fire, begged seats on a motor truck that

was carrying ammunition to the firing line, and

reached the division commander inside of an

hour.

"The Black Watch may use their own discre-

tion," he said, after he had heard the request of

the regiment. "But instnict the Colonel to make

arrangements with the rest of his brigade so that

he will be suitably supported."

With their hearts throbbing excitedly, the boys

made their way back once more to the furrowed

fields and meadows over which the shrapnel shells

burst like monstrous mushrooms of yellowish,

whitish smoke. And thoy could not help swelling
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with a justifiable feeling of importance when they
observed the interest taken in them by every
"Kiltie" of the regiment. The Colonel listened
to their message with a smile of delight on his
stern face.

The men in the trenches saw what was coming
and they commenced the little preparations a sol-
dier always makes before the charge. Belts were
tightened, laces retied, buckles adjusted. Every
man strained forward when the messenger who
had gone to the brigade commander returned and
the Colonel scanned the brief reply.

"Steady, men," ha called cheerfully, as he
looked up. "You're to have your chance, but
we'll fight as we did at Waterloo—with the Scots
Grays beside us. Remember—'Scotland for-
ever!' "

A wild cheer went up at the mention of the
battle cry of Scotland's most famous cavalry
agent, and presently the thudding of hoofs was
plainly audible in a little valley that debouched
onto the left flank of the position held by the
Black Watch. There was a glint of steel as the
first squadron of the splendid regiment, all mount-
ed on big gray horses, rode out into the open.
The Germans were taken by surprise. At any

rate, they did not seem to notice the attack which
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was being launched against them. The Scots

Grays formeii in line, and the Black Watch scram-

bled from their trenches and began to drift for-

ward in open order. Thoy had covered a good

deal of ground before the German gunners caught

the new range and began to pop shrapnel over

them. The pace changed from a walk to a trot.

Faster and faster came the shells.

"Forward, men," called the officers, dashing

ahead to lead the companies.

The pipers set up the wailing notes of the regi-

mental march, and the first shell burst square in

the middle of a group. But there was no pause.

Still the Black Watch went forward. The trot

became a run. Then the first thing they knew the

ranks parted and the Scots Grays rode into their

midst.

"Each o' you laddies take a stirrup," a trooper

called to Ralph and Frangois, who were loyally

keeping abreast of the advance. "That's the

way. Now, we '11 take you along so fast those Ger-

mans won't know you're on 'em."

He struck spurs to his mount as he spoke, and

the boys broke into a mad run to keep up with

him. But at that it was much easier than might

have been imagined, for they were able to put a

good deal of weight on the horse. On every hand
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they saw men pairing off in the same way. It was
fast work. The Grays rode pellmell, with never
an eye for any chance obstacles. If they came
to a gulley or a ditch or a low fence they took

it offhand, and the infantrymen shimiied ©ver
any way—usually they flew over.

In three minutes the boys were scratched and
torn and panting, but the mad exhilaration of
the charge carried them out of themselves. They
forgot the fatigue, the danger and the German
bayonets waiting ahead of them. The wind that

blew in their faces intoxicated them. The shouts

of the Highlanders, the shrilling bugles, the rush
of the horses, the straining of powerful muscles
next to them—all inspired them with but one de-

sire. They wanted only to get at the Germans
and show what British troops—for strangely

enough, in this moment of battle, Ealph and Fran-
cois forgot their own countries and succumbed
to the wonderful bonds which military comrade-
ship inspires—could do when they assumed the

offensive.

Smoke blew around them as sheila burst, but
suddenly Ealph was electrified to see a little knot
of gray-clad horsemen bearing down upon them.
The knot became a troop, a squadron, and a regi-

ment. There was a rush, a swirl of men and
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horses, the "8»pprrtt" of lances going home, the

clang of sabers and then the Black "Watch took

matters into their own hands. Utterly dismayed

by finding infantrymen among their ranks, the

Germans broke and fled. This was a kind of fight-

ing they were not used to, for they had always

been taught that infantry coTild never charge cav-

alry at close quarters.

The charge was resumed. Agsiin there came a

hail of shells, and smoke temporarily clouded the

scene. Next the boys were dragged across a

mound of freshly turned earth, clutching desper-

ately to the stirrups of their cavalry friend, and

without warning found themselves crossing bay-

onets with German soldiers.

Now, shooting at an enemy and trying to stab

Mm are two entirely different things. Some sol-

diers are first-rate marksmen, but they flinch at

the cold steel. The boys felt decidedly "gin-

gery"—as Ralph afterward expressed it—when

they made their first passes; but the immediate

perception that the Germans had only a vicious

inclination to kill them soon furnished a personal

interest in the work that made up for any lack

of inclination they may have had in the beginning.

Of course, neither of them was used to the bay-

onet manual, while the Germans, like all regular

v4ut«it4K«^«rB«itfr^-'^'
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troops, had been trained in it; and it might have
gone hard with them had not their trooper friend
ridden back and driven off one of their assailants

with his saber. Between them, the boys cornered
the other and made him throw down his rifle.

All about them isolated conflicts were going on.

At first the Germans had resisted, but the skill

of the British in bayonet work told heavily, and
the Scots Grays, once inside the enemy's en-
trenchments, promptly formed up and proceeded
to ride down any company of Germans that tried
to unite. The German artiUerymen fought stur-
dily and many died beside their guns, but several
batteries were taken and sent to the British lines.

In the meantime, the German rout had been ac-

centuated by another charge made by the Cam-
erons and the Ninth Lancers, who likewise suc-

ceeded in penetrating the enemy's line.

The two bodies of British swept together like

a loose net, and between them bagged nearly

4,000 German prisoners. Necessarily, such a bril-

liant feat was not a matter of minutes, and it was
spread out over a considerable area of ground.
Also, in the confusion of the chase many British

detachments became isolated from the main body
and were cut off by the approach of overwhehning
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German reenforcements sent to retrieve the de-

feat.

By bad luck, Ralph and Frangois had wandered

farther to the rear than they should have, and

were investigating a German reserve ammutlttlon

depot, cleverly contrived in a schoolhouse of a

captured village, when they heard a warning

shout, and looked up to sec a column of spiked

helmets bobbing over a fold in the countryside

barely half a mile away. Three Scots Grays y^ts-

ing by in the road below the schoolhous\> Had given

the alarm, and now they invited tfe© boys to "take

stirrup luck."

Tired as they were, the boys eagerly accepted

this aid, and were soon proceeding across coun-

try at a smart trot, looking for the main body

of their regiment. But dusk had fallen, and the

troopers lost their bearings. They had ridden

less than a mile when a hoarse voice hailed them

from the roadside in German.

"Quick, into the fields!" hissed italph to the

leading trooper.

The man obeyed him, and the squad galloped at

full speed through a field of oats, while a rifle

shot whistled overhead.

"That was a close squeak, that was," comment-

ij
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ed one of the Scots Grays, as he reined in his

horse.

"It^ Kk^)y to be closer," answered Balph.

"Hav« y©tt forgotten that column we saw coming
Tip behind ust"

The man looked flabbergasted.

"That's right," he admitted. "Say "

'It's no time for halting," interrupted /<'ran-

Sois. "Our only chance is to get over to the west-

ward into the open country. Here we're apt to

be snapped up any moment."

"But which is the right way to taket" asked

another cavalryman—they were all privates, and
this was the first time they had ever been alone

on their own responsibilities in a foreign country;

they were even more bewildered than the boys.

Ralph gave a hasty glance around them, and
squinted up at the s';y.

"I think we're headed about right, now," he

said. "But we must go carefully. That's the

main thing. If we can reach some village, per-

haps the peoplo "

A bolt of pummer lightning streaked across the

sky, revealing thj figure of a man standing with

rifle poised on the opposite side of the fence that

confronted them.



CHAPTER XI

BACK TO THE WAUB OF PABIB

"They've got us again," whispered a trooper

hoarsely.

"Maybe he hasn't seen us," suggested another.

"Quiet, all!" ordered Ralph, who suddenly

found himself in command—just how he did not

know. "At any rate he's alone and there are five

of us. Keep quiet and try to crawl up to him."

"But the horses," objected a cavalryman.

"He'll see
"

"That's right," said Franfioii. "We'd better

make a run for it."

Before Ralph could answer the str • ier hailed

them. His voice reached them, iLuil'nl b,\ the

darkness and indistinct.

"Pretend you don't hear him," aid P^'lpl
,

making up his mind quickly. "We must try I..

get around him, that's all."

So they started to work carefully away Hr-.m.

the spot where the lightning had revoal«(d tli"

lone, forbidding figure that barred their path.

171
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The man called again, and this time hia voice
reached them faintly.

'

'
Hi, yer blighters !

" he demanded. '
' Don 't yer

know a Tommie when yer fies 'imT Come over
an' surrender, or I'll "

Ralph and Francois burst into roars of laugh-
ter, and after a moment's consideration the hu-
mor of the situation sank into the brains of the
three Scots Grays.

"Here we've been trying to dodge one of our
own men," exclaimed Frangois. "The joke's
on us."

"I should say so," admitted Ralph. "Wonder
who he isT"

He advanced toward the stranger, and called
out:

"We are Scots Grays and two interpreters.
Who are you!"

There was a brief silence ended by a chuckle
which sounded somehow familiar.

"Your voice is werry familiar," said the
stranger at last. "Hi 'ave an hinclination to be-
lieve we're old friends-playfellers, as it were-
wot»"

Once more the lightning flashed across the sky,
and in the instant of illumination Ralph recog-
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nized the bearded face and filthy uniform of the

Sapper, last seen at Le Cateau.

"IIuUo," said the boy. "So we've all turned

up again t Are you with the Kilties nowl"

"Hi wish Hi knew," responded the Sapper, with

a gloomy shake of the head.
'

' 'nee upon a time,

as yer might s'y. Hi was a Royal Enginocr. Now

—Hi might be a transport baggageman, for all

Hi know. lii'm a bloomin' chameleon. Hi am

—

that's wot."

"Well, this is no time for exchanging stories,"

asserted Pran(;ois, who, with the troopers, had

joined the group. "We'd best be making tracks

for some permanent sort of cover.
'

'

"Righto!" agreed the Sapper, suouldering his

rifle. "Spoke like Solomon or Sir John 'isself.

Hi feel safer already wi' such horf'cers. Wot

might yer borders bet"

"The only plan we have," Ralph told him, "is

to push hard for the west and try to find cover

in some French village until we see an opportu-

nity to get back to our people."

"Fundimental-ee sound," the Sapper agreed,

plodding along beside them—the cavalrjmien rode

a short distance ahead. "An' Hi'm jolly glad to

see yer 'aven't wasted yer opportunities—like so

many Sandhurst pups. There's some young
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blighters wouldn't never 'ave learned nothin'
from 'avin' garn through wot you 'ave. But
you're different."

The boys were not quite sure at first whether
he was speaking in earnest or was making game
of them. But he soon showed that he meant what
he said.

"Hit was rare luck for me to pop on yer like
this, now, wasn't it?" he went on. "Hi was that
lonely an' desprut Hi didn't know wot to do
Hi'd about myde up me mind to hunt a good-sized
batch o' Sossages an' run amuck. You're the
horf'cers. S'y wot yer want, and I'll do it Any
experience I may 'ave is also yours for the
harskin'."

Moving across country and avoiding roads as
much as possible, the party saw little of the Ger-
mans. Several times they heard the thudding of
hoofs as patrols of Uhlans rode by on the high-
roads. Twice they actually watched the enemy
defile within a stone's toss from them, the Scots
Grays clutching the nostrils of their horses to
prevent a neigh which might have disclosed them
to the enemy. More than once they saw villages,
but on reeonnoitering discovered Germans to be
in possession.

It was nearly morning when they came upon a
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tiny hamlet tucked away in a fold of the hills,

with only the ponderous tower of its medieval

church to proclaim its existence to passers-by a
mile away. They made for it as if by instinct,

and the most careful investigations by all six

failed to reveal a sign of the enemy's presence.

Growing bolder, just at dawn, they ventured irto

the streets, with arms loaded and ready. Sleepy

farmhands greeted thom with scowls of hostility,

supposing them to be Germans, but a few words
from Ralph and FranQois set this right, and when
the villagers heard that the soldiers were some
of the brave Anglais, who had come across the

Channel to fight for France, they could not do

enough for them.

A messenger was sent off at once to the Cure,

or village priest, who seemed to be a person of

much local importance, and at a summons from
him the party were conducted to his house by the

church. He greeted them affectionately and lis-

tened with interest to their story.
'

'You must be very tired, " he said, " and clearly

you require rest and nourishment. This village

was visited by Uhlans yesterday; they merely

rode through after demanding feed for their

horses. But despite our isolated situation, we
are certain to receive a number of such visits in

':i
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the next few days, as the Germans advance and
perfect their grip on the country behind them.
The first thing to do is to hide you safely, so that
if any more come to-day they may not find jou."
"And our horses, Cure?" asked Frangois.
"Ah, that is fairly simple. We will take off the

saddlery and hand them over to some of our
farmers who will hide them in their outsheds.
Even if they should be discovered it will not cause
much surprise, as all farmers have a habit of
concealing horseflesh in war times. As for your-
selves, let me think."

He paced up and down the room, while the Brit-
ish soldiers and the two boys watched him anx-
iously, appreciating that their fate probably lay
in his hands.

"Ahl" he exclaimed. "I have it. The very
thing. Our church, as you may have noticed, is

a very old structure. It dates back to feudal
days. The lords of this neighborhood buried their
families there and also hid their treasure in the
vaults. The place I have in mind for you is not
so comfortable as might be wished, but it is at
least secure."

He led them across the street to the church and
within its dim portals. They descended a steep
flight of stone stairs into the crypt, and here the
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priest ligbtcd a candlo. Tbcy stood on a flagged
stone floor, with no door visible except that by
which they had entered. One of the flags, how-
ever, was sculptured with a coat of arms, an(l

apparently marked the burial place of some dead
and gone nobleman of the days when Kings ruled
in France. The surroundings were natural
enough to Frangois, who had seen many of these
quaint old parish churches, and to the English-
men, who knew the same relics of the Norman
builders that abound in their country; but Ralph
was still susceptible to the Old World atmosphere
of such a place and his heart thrilled to the ro-

mance of it. The priest set down a lantern he
carried on the floor.

"Now, Messieurs," he said, "observe me
closely."

He kneeled and placed his hands on a carved
helmet that capped the at-of-arms on the slab

described above. A genile pressure in a certain
way, and the slab turned on a concealed hinge,

revealing a narrow flight of steps that led down
into the foundations of the church.

"The treasure chamber of the former lords,"

explained the old man with a smile. "I am afraid
you will find it dark down there, but it is well

ventilated and j -lu may have all the candles you
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I ? wish. My people are bringing you food and drink
now. Down there yon will be absolutely safe, and
of course there is no reason why you should not
come up and sit in the church if there are no Ger-
mans in the village—providinj' one of your num-
ber always mounts guard."

This plan was agreed to, but that morning all

were too worn out to desire anything but sleep.

A^ter a meal, they lay down in the stone-walled

treasure chamber, far under ground and remark-
ably cool after the summer heat without, and
slept an average of twelve hours each. They
were awakened by the old priest, who brought
more food and water.

"Sol have waked you up t " he said. "That is

too bad, but you have had a better day than we
in the village. My faith 1 It has been terrible.

An hour after you were out of the way, in rode
the Uhlans, a whole regiment of them, tired,

broken-crested, with wounded men reeling in their

saddles. They had met some of your English

horsemen. You can imagine the temper they

were in. If a poor peasant but scowled at them
he would be knocked down, and I had difficulty

in preventing a brute from lancing a foolish boy
who shouted insulting remarks at them. They
revenged themselves by taking all the food they
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could lay their hands on-without paying for it."
"But, Father, how can you give ns all this»"

protested Ralph, looking at the generous bundles
the old priest had placed on the floor.

"We shall always have plenty for the defenders
of our country," the priest answered simply
"Eat, my children, and then sleep again. Do not
try to emerge unless you hear from me."
The next morning the priest reported that the

country around the village swarmed with Uhlans,
and that night a squadron were quartered in the'
houses. The church was used as a stable, and
the little squad of Englishmen could hear the
pounding of the horses' hoofs on the stone floor
overhead. The old priest was broken-hearted
at this desecration of his temple.
They spent their time trying to devise means of

escaping, and in this he lent them his counsel
From him they learned that the Allies were still
continuing their retiring movement and that von
Kluck had advanced to the Forest of Compi^gne
and was still pushing forward. To escape it was
plain that they must head toward the valley of the
Seme and go southeast to Paris. And inasmuch
as the country between them and their destina-
tion was sprinkled through a belt many miles
wide with numerous cavalry patrols of the enemy
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it was equnlly plain they could not hope to escape

BS British soldiers.

"No, my children," the priest said, with a shake

of the head, "It may be dangerous, doubly dan-

gerous, but my advice is that you disguise your-

selves as peasants fleeing from the armies. My
people and I will arrange the disguises for you."

So they left that part of it in his hands. Of

course, if they were captured in disguise by the

Germans within the Germans' sphere of military

control, it would mean their deatl- as spies. But

all were willing to chance this, rather than be left

out of the fighting which they knew was contin-

uing, now, almost under the very wall? of Paris,

the gigantic bulwark of forts and batteries which

stretched all around the French capital in three

concentric circles.

Their confidence in the Cure was not misplaced.

On the third day of their voluntary imprison-

ment, he brought a huje bundle of dingy garments

such as the French peasantry wear. Two of the

costumes were for women, and he added that, to

help out the effect, these should be worn by the

boys. Any party of refugees that did not include

women, he explained, would at once arouse suspi-

cion. He and the village carpenter had also con-

trived a double bottom in an old farm wagon in
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which tue rifles, ammunition, sabTa, uniforms,
and other equipment of the party could be con-
cealed. To this one of the cavalry horses was to
be hitched in a nondesorrpi harness of patehe.'
rope, rags, and leather which would serve to dis-

guise his military appearance. Tlie remaining
two horses were to be disguised under panniers
of household goods and merchandise.

It was arranged that they were to start at day-
break the next day. At parting, the priest

blessed them all and gave them a letter which
they were to show to priests or municipal authori-
ties in any villages they might chance to visit.

The villagers who had extended such bountiful
he 'tality to them ai; thronged the si'-eets to bid
them good-by, and some of the younger lads of the

population mounted a vigilant guard on the hills

to make sure that none of the Germans should
surprise the departure.

Among the members of the party there was
much good-natured chaffing at the remarkable fig-

ures they all cut—especially Eal^.h and Frangois,
the French lad being gotten up to represent an in-

firm old woman, while Ralph was her daughter.
In his capacity , langois rode on the wagon cad
drove the horse; the others tridged along beside
it. Besides their letter from the priest, hey had
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a formal paper from the Mayor of the village,

testifying that suck and such persons, residents

of the village, were going south to stay with rela-

tives beyond Paris. This they were to show to

any German patrols that held them up.

The first of these patrols they encountered

within four hours of leaving their hiding place.

The sergeant in command viewed them with the

casual suspicion which the German had for all

Frenclmien, and demanded to know what they

were doing. The Mayor's passport appealed him,

and after poking into the contents of the cart and

the saddle bags—a move which caused consid-

erable unrest among the fugitives—he departed.

One mistake in their arrangements was devel-

oped by this incident, but fortunately the Lh'.in

sergeant was not clever enough to be suspicious.

This was the fact that the members of the party

who did all the talking were the two women. Con-

sequently, while Francois continued to play the

old woman, Kalph exchanged his costume with the

sUghtest of the troopers and blossomed forth as

a peasant youth with a decidedly villainous ap-

pearance.

Many times they were halted, but always they

succeeded in convincing th" Germans of their

identity, although but two of the six could speak
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French. They reached Beauvais the following

day, and found that they were now fairly eah..

Frenchmen with whom Kalpli talked advised them

to strike direct for Paris. The Allies wi still

retiring, according to latest reports, and Paris

was preparing for a siege ; but there seemed to be

a strange confidence in all the j -sons they met

that at the Inst moment the enemy would be

hurled back to the frontier.

"You will see," said a man they talked to in

Beauvais, "we hear of great preparations »der

way. Our General Joffre is forming new armies

on every hand. When the time comes he will avail

himself of the opportunity offered by the brilliant

resistance of your British army and be will strike

—hard. You will see.
'

'

The boys felt a bit dubious about it, when they

heard that after only a perfunctory defense. Sir

John French had abandoned his position on the

line running from the Forest of Cornpiegne to

Soissons—not, however, until he had first inflict-

ed a bloody repulse upon the German ailvance

guards, who, as at St. Quentin, had underesti-

mated the strength of the troops opposing them.

The Sapper, on the other hand, maintained the

same calm confidence in the ultimate outcome of
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the campaign which had distinguished him ever
since the boys had first met him.

" 'Ow do Hi know wot Hi'm talkin' abaht!" he
replied to an objection from Frangois. " 'Ow do
Hi know Hi'm breathin'J Yer see, Hi've fought
under Johnny French before this. Hi follered

the blighter in Africa, an' o' all the Willies that
made Mister Boojer get hup an' trek, 'e were the
king, as yer might s'y—barrin' only Bobs, maybe
—an' Johnny French learned 'is soldierin' from
Bobs. 'E'd be the first to tell yer that 'isself."

"That's all right," sAid Ealph, who was a party
to the discussion, "but I've been thinking of a
lesson we learned in school last fall. It had to do
rith the force of moving bodies, and the teacher
proved to us that as a body moved steadily faster
and faster it was all the harder to check, no mat-
ter whether it remained the same weight as when
it started. It looks to me as if ue Germans were
getting up such a speed it'll be impossible to stop
'em when the time comes."

"Don't yer worry yourself," counseled the Sap-
per. "My adwice is we 'ook up an' trek out o'
'ere farst as ever we can, so's we'll be in at Mis-
ter von Kluck 's death. Hit 's a-goin ' to tyke plyce
presently, I'll go bail. Don't yer think there's

somethink funny abaht the w'y our fellers 'ave
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been droppin' back this larst week, when we
fought so bloomin' 'ard before that?"

Upon leaving Beauvais the Scots Grays were
anxious to discard their disguises and appear in

proper dress, but Ealph succeeded in dissuading

them, backed up by the Sapper. The whole party
had cause to be thankful for this act of prudence
when, on the highroad near Mern, not far from
Creil, they were suddenly accosted by a handful
of Uhlans. They noted that the Germans did

not look anything like so spruce as the riders

thty had seen heretofore. Horses and men were
unkempt, gaunt, filthy, and tired. The question-

ing of the party was only formal and mostly had
to do with whether any French troops had been
seen on the road.

"We do not know. Monsieur," returned Ealph
with frightened promptness. "We are only poor
villagers. Our houses have been burned, and we
are going to Paris "

The Uhlan oflBcer sneered.

"Going to Paris t What|s the use of that?

Our troops will be in Paris ifi two days. We are
in touch with the forts now;'' Go south, young
man, if you want to keep out o|| trouble."

"Phew," muttered Fransois, as the Germans

1
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rode away, "I believe I positively dislike that

man."

The Germans had actually reached Creil, within

thirty miles of the heart of Paris, that day, and
the thunder of their guns could be heard on the

boulevards. But later events proved this was to

be their high-water mark.

The boys and their party had no more adven-

tures, and at a village along the line were suc-

cessful in getting accommodations upon a com-
posite military train which was running into the

capital with some detachments of troops driven

back by the German advance. The officer in com-

mand readily took them with him when he heard

an outline of their story.

They reached the city that same night, and
found it almost deserted. Half the population

had fled in anticipation of a siege; military law

was enforced; an enormous garrison manned the

forts; and aeroplanes maintained a ceaseless pa-

trol on all sides to guard against German raiders

of the air. Yet there was an attitude of quiet

confidence about such of the people as remained.

"Yes, there is something in the wind," the of-

ficer commanding the train admitted to the boys.

"What it is I do not know. But we all know it

is coming. The Germans could not have gotten

so far had General Joffre wished to stop them."



CHAPTER XTT

VICTORY AT LAST

Nobody who spoke English had reason to feel

lonesome in Paris in those early days of Sep-
tember, 1914. All of the reenforcements for the
British Army passed through the French capital
on their way from the coast, and officers and men
on leave were frequently seen in the streets. Be-
fore reporting to the Quartier General for orders,
however, the boys paid a brief visit to their rela-

tives, who were stopping with friends in one of
the streets off the Bois de Boulogne. On their
way to this house they passed through one of the
great parks of Paris, and, to their surprise, found
it crammed with sheep and cattle.

"For the siege, if it comes," a passing soldier
told them. "Ah, yes, we are ready if Fate is un-
kind—but she will not be!"

Aeroplanes flew constantly over the city on the
lookout for German Taubes, which had paid sev-
eral visits in the past week. The boys hoped to
witness a battle in the air,

187

they were disap-
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pointed. They reached the house they were seek-

ing without encountering any experiences out of

the ordinary.

The Viscount de Rocroi was sitting up to re-

ceive them, and, while he looked pale and thin

from the confinement and suffering he had en-

dured, he assured them in firm tones that he

would soon be as well as ever and then rejoin

them in the field. Ralph's sister made a fuss over

them, and insisted upon getting them baths and

hunting up clean clothing. Lisette listened to

their adventures, and, somewhat to their amaze-

ment, she forebore to make sarcastic remarks, as

had been her wont. It was a different Lisette

who met them dressed in a copy of the nurse's

imiform worn by her mother. Shy and reserved,

she shook hands with them almost as if they were

strangers, and there was none of her boisterous

teasing, such as they had been used to.

Ralph was worried and said as much.

"You all look well except Lisette," he declared,

after he and Frangois had cleaned themselves

and put on their new clothes. "What's the mat-

ter with her?"

Her father smiled.

"Lisette has taken a new outlook upon life,"

he an3\, 3red. "She now looks upon men as sense-
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less creatures who must be taken care of "

"Hush," remonstrated his wife, as she saw a
hurt look creep into Lisette's eyes. "You are as
thoughtless as the boys. Can't the child feel the
terrors in the air without being made fun oft
It is far worse here than it is out upon the battle-
fields, boys," she went on. "Out there you are
seeing things, you take part in them, you have
the consolation of action. Back here we are
wrapped in mystery; we know only what the mili-

tary authorities tell us. Our occupations are
reading the lists of dead and 'satching the hospi-
tal trains come in."

"I don't wonder it makes you feel tame, Li-
sette," said Frangois warmly.

"I'd hate to be in your place," chimed in Ralph.
"And say, I'll bet you're a bully nurse. I'd al-

most like to be sent back myself 1"

There was a general laugh, and Lisette swept
him a deep, old-fashioned courtesy.

"You are very nice boys," she said. "I have
decided that I like you."

At the Quartier General the boys readily iden-
tified themselves and secured transportation by
motor to Sir John French's headquarters at Mau-
pertuis. The staff officers welcomed them with
little surprise, as detachments of men who had
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been out off from their regiments were constantly

rejoining the army by roundabout roads. The

boys were told that they had missed very little of

importance.

The British Army was now in position behind

the line of the river Grand Morin, with the Fifth

French Army oi its right. A new French Army,

the Sixth, hastily improvised by Generil Joffre

out of the Seventh Army Corps, which had been

railed up from the South, four reserve divisions,

and Sordet's Cavalry Corps, a force of about

125,000 men, was being rushed up from Amiens

and Paris onto the left flank of the British Army.

In the meantime, too. General von Kluck had de-

flected Lis march direct upon Paris, and was di-

recting his columns in a southeasterly direction,

apparently aiming to drive between the British

Army and the Fifth French Army.

This was the situation upon the morning of

September 6th, when the preliminary stages of the

great Battle of the Maine were opened by the

rival armies. Ralph and Frangois arrived at Sir

John French's headquarters just in time to play

their parts in this historic event. The/ were re-

ceived by a young staff officer, who finally con-

ducted them to one of the senior assistants of the

Commander-in-Chief, who questioned them close-

r I
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ly on their experiences, with a view to discover-

ing the German strength in the country they had
traversed.

"You are the young men who speak French,

aren't you t" he asked. "Ah, yes. Well, I'm spe-

cially glad to have you back. We've plenty of

men who can speak French, but there are few
Frenchmen who appear to be able to understand

them. I am going to send you to Lieutenant-Qen-

eral Pulteney, who commands the Third Corps on
the left wing. He has to act in concert with the

Sixth French Army on his own left flank, and he
needs all the interpreters he can secure. Wait
outside and I will send you formal instructions."

Lieutenant-General Pulteney had plenty of

work for them to do, but who minded hard work
when the tables were turned, and instead of al-

ways falling back, receiving punishment, it was
now the turn of the Allies to press hard on the

heels of the enemy and harry them without mercy!
For von Kluck was in retreat. He had been sus-

picious that his plans were not going well for

several days past, and the advance in force

against all his positions on September 6th con-

vinced him that he was standing in the jaws of a
huge trap, which were preparing to shut upon
him.
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To do him justice, the German commander is

conceded to have accomplished a grerter feat in

the extrication of his army from this trap than

in his persistent drive after the British Army and

his unsuccessful attempt to box it and throw the

whole Allied army back against the Swiss Alps,

He was prompt to withdraw those of his troops

who had ventured too far forward in pursuit of

the British, and he fell back toward the Petit Mo-

rin River, fighting desperately all the while, do-

ing everything in his power to delay the Allied

advance.

The positions of the fighters were nov exactly

reversed. The tactics hitherto pursued by

French and Joffre were taken over bodily by their

enemies, while they exploited every trick and re-

source von Kluck had employed against them.

The danger to von Kluck lay not so much in the

advance of the British Army and the Fifth French

Army on its right flank—and all the other French

armies that stretched in a mighty wall of men up

to Verdun—but in the Sixth French Army, ad-

vancing on his right flank like the curve of an

enormous fish-hook intended to stick in his gullet.

Von Kluck 's right flank was protected by the

River Ourcq. It was the design of the Sixth

French Army to force the passage of this river,
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descend upon von Kluok, thus robbed of all natu-

ral protectun, and crush him against the Ninth

French Army, which was attempting to slip be-

tween von Kluck and the Second German Army,
which was next to him on his left. It was a very

complicated situation. In fact, perhaps never

before was so confused and so huge a battle

waged in all the world's history. Altogether,

reckoning the French and German armies that

strov, along the line extending up to Verdun and
around into Alsace, more than a million men were
engaged on each side, and the battle line was from
l.'iO to 200 miles long.

This lint! was not held continuously by either

side. There might be gaps of a mile or more,

where the ground was commanded by some posi-

tion, or where forces of cavalry were relied upon
to prevent any surprise attack. Naturally, too, in

the constant shifting of troops, the alternate sway
of the fortunes of war, what had started out as a

complicated situation became even more compli-

cated from day to day. But the methodical brains

of the several commanders somehow managed to

keep track of the ebb and flow of their forces, and
no important mistakes were made by either side.

In so vast a conflict—vast even beside the ti-

tanic struggles from Mons to St. Quentin and
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clear back to the walls of Paris—it was mani-

festly impossible for individual eye-witnesses to

see more than an exceedingly small portion of

what went on. Therefore, the part that Ralph

and Francois took in the issue of the battle, while

reflecting in some measure the experiences of tens

of thousands of comrades, was not especially

striking. The Battle of the Marne was, more

than anything else, the triumph of discipline,

rather than of individual bravery. Men hung to-

gether in battalions, brigades and divisions, and

flung their masses according to the directions of

over-officers, who, in turn, acted upon the orders

of someone higLer than they.

On September 7th the Germans were forced to

retreat; on September 8th they were beaten still

further and tho passage of the Petit Morin River

was parchased by the Allies at the point of the

bayonet; on September 9th the Germans were

back upon the line of the Marne, which they de-

fended with all the means in their power. The

First and Second Army Corps of the British

Arrjy succeeded in getting across after a vigor-

ous bombardment by sheer weight of numbers,

but at La Ferte, where the Third Corps were to

cross, they found the bridge destroyed and the

crossing covered by German batteries on the
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heights on the north bank. Several efforts were
made by the engineers to swing pontoon bridges

across, but each time the structures were blown
to pieces by the German cannon.

"This is bad—very bad!" muttered General

Pulteney impatien'ly, when he saw his troops

fail again. "W » are behindhand. This will

never do. Sir John expects me to prolong his

line, and now the river is between me and the

Second Corps, and the Second may have the

enemy on their flank."

He was standing on an elevation of land whence
the river valley could be followed through binocu-

lars. He turned to Ralph and Frangois, who were
standing with other messengers, awaiting sum-
monses for duty.

"Do you lads go down to that village and see

if you can dig out some inhabitant who may be

able to fauggest a ford or some other crossing

where we shall not have to face so heavy a fire,"

he directed. "There must be some townsmen
left."

The boys obeyed with alacrity. So far during

the advance their work had been of a very prosaic

character, consisting mainly of carrying messages
from General Pulteney to the commander of tb*
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Sixth French Army, who was still Imminering un-

successfully at the Germans on the Ourcq.

La Ferto was largely in ruins as a result of

the fire of the German artillery, which had been

directed at parties of British soldiers who had
sought shelter in the houses. &iill, many towns-

peopl 'lad refused to abandon their homes, and
cowereu in cellars, listening to the whistling o*'

the shells and the crash of falling walls above

them. The boys prowled cautiously through the

littered streets, always with an eye to the explod-

ing projectiles. They asked many people for the

information the General sought, but always with-

out success. Dusk was falling, and they were

giving up the task in disgust, when, as they

dodged an uncomfortably close shell, they car-

n/med into a gamin who was lurking in an alley-

way eating a frugal meal of rations obviously

taken from a dead soldier.

He showed considerable interest in their ques-

tion, and immediately volunteered to lead them

to a place where he declared it would be practi-

cable to cross after dark. They followed Lim

through the deserted streets to the rivor bank

and dodged up several lanes until they reached

the open country. In the semi-darkness they

came at last to an embankment and the abutment
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of what had been a bridge before a «' iiamito

charge had torn it into n heap of tortured steel.

"Here," said tlie gamin.

"Wliat are you talking aboutt" d»ranndcd

Ralph indignantly. "The bridge is blown to

pieces, and the rirer is wider and deeper than it

is up toward the town."

"But the bridge is not blown to pieces," replied

the gamin calmly. "The British thought it was,

when they retreated over it, and the Germans
thoucht so, too, when they came. But I will show
you."

He climbed out upon a shattered stringpiece,

^nd then apparently started to walk gingerly

hrough the water tov.-ard the opposite shore. In

liis curiosity Ralph followed him, and discovered

that underneath the surface of the water lay the

solid framework of the bridge, but little injured

by the charge which had torn it from the abut-

ments. If a man did not mind wetting his feet,

and had a clear head, he could walk easily from
side to side of the stream and never go more than
knee deep.

With this precious piece of information they

hastened back to General Pultenoy, and he at once
sent some of the engineers to examine the struc-

ture and determine what could be done to
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strengthen it for the passage of artillery. As mat-

ters turned out, though, this was not necessary.

The engineers had already succeeded in throwing

across a pontoon bridge under cover of darkness

and over this the artillery were moved with ex-

treme precautions, for it required only a side-

step of a foot or two on the part of some nervous

horse to precipitate a gun or caisson into the

river.

The bridge the boys had discovered was em-

ployed for the infantry, and by midnight two bri-

gades had passed over, and were pushing back the

German batteries. To their left, on the opposite

side of the Ourcq, the British could hear the

sharp, snapping reports of the famous French

.75 millimeter guns, hammering at the liank of

the Germans. By morning the entire Third Corps

was on the north bank and the pursuit of von

Kluck was on in earnest. This day, September

10th, the German retreat degenerated into a rout.

Worn out, with their transport broken down,

starving, many of them without ammunition to

fight with, the Germans surrendered in droves.

The best that von Kluck could do was to with-

draw his beaten army to Soissons and Rheims,

on the line of the Aisne River, and reorganize

its shattered remnants. His success in achieving
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this, after losing an estimated total of 60,000 pris-

oners, 200 guns, and practically all his transport,

was a notable feat in itself, but was largely due

to the fact that the Allies were even more worn

out than the Germans.

If the French had fully realized the plight their

enemies were in at that time, if they had had the

necessary fresh reserves to bring into the battle-

line, it is possible the war might have been ended a

great deal sooner than will otherwise be the case.

Not only was von Kluck terribly beaten, but the

army of the Crown Prince of Germany, which

was operating against Verdun, was defeated

equally disastrously at about the same time, and

driven back a distance of forty miles in a single

night. A quick, merciless thrust all along the

line, and the whole German defense would have

crumbled to pieces. But Joffre's and French's

men had been fighting ceaselessly for a month and

they were exhausted.

Ealph and Frangois gained a vivid idea of the

condition of many of the Germans from an inci-

dent which befell them the day after the conclu-

sion of the Battle of the Marne, when they were

riding in an automobile with a message for the

French cavalry commander operating between

the British and the Sixth French Armies. In
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the forest of Ville Cotterets they were suddenly

accosted by an entire company of Germans, with

rifles in their hands, who issued out of the depths

of the woods on one side of the road.

The boys looked hastily about them. They
were entirely alone, their only companion being

the volunteer civilian chauffeur who drove their

car, and he was more frightened than they. The
only weapons they carried were pistols.

"Well, what do you want?" Ralph at last mus-
tered up the courage to ask the leader of the Ger-

mans, a bearded sergeant.

"Food," replied the man.

"Food? Do you expect me to feed fifty men
out of a single automobile?"

"We are starving," replied the German dog-

gedly. But the boys remarked that he made no

threat, nor did he or his followers finger their

rifles.

"Who are you?" demanded the American boy
—he was really parleying for time, hoping that

a detachment of French or British cavalry might
happen along the road.

"We were separated from our regiment in the

battle," answered the sergeant. "We took shel-

ter in the wood. We have had no food for three

days—only nuts and grass."
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A sudden light broke over Ralph.
"Do you surrender?" he asked.

"Surrender?" repeated the German doubt-
fully. "But do we get food if we surrender?"
"Yes—plenty."
"Of course, we surrender," exclaimed the Ger-

man, and his comrades murmured their approval,
"anything for food."

"Then pile your arms in the automobile and
follow me," ordered Ralph.

A . an hour later the nearest British post was
electrified by the appearance of two boys conduct-
ing an automobile loaded with arms, and fifty
shambling German soldiers, who asked of their
captors only the one word—"food?"
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The Germans made only a half-hearted attempt

to stop the Franco-British advance on the south

bank of the Aisne. Most of their troops were

withdrawn to the high ground on the northern

bank, and such organizations as remained on the

south side to hold bridge-heads and a few com-

manding positions, were driven out by the British

cavalry advance-g^iards. In retiring, of course,

the Germans blew up all bridges. When the infan-

try of the British Army came up late on the 12th

of September they found themselves confronted

by a river 170 feet wide and 15 feet deep, a nat-

ural moat, and beyond it a rugged line of hills,

well entrenched and guarded by a body of troops

at least equal in numbers. This was the situa-

tion when the Third Corps reached thv river near

Soissons, having routed the German rear-guard

at Mont de Paris, a few miles from that place.

Ealph and Frangois received orders upon ar-

rival at Soissons to report at once for laty with

202
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Sir Douglas Haig and the First Corps, at the
opposite end of the army's line. It was Sir Doug-
las now, who urgently required interpreters and
volunteer aids, it seemed. He was cooperating
with troops .f the Fifth French Army on his right
flank, and to his lot was destined to fall the re
sponsibility of bearing the brunt of the British
attack on the German positions across the Aisne

_

he next two days were taken up in a series of
vigorous actions to force the passage of the river
Under a furious bombardment the British engi-
neers constructed pontoon bridges and repaired
a number of the permanent bridges the Germans
had wrecked. But long before such elaborate
means had been provided the British succeeded
in getting substantial contingents of men across
through various odd contrivances. One brigade
was rafted across on floats hastily bmlt out of
lumber from deserted houses and tree-trunks
celled by the men. Another brigade found enough
planks to lay a foot-bridge wide enough for oneman to walk over at a time over the ruins of a
railroad bridge. So, by hook and by crook, de-
voted bands of Sir John French's men gained a
foothold on the north bank, practically under the
muzzles of tho Germar o^„s, and Lung on by theskm of their teeth, u He engineers were able
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to build bridges that would stand the weight of

artillery.

At fir&t Sir John had been inclined to the belief

that the resistance opposed to him was not of a

serious character. He expected the enemy to hold

him temporarily, and then fall back as they had

done successively upon three occasions in the past

week. But the two days spent in feeling out their

positions convinced him that the Germans were

fighting more than a delaying action, and he re-

solved upon finally clearing up the situation by

pressing home an attack in force along his whole

line, with the object, not only of definitely deter-

mining the enemy's intentions, but of establishing

his own troops in stronger positions closer to the

crowning range of hills which formed their im-

provised citadel, four hundred feet above the floor

of the Aisne Valley.

Fortune continued to shine on the boys, and

they were afforded as fine a chance as they

could have wished to see this splendid battle at

close range. On the evening of September 14th,

they were sent by Sir Douglas Haig to the officer

commanding the advance troops, who were to

carry out the preliminary attack before daybreak

the next morning, so that he would have inter-

preters on hand in case he desired to communi-
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cate with the Eighteenth French Army Corps
which was to guard liis right flank, or with any
French peasants his scouts might chance U- pick
up. Strangely enough, even then, after three or
four days of fighting in this vicinity, there were
many civilians in the contested territory, men and
women who persisted in attempting to harvest
their crops with cannon-shells bursting all around
them.

The preliminary attack was scheduled to open at
three o'clock in the morning, and there was little
sleep amor.g the troops designated for this work
They were the Second Infantrv Brigade-the
King's Royal Rifles, the Royal Sussex, the North-
amptonshires and the Loyal North Lancashires
together with several field batteries sent along to
support them.

_

Ralph and Francois were threading their waym the darkness through the assembled columns
of men on their way to report to the staff officer
with whom they had been told to stay, when a lan-
tern flashed unexpectedly beside them and they
heard an exclamation of surprise. At the same
time a hand grasped Ralph 's shoulder. He looked
around into the face of Leveridge, the subaltern
whom they had last seen at Landrecies in the
midst of the desperate retreat from Mong.
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"Well, well," exclaimed the young Englishman.

"You chaps seem to show up everywhere. I

hear you bettered my average of prisoners the

other day."

Ealph laughed.

"It was no feat," he Raid. "The poor fellows

were so hungry they would have followed a child

who held out a loaf of bread to them."

"Are you going to be with us in thisT"

"I think so. We're ordered to go along—but

we'll be with the staff, I'm afraid."

"Cut and run the fi- ., chance you get," Lever-

idge advised. "Get forward and join me. I'll

show you a rare good time. I'm commanding my

company," he added proudly.

The boys congratulated him and passed on.

Near the head of the line they joined the Intelli-

gence Officer of the Staff who was detailed to

accompany the attack. Presently a faint whistle

sounded and was repeated at intervals, and the

brigade moved forward in column of battalions

over several different roads. A dense mist had

gathered in the valley along the river. Even on

the higher slope's above it there was a haze that

dewed gun barrels and obscured the view. Ahead

of the massed columns moved a line of skirmish-

ers feeling for the enemy's pickets.
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"Troyen must be close now," said the Intelli-

gence Officer under Lis breath.

Before either of the boys could answer him
there came a series of flashes in the darkness in
front of them and the crackling reports of rifle

firing. The advance company of the regiment
they were marching with deployed silently into
line and advanced at a run to support the skir-
mishers. The crackling was knitted together into
a rippling spattering din, expressed visibly in in-

numerable pin-pricks of light in the darkness.
One by one the companies of the regiment swung
into line and advanced. To right and left the
other regiments of the brigade were engaged, and
the misty shadows reverberated to the explosions
of the rifles, punctuated a few minutes later by
the whirr of machine-guns.

Slowly, but inevitably, the Germans were forced
back, and in a quarter of an hour the house-roofs
ji Troyen were in front of the officers of the Staff
who accompanied the Brigadier, well in the rear
of the firing line.

"There's a big brick factory building north of
the village, that seems to be the key to the enemy's
position," panted an aide-de-camp, returning
from the advanced posts. "It is strongly held
and supported by entrenchments."
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"Let the Rifles and the Sussexes go for it,"

said the Brigadier briefly. "The North Lances

will be in support. Smartly, now, if you please,

gentlemen."

The aide vanished. A brilliant idea—Ralph

was an expert on brilliant ideas—popped into

Ralph's head.

"If you please, sir," he said to the Intelligence

OflScer, "don't you think that we might get some

information from any inhabitants who may be

left in the village t"

"Go ahead and try," was the reply, and, with-

out ^ving their superior a chance to change his

mind, the boys sped off.

Shells were falling in the village as they ap-

proached. It was just after sunrise, but the mist

made shooting difficult, and the German batteries

were firing hit or miss. Still, a certain proportion

of the shells came close enough to do damage.

The boys found the village almost deserted, but

here and there a frightened face peeped out of a

shattered window, and once they heai " the wail-

ing of a child in a cellar. They entered this house,

and, descending a flight of steps, discovered an

entire family crouched in a coal-bin with blankets

over their heads, shivering in deadly fear.

"You'd better get out of here," said Frangois.
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"If you go now there won't be mucli danger, but
If you wait you probably won't be able to make
It before dark. Go, now, before the Germans are
sure of the range and can be certain of what they
are aiming at."

Thus aroused, the stricken family consented to
venture forth, and the boys escorted them back
toward the river, where they would be reasonably
sai-j, once they had descended the declivity to its
brink. On the way the boys questioned them close-
ly as to the dispositions the Germans had made
to hold the factory and the hills behind it.

"There are many of them, and they have many
guns," declared the old man, a veteran of the
War of 1870-71.

"But this factory, now," suggested Ealph,
"could it be taken from the front?"
"But yes, if one chooses to pay the price," an-

swered the old man. "A better way, though, it
seems to me, would be to send a party of men up
the ravine which runs by Goodman Jacquard's
farm over there. '

'

He indicated a white house, dimly seen a mile
or more to the left.

"I don't think the Germans noticed that," he
resumed. "It isn't readily seen. Sometimes
there is a little brook at the bottom, but this sum-
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mer it is dry. At any rate, it wonld give yoa

cover until yon were dose up to the factory."

The boys saw the family of refugees to safety

and then hastened to the Brigadier and reported

what they had learned.

"That is good news," he said. "We seem to

be making poor progress. Qo forward and tell

the first oflScer you meet to take a half-battalion

and try to get through the ravine."

This time the boys passed entirely through the

village, some of the houses on the north side of

which were held by British soldiers, and ventured

up the road which led by the factory toward the

height known as the Chemin des Dames, which

was the backbone of the German defensive posi-

tion and was therefore the principal objective of

the British attack.

They found the troops lying flat on the ground

in uneven ranks, so as to present as indistinct a

mark as possible to the Germans. And the first

o£Scer they happened upon, kneeling in rear of

his company, trying to discern the German bat-

tery positions throngt the mist, was their friend

Leveridge.

"Hullo," he greeted them. "I see you took

my advice. Not much doing yet."

"There will be presently," retorted Francois.



THE STRICKEN FAMILT CONSENTED TO VENTIlENTI-RE FORTH
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"Yes," said Ealph. "See how lucky you are tohave friends with the Str,- K.re.g another op-
portnnity for you."
And he gave him the M^&^ier't order
"Splendid!" exclaimed Leveridge. "Now ifyou don't mind, we'U take my company and 'theone on my right, because the commander of thatcompany is the only one in the battalion I rank,mat JI give me command of the attack."
Ralph laughed.

.iZ^ « ^T ""^ "'^^' '° '°°«^ ^' y°~ take ns

to Sref" """' '"" ^"'^ ^ '"^P'« °^ '^-

"Surely." And Leveridge produced two aban-
doned by wounded men, for the British had al-ready suffered a number of casualties from thedroppmg fire to which they were exposed
The two companies were withdrawn from the

^thI^K rf'"'™ '^"^ ''"''^^^^ - -o'd

Snv. ft""" '^'^^^^'^^ ^^ guided by

through broken land toward Jacquard's farZ
house. The ravine, when they reached it, proved
to be a shallow affair, rather a gully thL aTa
vine; indeed, scarcely deep enough to afford cover

™ *
°""J**°*^^^- ^°* '* ''^^ Leveridge's

purpose. He led his men forward in single file
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and when they halted they were within 700 yards

of the factory and the trenches surrounding it

to the left.

Quite unsuspecting all this, the Germans kept

up a scathing fire on the British troops attacking

their position in front. They were the most sur-

prised men on earth when Leveridge opened fire,

and those in the advanced trenches, caught in the

flank, with no chance of replying effectively,

started a wild scramble for the rear.

At the same time, the rest of the attacking

forces, perceiving what had happened, broke for-

ward in groups and platoons, scattered and hard
to hit. Cheering hoarsely, Leveridge 's men
leaped the trenches, which were hastily-built af-

fairs, and dashed on toward the factory, every
window of which spat fire. In the swirling mist
it was impossible to see very far, and the oppos-
ing forces could hardly distinguish each other.

The boys were swept forward in a mad, tear-

ing, stabbing heap of men, inextricably mixed
together, German and Britisher, Britisher and
German. They saw a pair of double gates loom
ahead of them and beyond the factory, from the

windows of which men in spiked helmets leaned
and fired into the struggling mass, with little re-

gard for friend or foe. There was an attempt
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on the part of some of the Germans to shut the
gate m the faces of the British, but their own
comrades who were involved in the bayonet fight-
ing frustrated this effort.

The mob poured through the gates and into the
«>urtyard. And after them came hundreds of
Britishers, swarming up from all sides. They
entered the building by doors, by windows and
through holes they burst with hand grenades, and
the Germans, fighting back at them like rats in a
corner, soon realized the helplessness of the ef-
fort and took to flight. Very few escaped.
The capture of the factory was but the first

stage in the attack. No .ooner were the Britishm possession than the - lan batteries on the
heights above opened .« on the conspicuous
building, which was discernible even through the
mist The British artillery, on lower ground, was
hopelessly handicapped, and could find no targets
to aim at. So, making the best of a bad job, the
iiritish infantry swarmed out of the factory and
occupied the trenches surrounding it, deepening
them and preparing to make good their hold on
this substantial advantage they had gained
The Second Brigade advanced all along the Una

and carried the German positions south and to the
eastward of the frowning heights of the Chemin
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des Dames. On the left wing of the First CoTps
substantial advances were also made, and the

country on the north bank of the river was se-

cured right up to the foothills of the Chemin des
Dames

Only the bitterest sori; of fighting secured these

advantages, though. Time and again the Ger-
mans delivered dauntless counter-attacks in the

endeavor to force the British from their new-won
positions. But the British had come to stay. They
brought up machine-guns, and, as the mists gradu-
ally cleared in the afternoon, their field artillery

were able to lend the hard-driven infantry some
of the support they had needed sorely in the hours
since daylight.

It was the work accomplished on this day in

this part of the field, in face of tremendous odds,

which inspired Sir John French to state after-

ward: "The :rk of the First Corps, under the

direction and command of Sir Douglas Haig, was
of so skillful, bold, and decisive a character that

he gained positions which enabled me to maintain

my position for more than three vo-^ks of very

severe fighting on the north bank of the rivtr."

!:



CHAPTER XIV

iWHEN AEMIE8 GO TO KABTH

Eau-h and Francois stood on the edge of a hill
that beetled above the south bank of the Aisne
and stared at the German batteries on the far-off
ridge of the Chemin des Dames through a bor-
rowed pair of binoculars. The September
weather wps perfect; the sky overhead cloudless;
and scarcely a breath of air was stirring. Every
now and then a hollow "boom" would rumble
across the hills and valley below them, and then
they would trace the expanding cloud of smoke
that snowed where the shell had burst.
The boys had ju3t come off duty at Corps Head-

quarters and they were t'ying to think of some-
thing to do. On their side of the river life was
somewhat monotonous. It consisted mainly of
traveling back and forth with messages, question-
ing stupid peasants and interpreting when British
officers wanted to converse with their French as-
sociates. Consequently, Ralph and Fransois were

215
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bored to death. They had a whole evening ahead
of them and nothing to do.

"Hang it all!" exclaimed Ralph, as he handed
over the glasses to FranQois. "Don't you wish
you were in the trenches f"

"What's the use?" groaned Francois. "I'm
tired of hinting. All the officers on the Staff think

it's funny to laugh now, if I say anything about

the from."

"Well, anyhow, something " Ealph started

to say, when he was interrupted.

"Hi'm sure Hi arsks yer pardon, me Lords,"

said a voice with a familiar ring, "but, bein' by
w'y o' wot yer might call an old friend, so to

speak, hi thought—^wi' yer Lordships' permission,

to be sure "

The boys turned around to see who was talking,

never dreaming they were being addressed, and

there was their old friend the Sapper, every bit

as dirty as the last time they had met, clad in a

nondescript suit of overalls, with a chest of tools

balanced on his shoulder, and his only vestige of

a uniform a much-battered cap.

"Hullo," said Ealph. "Here we are again,

ehT What are you now—a carpenter?"

"Sir," said the Sapper, with great dignity—

>

as much dignity, that is, as can be assumed by

it

ill
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a man with a heavy chest on one shoulder—"sir,
hi'd 'ave yer know that for the first time in two
weeks Hi'm gam ahaht the business Hi 'listed for.

Hit may seem strange to yer, but yer 'ave my
most pos'tive hassurance that Hi'm a Sapper in

more than in nyme nowad'ys."

"What are you doing with that kit, then J" de-

manded Frangois.

"Meanin' which f" returned the Sapper. "Them
tools? Ah, they're hextry stores, haccumulated
wi' great pain an' effort—an' some bribery—all
for the single an' speshul purpose o' humiliatin'

Billy the Kaiser. Speakin' simply, an' in words
o' one syllable, this is a repair kit for lookin' af-

ter our 'eavier equipment. '

'

The Sapper deposited his burden on the ground
beside him and brought out his pipe.

"An' now," he said, " 'avin' satisfied yer nat-

ural curiosity, suppose yer tell me wot yer doin'

to himprove yer buddin' minds, laddies?"

"We aren't doing anything just now," con-

fessed Ralph. "We've been wondering how to

spend a twenty-four-hours ' leave. The best we 've

thought of yet was to sit here and watch the Ger-
man shells explode."

The Sapper rose, knocked the ashes from his

pipe, and prepared to shoulder his burdens.
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"Hi '11 put yer next to somethink better 'n

that," he said confidentially. "Come along,"
"Wheret" questioned Frangois.

"Over the river."

"Can you get us across t"

" 'Ave hi ever failed to deliver when we
worked togethert" the Sapper asked reproach-

fully. "Now, you're messengers wi' herders for
the trench-horf'cers. Leave the talldn' for me."
The prospect of a visit to the front was too

good to miss, and Ralph and Frangois fell in be-

side their friend with unconcealed joy. They had
been anxious to get a close-hand look at the siege

warfare, which had supplanted the kind of fight-

ing the7 had witnessed earlier in the campaign,
but Sir Douglas Haig, to whose staff they were
still attached, had flatly vetoed all such requests.

He said he wanted them for messenger service

and to act as interpreters, and that nothing could

be gained by their risking their lives in the bur-
rowing contests on the firing line.

The fighting along the Aisne had ushered in a
new style of warfare, more nearly related to the

kind of tactics which were formerly employed in

reducing fortresses than to the tactics of contests

between field armies. Neither side was suffi-

ciently numerous to overwhelm the other. The
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slight preponderance of numbers gained by the
Franco-British armies during the Battle of the
rfarne was counterbalanced by the arrival of new
drafts from Germany, and at many points the
Germans were considerably stronger than their
opponents. Then, too, the Germans had the great
advantage of possessing a far more powerful
heavy artillery. Their huge howitzers, of from
eight to sixteen inches in caliber, were able to out-
fight any guns the Allies could bring against them,
and, while such weapons were not enough in them-
selves to win the fighting, they were an important
factor in assisting the Germane to hold the strong
line of positions they had assumed.

After trying out the German line at various
points. Sir John French and General Joffre had
settled down to the conviction that they must ex-
pect to mark time for thp present while they mus-
tered more men.

Part of this the boys knew already; part the
Sapper explained to them, as he conducted them
toward the river.

A short while before sunset the party reached
a post which, the Sapper explained to the boys,
was a sort of half-way station to +he trenches.
Here they mnst wait until darkness shut in and
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it would be safe to venture within the zone of the
enemy's fire.

The sprea'^lng shades of twilight were the sig-
nal for the party to start on the final stage of
their journey to the actual battle-front. As the
Sapper explained, the dangers of the venture
depended entirely upon whether or not the Ger-
mans happened to be in a hostile frame of mind.
"Sometimes they're shootin' aw'y tons o' am-

mu..ition until long harfter midnight," he said.
"Then, again, a couple o' nights '11 go by an' we'll
all snooze comfy, tucked aw'y in our little bed-
dies, so to speak."

This night the enemy seemed to be only spas-
modically active. That is, at intervals a burst of
firing would resound from some point in the dis-
tance, or perhaps a shell would whine by once in
five or ten minutes. As the darkness increased
the firing dropped off, and as much as a quarter
of an hour would pass by without disturbance of
the immense calm that enwrapped the ranges of
low hills on either bank of the Aisne.
Every foot of the journey was of interest to

Ealph and Francois. PracticaUy all the way
they moved under cover. Whenever the trail
they followed did depart from the shelter of
earthen embankments or steep-walled ditches, the
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party would break up into smaU groups and race
across, one at a time, crouching low to the ground
-so that they would be difficult to locate should
the Germans switch on the spot one of the search-
lights with which both combatants were liberally
equipped. The closer they got to the foremost
trenches the more elaborate became the protection
afforded to the means of communication.
At last the boys found themselves in a vast city

of underground street.? and habitations. The
road they followed, sunk six feet into the earth,
twisted and turned whimsically, now this way,
now that. At irregular intervals other trenches'
ran into it-a perfect network of burrows that
radiated right and left. They passed wider pits
where, under improvised shell-proof roofs of soda
and tim?: reenforced with railroad metal or
steel plates, big guns were lodged, placed close up
to the firing-line in this way for use in some sud
den emergency.

At other points batteries of vicious-looking
machine-guns were planted, usually in a location
whence they could command a considerable
stretch of trenches and open ground in front of
them, across which the Germans must advance
sn any attack. Everywhere there were men-men
asleep, men sitting in groups, men playing cards,
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smoking, chatting, or dispnting. But the boys
did not fail to perceive that an extraordinary

number of men were btanding at the edge of the

trenches on watch.

Of course, in the night-time the sentries re-

lied largely upon their hearing and the search-

lights, which were placed at all strategic points

along the front. A peculiar kind of bomb, known
as a light-ball, was also used. When ignited and
thrown forward this ingenious missile gave out
an intense and lurid flare, which illuminated the
ground for a radius of several hundred yards.

So systematic was the organization of the

trenches, indeed, that surprise attacks at night

were seldom tried and more seldom successful.

"S-shl" warned the Sapper, as they turned into

a trench which ran at right angles with one they
had just followed. "Don't make no noise 'ere."

"Whyt" whispered Ealph.

"The German trenches are only 400 yards aw'y
1 rom 'ere. This 'ere is one o' the most hexposed
points along our front."

The boys breathed quickly as they stole Through
behind their guide, who, for all the heavy chest

on his shoulder, moved as light-footed as a cat,

and never made a sound. It was nth a sigh of

relief that they emerged at last into a trench
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whose front wall was honeycombed with caves in
which men lay sleeping.

" 'Ome at last," said the Sapper, dropping his
burdens. "Now for a bite o' supper, hey, wot?

"

The boys gladly followed him into one of the
oaves, which was provided with a door, evidently
taken from some deserted cottage. Over the door
was a board, upon which some wag had scrawled
in white paint "Cosy Cot." Inside an oil lantern
burned smokily, and four men sat or lay upon the
banks of e rth raised a foot or so from the floor
and covered with blankets which served for the
beds of the detachments off duty.

"Welcome," said the Sapper, with a flourish.
^^'Well, gentlemen "-this to his own comrades-
"hit's a rare pleasure to return to one's 'appy
'ome, so to speak. Two young friends o' mine,
weterans both. Hi took the liberty o' bringin' out
on a pcrp.TiJIy -conducted hexcursion to the gates
o' death, as the poet miglit s'y."

The men in the burrow, all of whom were Sap-
pers, nodded to the boys, and one of them set
about dishing up what passed for a meal in the
trenches. They had a thermos bottle full of boil-
ing, coffee, some sandwiches and fruit; and the
sight of the bottles which the Sapper had pro-
cured from his Red Cross acquaintance put all in
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a pleasant frame of mind. Presently the whole
squad were sitting cross-legged around the lan-

tern, with their mouths full, and discussing the

incidents of the day, which, it appeared from the

anecdotes offered, had been an unusually calm
one.

"An' »ow's the sap gettin' on!" inquired the

Sapper.

"Fair enough," returned one of the other men.
"We made abaht ten feet this harftemoon, I

should s'y."

The Sapper turned to the boys.

"Sappers is wot we're supposed to be," he ex-

plained, "an' likewise sappin' is hour hoccupa-

tion. A sap, me downies, is a trench yer drives

towards the enemy's works, zig-zaggin' contin-

yerly so's not to give 'im a chance to enfilade yer.

The hobject of the henterprise is to get up as close

to 'im as possible, when yer hinfantry is sup-

posed to tyke a 'and in the gyme by rushin' 'im

when 'e's presumably off 'is guard."

"Is that what yon are doing nowT" asked

Frangois.

"Precisely," returned their mentor. "Hour
respected enemies 'ave a trench some six 'undred

yards distant, against which hour commandin'

horf'cer 'as desigas. In this case, 'owever, hour
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immediate hobject is not the pushin' o' the sap
to within bay'net reach o' the enemy, but to a
point from which we may drive a mine under 'im.
ler roller mef

"

"Not quite," said Ralph, in some bewilderment
Before the Sapper could answer him, a knock

fell on the door of the cave, and a man's head
was thrust inside.

"Man sick in Number Ten squad," he said.We II ave to call on one o' you Johnnies. Don't
speak all at once nowl"

^^

There was a pause, and the Sapper rose to his

"This sounds like me," he observed. "
'Avm' been on furlough all day back in the land o'

sunshine an' plenty, Hi farncy Hi'm the bloomin'
sacrifice Any hobjections if Hi bring a couple

friends along-horf'cers from the StaffJ"

"Beg pardon, sirs," he said, peering into the
shadows. "Hi didn't know you was L. Cer-amly It'll be all right for you to come, if yerdon't mind the risk an' the dirt "

J'T^ej don't mind," the Sapper reassured him.
Any'ow, the dirt's the worst."
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As the messenger vanished with another re-

spectful salute th Sapper chuckled.

"It never does no 'arm to hexaggerate the him-

portance o' yer friends," he asserted. "Hi 'opes

yer gyme for this little party Hi've cooked up.

Yer was harskin' abaht the minin' hoperations.

'Ere's a giddy chance to see 'ow hit's done at

first 'and, a chance yer may not see again soon.

Are yer on!"

"You bet we are," protested Balph.

"I should say so," Frangois agreed. "I say,

do you think there's any chance of springing the

mine!"

"No," said thfe Sapper dryly. " 'Coswhyt 'Cos

there ain't no mine yet. Has Hi was just tellin'

yer, we're now a-drivin' the sap from which the

hobject is to run the mine. But, unless Hi'm mis-

taken, we'll be startin' the mine shaft to-night,

eh, fellerst"

One of the other men in the burrow grunted

assent.

"Beady, then?" said the Sapper, rising.

"Come along. Yes, bring yer rifles wi' yer. Out

'ere a man's best friend is 'is shooter—an' harf-

ter that 'is bay 'net."

i>!s.
:''

¥
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Aloft in the sky a shimmer of star-dust twin-
kled famtly, but there was no moon, and Balph
and Fransois felt their way with a hand stretched
out m front of them to avoid running into unseen
obstades. A hundred feet farther on they came
to a sn all squad of men, who carried rifles besid s
picks and shovels, standing at a gap in the trench
wall, where the sap started on its irregular course
toward the enemy's lines.

"Careful, now," admonished the Sapper in
Ralph's ear. "Bemember, we're a-gam right
towards the Sossages."

The sap was a clean-cut trench, rather more
than SIX feet deep and wide enough for two men
to walk abreast. It did not advance straight
toward the German trenches, but struck off at
nght angles, now to the left, now to the right
each tmie gaining a few feet of headway, however.'
The boys judged they were at least 200 feet from
the British trenches when the sap ended in a blank
wall of earth.

227
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" 'Ere's where we begin," said the Sapper,
propping his rifle against the sap wall. "Now,
then, all, long life to Kaiser Bill an' dig!"

Without a sound the members of the squad took
up their tools and commenced to excavate a hole
in the sap wall toward the enemy's position.

There were twenty men in the squad, and they
worked in gangs of ten, one gang in the mine
shaft, the other shoveling the dirt passed out by
the excavators over the sap wall. At intervals of
half an hour the gangs exchanged places.

Ralph and Francois were appointed sentries,

and ^hey stood at each end of the head of the sap,
with their ears ciose to the earthen wall. It was
very quiet and mysterious in the roofless pit.

Aside from the dull reverberations, carried under-
ground from the German trenches, the only noise
was the thudding of the picks of the Sappers, as
they drove their mine-shaft foot by foot. Ralph
judged that fully a couple of hours had passed in

tliis way, when, as he put his ear to the earth, he
caught a different note in the noises of the Ger-
man trenches. Words could not describe it. It

seemed most like a concerted buzzing of innumer-
able bees, heard far away.

Puzzled as to what he should do, Ralph decided

to call the Sapper. He reached the mine-shaft
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at the same time as Francois, who likewise had

earth Thfs"'' "7" ''^' """''''' ^'^^""^^ '^^
earth. The Sapper listened to their report with-
out comment, then called softly into the yawningmouth of the shaft:

>»wmng

^Hi, there, turn out; the Sossages are comin'!"

the.r entrenching tools for rifles. Several men
put their ears to the sap wall, and the unanimous
opnuon was t.at the sounds heard indicated an
attack of more than ordinary proportions.

They mean business this time," declared one
of the men. "This is no dash for a single trench."

The question before the 'ouse," said the boys'
friend, ".s wot do we do abaht this hinterruption
of hour lawful hoccupation? Do we stay or dowe skip?" " "

There was a muttering of debate. Some of the
squad were for retreating to the trenches with the
alarm. But gradually an opposition developed in
favor of springing a surprise attack upon the
(jermans from where they were.
"There ain't many o' us, to be sure," conceded

the Sapper, who was the author of this idea.
But wot there is o' us can do a goodish bit o'damage, I should s'y. As for you," he added,

turumg to the boys, "my adwice is you cut an'
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run back to the trenches wi' the alarm. THe 'ere

is garn to be a more'n ord'nar;' warm place."

"Cut and run!" exclaimed Ralph indignantly.

"What do yoTi take us for! We're going to see

this thing through."

"That's yer own funeral," rejoined the Sapper

promptly. "Glad to 'ave yer, though, Hi'm

sure."

"What's your plan!" asked Balph curiously,

as the men stepped up on the bank of earth which

had been left on the side of the sap fronting the

enemy, so that they could shoot over the top.

The Sapper scratched his head.

"Blest if Hi got any," he confessed. " *Cept

to shoot into the Sossages, hunawares like, when

they gets u^. ^^ose to us."

"That's piule," retorted the American youth

scornfully. "While you're here you might as

well do a good job."

"Spoke like a horf'cer," said the Sapper ad-

miringly.

"Does the young gent know wot 'e's talkin'

abahtt" queried one of the other soldiers.

" 'E sure does," replied the Sapper. "Hi

tykes me 'at off to 'im. Shall we myke 'im horf'-

cer, wotT Us 'avin' nobody but a non-com."

"Suits me," said the non-com., a second ser-
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geant, briefly. "Hi 'm generally disposed to shake

responsibility. Wot 's the word, sir t" he went on,

turning to Ralph.

"Have you got any explosives!" asked Kalph.

"Sure, we alw'ys 'as a few grenades an' some
dynamite sticks an' a light-ball for emergencies."

"AH right. Then we don't need to worry.
Now, my idea is to mine the trench here with your
dynamite. Then wait until the Germans get near
enough for our fire to be effective, throw the light-

ball and turn loose on them with the rifles. That
will wake up our side, and we'll get ample sup-

port. When the enemy get nearer, throw the gre-

nades, and at the last drop back just before they
come over the edge. That will be the signal to

fire the mine. How does that idea appeal to

yout"

Ealph spoke diffidently, because he realized

that all these men, although uneducated, were a
good deal older than himself, while several had
had years of military service.

"It's a bloomin' good hidea, that's wot," re-

turned the non-commissioned officer generously.

"Hi'm for hit."

A chorus of assent ran through the trench.

"Good!" said Ealph with some gratification.

"Now, get to work. Sergeant, I'll leave the prep-
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aration of the mine in your hands. Bun the fuze

a good ways back, so we'll have plenty of time to

get away. The rest of you take the grenades and
prepare for the word."

Accompanied by Frangois he established him-
self in the middle of the sap, whence he would
have a clear view of the ground in front whej the

light-ball was huriod by the Sapper.

The sounds of the German advance were now
audible through the air. Apparently the enemy
had concentrated a force of thousands of men on
the firing-line for the purpose of making this dash
upon the British teenches.

"I'm relying on you in this matter," whispered
Ralph to the Sapper, who stood beside him.

"Speak up when you think it's time to pitch that

light-ball."

"Right-o," answered the man.

He held a match in one hand, all ready to light

the fuze of the missile. The shnfiBing ol the feet

of the oncoming troops grew louder as the sec-

onds flitted by. Behind them the British trenches

seemed still asleep, for what was perceptible to

the men in this outpost had not yet attracted the

attention of the sentries several hundred feet to

the rear. The Sapper stooped and lit the fuze

pf the light-ball.

il
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"Hi think they're close enough," he muttered.
"Shall Hi let 'ergo!"

"Yes," said Ralph, straining his eyes into the
gloom.

The fuze sputtered alight, the Sapper drew
back his arm and the spark of flame shot forward
in a high arc. Simultaneously there rose a cheer
from the advancing Germans, who divined they
had been discovered. The leading files broke into
a run. But before they had advanced an appre-
ciable distance the light-ball burst into flame, cast-

; ^ a wild, lurid. glare over the ground which in-
tervened between the two lines of trenches and
a dense mass of German infantry pressing on to
the attack. The rifles of the sappers and miners
spurted bullets into the close ranks, and from the
British trenches in the rear came the shrilling of
whistles, as the sentries called up the men lying in
reserve. The night, which had been so quiet, be-
came suddenly alive with the din of battle. Rifles
crackled; machine-guns hummed like gigantic lo-
custs; and, one by one, and then half a dozen and
a score at a time, the big guns came into action,
firing at the pin-pricks of flame that showed where
the hostile infantry were lying.

AH up and down the line of the British trenches,
too, the searchlights swung into action, their long
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rays, like veritable fingers of light, searching over

the territory before the trenches, stabbing into

patches of woodland or hollows, seeking out the

Oennr ^ wherever they were hiding. It was im-

mediately perceived that the principal attack was

directed on the trenches lying be) ind the sap

which was held by Ralph and Fran<;ois and their

party, and a number of searchlights concentrated

their beams upon this ground, in order to lend

accuracy to the fire that was opened upon the Ger-

mans.

Profiting by this help, the score of men in the

sap maintained a deadly fire against the troops

in their front, but not even twenty magazine

rifles, capably handled, could have any lasting ef-

fect upon such columns as the Germans were

pushing forward. The enemy came on withou' ,

check, and Ralph was obliged to give the ordc o

use the hand-grenades. These terrible little

weapons did compel the Germans to pause for a

minute or two, barely long enough for the com-

pletion of the mine under the wall of the sap.

The sergeant ran up to Ralph as the last of the

grenades was hu ed.

"Mine's all right, sir," he reported. "Time to

skip. Hi should s'y, sir."

"Very good. Sergeant," replied Ralph calmly.
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He was really badly scared, but he knew he must
not let the soldiers see it. "Take a couple of men
and retreat to the end of your touch-line. We'll
follow you."

The German attack had crumpled up momen-
tarily under the terrible havoc caused by the hand-
grenades, but the mass of troops behind forced
new men forward to fill the gaps torn in the ranks,
and, with a chorus of shouts—"Go« mit unaf"
"Hoch der Kaiser!" "Deutschland iiber allesi"
—they came on again. Behind them, piercing
even the bedlam of the cannonade, Ralph and
FrauQois heard the strains of the German bands,
as they played on their brave fellows to what
meant certain death for most of them.

The leaders were within twenty feet of the sap-

head when Ealph gave the order to retreat and
. the sergeant fired the touch-line that ran through
a tamped hole to the mine of dynamite directly

under the ground the Germans were crossing.

The Sapper slung his rifle on his back and
grabbed each of the boys by an arm.

'

'
Run !

" he shouted in their ears. '
'Run for all

yer worth I There 'U be death 'round 'ere.
'

'

The boys did mn, but, of course, they were at
the rear of the line of retreating men, and when
the explosion came they felt the full shock of
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it. A great sheet of crimson flame flashed up-
ward to the sky, crowned witli clods of earth,
boulders and liumun bodies. Just at the moment
of the explosion the advanced files of Germans
had leaped into the sap, and these men, some forty
or fifty in number, were simply exterminated.
The force of the dj-namite, exer. d forward
toward the German lines, also served to crush
scores of others who wero • .jinmg up, and the ter-

rible r(«nding of the earth created physical obsta-
cles which compelled a slackening of the pace of
the attackv g troops.

Ralph and Francois and the Sapper were
thro' .1 oflF their feet by the blast, but they picked
tl'-mselves up and scrambled on over the earth
which had been dislodged from the walls of the
sap. Those of the Germans who were still alive

had taken cover in the wreck of the sap-head and
in the excavations caused by the dynamite around
it, and were returning the fire of the British

trenches.

"That's check for the Sossagcs—for a little

while, leastw'ys," remarked the Sapper, as he
led the way over a pile of dirt four feet high.

"Hullol"

A thunderous, deafening boom echoed from the

hills above the German lines.
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" 'Ware shell I" he called. " 'Ere conies one
o' their Jack Johnsons. Down, lads, down I Put
your noses into the dirt."

Without heeding their expo.stulutions, he
dragged the two boys down beside liinj, insisting
upon grinding their mout;,.; and noses into the
earth. They could see nothing, but both were con-
scious of some huge body that whistled over them,
with a shrill screeching of compressed air, and
then there came a roar such as Ralph fancied
Mount Vesuvius could not have surpassed.
He and Frangois felt as if they were being

pounded with clubs. The breath was sucked out
of their lungs, as they lay on the ground, and
driven back again with gagging force. Their
bodies were lifted up and then flung down again.
Gobbets of earth smote them; their rifles were
torn from their grasp. All about them destruc-
tion on a titanic scale was wrought. Parts of the
sap were blotted out, and a tremendous hole was
excavated beside them.

The Sapper was the first to struggle to his feet.

"That was a hexscapel" he muttered. "Blj-me,
but Hi thought we was goners, lads!"
"What was it?" gasped Frangois.

"A Jack Johnson—a coal-box. One o' their
sixteen-inch howitzer shells. The bloomin' thing
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weighed a ton. Lucky for us we missed the fumes.

We'd 'ave choked to death. Watch out, now,
there'll be others."

There were others, but none fell so near them
as the first, for which the boys were sincerely

grateful They felt sick and sore all over. The
enormous force of the explosion of such a large

projectile had disrupted everything immediately

about the spot where it burst, and the shock of

the detonation had compressed the air and then

driven it out in every direction again.

The firing of the Germans' big guns had been
the signal for a resumption of their advance,

and the three could hear the cheering of the at-

tackers, as they swarmed over the ruined sap-

head that was the grave of so many of their com-
rades.

"We've got to get out o' 'ere," exclaimed the

Sapper. "Come on."

But, when they attempted to follow the line the

sap had taken originally toward their own works,

they found themselves confronted by a heap of

earth twelve feet high, the work of the huge how-
itzer shell. The only way of escape was a hole

which it had blown in the side of the sap. Up
this they crawled on hands and knees and then
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along a slight depression of the ground parallel
with their own lines.

"This'll never do," muttered the Sapper pres-
ently. "We must myke a dash for it, wotf Start
up, now, when Hi gives the word, and cut for our
trenches, yellin' we're friends."

The boys assented, and, after they had placed
what they judged to be a sufficient distance be-
tween themselves and the Germans, who now
thronged the abandoned sap, they jumped up and
started to run. But they had not progressed a
dozen yards when from either side searchlights
flickered upon them, and a storm of bullets cut
the grass about their feet. Friend and foe fired
with equal diligence, for both feared these figures
that had risen out of the shadows, and the shouts
of the three were unheard in the British trenches.
They dropped to the ground, luckily unhurt, and
the storm of bullets flickered overhead, or dug
vengefuUy into the ground about them.
"No," said the Sapper again, "this'll never

ao. S'pose mornin' comes, an' we're 'eret "Wot
chance 'ud we 'avet"

"Then let's work over to the right, on the
chance of finding cover," suggested Ralph. "We
can't be any worse off than we are."
"Right-o," agreed the Sapper, and the three
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started again, sticking as close as possible to the
ground, lest the watchful searchlights pick them
out.

Ralph was slightly in advance, and his com-
panions checked themselves sharply at a muttered
ejaculation from him and the sound of a soft fall.

"Wot's upt" demanded the Sapper hoarsely.

"Don't just know," came back the reply.
'

'
There 's a hole here and I fell into it. It 's pretty

deep, anyhow, so you'd better come down."
" 'Ere goes, then."

The Sapper felt his way forward on hands and
knees to the edge, sat back and let himself slide.

Frangois followed him. The incline was fairly

steep, but the dirt at the bottom checked their

fall, and they were not hurt. A peculiar thing
about the hole was its even shape. As the three

huddled together, and looked up at the star-^

flecked sky, they could trace dimly its outline, and
they saw that it was a perfect cone, narrowing
symmetrically to a blunt point at the bottom.

"Where on earth do you suppose we are J"
queried Frangois.

The Sapper chuckled knowingly.

"Yer'd never guess, laddie," he said.

"Where, then!" asked Ralph.

"This is the nest a Jack Johnson built for his-
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self. They always do this when they dig their
noses into the ground. An' yer'U notice theream t no earth piled 'round the edges. 'Cos w'yT
•Cos the earth in this 'ole were just pulverized.
It am't no more."

"What are we to dot" said Frangois.
"Dot There ain't nothin' to be done tiU this

firm stops. We may get out before mornin' If
we don't we'll 'ave to stay 'ere all to-morrow
ontil dark."
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PABIS IS SATED

To Balph and Francois, shivering in that shell-

scooped hole in the ground between the hostile

lines, it seemed as if the tempest of lead and steel

invoked by the German attack would never die

down. Midnight was long passed before the bom-

bardment gave signs of diminishing. Then there

was a revival of the uproar as the British launched

an attack upon the Germans who had seized the

abandoned sap-head, but this sputtered out in

twenty minutes, with the successful ejection of

the invaders. The three in the shell-hole shifted

about and anxiously counted the dropping shots

that were the last phase of the fighting. An hour

before dawn, v.'iiile there was still darkness

enough for concealment, the Sapper judged they

might safely leave their cover and attempt to re-

gain the entrenchments.

But climbing out of the hole was harder work

than sliding into it. The sides were smooth and

graded, and for a time all three thought they

242
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were doomed to stay there until they could get
outside help. But, by dint of strenuous effort,
they finally gained the surface, with their fingers'
cut to shreds by the finely-powdered soil and
gravel through which they had climbed.
The return to the trenches was engineered by

the Sapper, who paused a safe distance away,
and hailed the sentries. Having identified him-
self, he and his charges crawled forward and fell
over the edge of the first-line trenches completely
fagged out.

The Sapper was a true friend, however. He
knew the boys were due to report at Corps Head-
quarters that afternoon, and that they must leave
the trenches before dawn if they were to get out
before the next night. So he primed them with
doses of boiling black coffee and brandy, and then
guided them back through the firing trenches to
the covered way which led down the hills to the
bank of the Aisne and the bridges to the other
side. They said good-by at the entrance to the
covered way, while waiting for a string of wound-
ed men on stretchers to pass.

"We'll start that 'ere sap over again," was
the last thing the Sapper said to them. "Sooner
or later, we'll get a mine druv, too, an' then
there'U be a few more Sossages gam to glory."
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The boys waved to him from the first turn ii

the trench, and that was the last they saw of hin

for many a long day.

September dragged itself out, and October be

gan with a decided change in temperature. Ii

was no longer sununer. The nights were cole

and there was much rain. The fighting degen

erated into a g^ive-and-take exchange of compli

ments between the hostile batteries and trenches

By this time both armies had dug themselves ii

so thoroughly that it was apparent the issue mus!

be decided elsewhere. So far as the Allies wer<

concerned, this state of affairs amounted to £

moral victory, for they had definitely halted tht

German advance upon Paris in the triangle

formed by the joining of the Aisne with the Ois«

Eiver.

After all the adventures they had experienced,

and especially after the last eventful night in the

trenches, this sort of life was very dull to Ralph

and Francois. They chafed under the continual

round of prosaic duties, which seldom varied

from day to day. But they always performed

their duties faithfully, as good soldiers should,

and they were encouraged by remembering that

the whole army shared their feelings. Paris was

saved, but Frenchmen and Britishers, alike, were
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anxious now to carry the -war to the enemy's
gates.

Just about this time, however, the boys were far
more interested in attempting to devise an excuse
for a short leave to visit Paris than in specula-
tion concerning the strategy of the campaign.
They heard regularly from the Viscount de Ro-
croi, who wrote that he was improving rapidly
and now had only to get back his strength; but
they longed for a short change of scene and the
feeding they knew they could expect from old
Suzanne. Also, if the truth be known, they rather
fancied the idea of dazzling Lisette with some
more of their tales of daring. But the achieve-
ment of the leave was an entirely different propo-
sition. They did not like to ask for it, when both
were in good health, and yet—well, it was a con-
tinual topic of discussion, and each day they de-
vised new plans which were cast aside that night.
One morning, near the end of the first week of

October, the German batteries developed a star-
tling activity, and, what was more remarkable,
they were served with amazing precision. If a
motor-car ventured along a certain stretch of
road it ran nine chances out of ten of being blown
to bits. If a convoy approached from a certain
direction as like as not some of the vehicles were
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destroyed before they could get out of the danger
zone. Inasmuch as there were no German aero-

planes aloft when these disasters happened, it was
taken for granted that the enemy were up to

their old tricks, and had a spy concealed some-

where within the British lines, who signaled their

batteries how to direct their fire.

The StaflP were about to move for several days

to a town farther east along the river, and Balph
and Frangois were dispatched with a message to

the ofiScer commanding there, notifying him that

Sir Douglas and his o£5cers would arrive later in

the day and would remain to inspect the troops in

garrison. The boys traveled by one of the Staff

motors, and, as they swung out from behind the

shelter of a low hill and the machine rolled across

an open plateau, there came the whistling of pro-

jectiles and two Qerman shells burst over them,

one ahead and one behind. It was so narrow a

miss as to be little short of miraculous, and the

chauffeur, leaning over in his seat, put on all the

speed he had and flashed into a forest where his

progress could not be followed.

"Well, that was a little too near to suit me,"

growled Frangois.

Balph was a^ badly scared as his chum, but his

brows were knit in thought.
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"What are those roofs over there to the right
and a little ahead of us T" he asked.

"That's Santerre, where we're going," an-
swered the chauffeur. "It lies up a smaU valley
that opens off the Aisne Valley. The church-
tower and some of the houses show above the hill

between ns."

They reached Santerre safely and reported at
local Headquarters in the Town Hall. It was ten
o|clock in the morning, and Sir Douglas Haig and
his party were due to arrive at noon. Until then
the boys were at liberty, so they left the chauf-
feur, who preferred to sit in front of a cafe near
the Town Hall, and set off on a ramble through
the streets of the quaint old place. Many of the
houses dated back to medieval times; there was
an old-world monastery, now used as a hospital;
and on the square at the upper end of the town
stood a fine Gothic church, which a citizen proudly
informed the boys was seven hundred years old.

"It has a remarkably fine clock, too, m'sieu,"
said the citizen, "but the sexton, who is the only
man who understands its machinery, has gone to
the war. Therefore it has stopped."

The boys thanked him for his information, and,
after a casual survey of the edifice m\\ some of
the tombs in the nave, they retired to the cafe.
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where their friend the chauffeur was enjoying
an omelette and coffee. Having nothing better
to do, the boys decided to sample the fare of the
place.

'•Anything for a change from army food,"
si^ed Fransois. "What's the matter, Ralph!"
Balph was staring intently into the air

^

''What's the matter!" persisted Francois.
Do yon think you see a TaubeT There isn't a

speck in the sky. Whatever you see must be in
your own brain."

"Maybe it is," answered Ralph slowly. "May-
be It is. Maybe I'm seeing spooks. I don't know.
It 8 mighty queer. Pinch me, wiU you J Ouchl
Not that much, you chump. Let me look again."
Francois forbore to tease him, and Ralph's

gaze was again fastened upon the sky.
"What on earth are you staring at?" demanded

the French boy once more. This time the chauf-
feur, too, laid down his knife and fork and looked
interested.

"I don't know," said Ralph reluctantly. "I
haven't seen it again, and I don't know. Hold
onl" he exclaimed excitedly. "There it is again.
Look, look there-at the clock in the church
steeple I"

"Well, what about itT" answered Francois



"what ABE THOSE BOOre OVEB THESE
TO THE KIOHT?" HE ASKED
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ooolly. "It looks like any other clock, doesn't
iti"

"Yes, but—rfon'< you see that its hands are
fHovinfff"

Frangois drew a long breath,

"By oricky, so they are I And that man
said "

"That the clock wasn't running any more,"
finished Balph.

Francois bounded to his feet.

"What's the mattert Whnt's :i.o mattcrt"
exclaimed the chauffeur.

"Look at that dock," directed Lulpu. "Do
you see the hands!"

Sure enough, the hands of that church clock
were acting in a moat undignified manner. They
acted, in fact, as no respectable clock-hands ever
should act. First the minute-hand would make
an arbitrary circle of the dial; then the hour-hand
would prance from twelve to five, as if but a sec-
ond separated them.

"That's a rum go," said the chauffeur to him-
self. "Hullo, lads—why, bless me I"
He leaned forward in his chair with his eyes

glued on the church tower and his lips slowly
forming soundless words.

"What is itT" question^.! Ralph fiercely.
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"Morse," returned the man briefly. " 'Arf a
sec. I'm takin' it down. 'Headquarters—Com-
mander — First — Ai-Liy — Corps — arrive

Town — Hall — here — noon."

"The German spy we've all been looking for

since yesterday 1" said Ealph, speaking with

forced calmness.

"He saw our automobile from up there, too, I
suppose," added Frangois.

"But Sir Douglas!" interjected Ralph fiercely.

"Don't you understand? Sir Douglas will be

here in"—he jerked out his watch—"fifteen min-

utes. There's no time to lose." He turned on the

chauffeur. "You run out of town and warn him.

We'll get after that fellow in the tower."

"But—but " The chauffeur started to pro-

test.

'

' Hurry, "said Ealph. '
' In about twenty min-

utes from now the Germans will be dropping shells

on the Town Hall."

The chauffeur sprang into his machine, which

was standing by the curb, and sped out of town to

intercept General Haig and his party. Ealph and
Frangois cast a look about them. The street was
almost deserted. In the doorway of the Town
Hall opposite, an old gendarme, too old for active
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service, lounged drowsily. Ralph went over and
shook him by the shoulder.

"It is General Haig's order that the Town Hall
be vacated inunediately," he said. "The Ger-
mans are about to bombard the town."

'

'
Bom-bombard—the—the—town J

'
' stuttered

the gendarme.

•'Yes; you have no time to lose. Order every-
one out of the Town Hall and tell the citizens

to take to their cellars."

The gendarme ran into the building as if an
Uhlan was at his heels, and his bellowed warn-
ings rang through the ancient structure. The
boys did not wait to hear any more, but departed
for the church, walking very slowly, so that the
spy in the tower might not become suspicious if

he happened to see them.

The door of the church stood open and the boys
walked in. The building was empty. Sunlight
fell through the high, stained-glass windows and
streaked the pavement. At either side of the ves-
tibule, which occupied most of the ground area
of the tower, was a doorway. One was the en-
trance to the crypt, while from the other a flight

of stairs led upward.

"That's our way," «aid Ralph. And he started

,to ascend, but Frangois laid a hand on his arm.

L
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"Not so fast !" said the French lad. '
' That fel-

low will have a gun. Here's a match. I'll break
it. Now, you draw. The longest end leads the
way."

Francois drew the longest piece of match, and
Ralph stepped back to permit him to pass ahead.
Like all officers and messengers the boys carried
automatic pistols. They drew these as they set
foot on the lowest stair. Built in the thickness
of the stone walls, these stairs corkscrewed up-
ward, just wide enough for one person at a time.
They were dark and covered with dust and from
the walls great cobwebs hung. There was an
atmosphere of tragedy and gloom about the place
that sent cold shivers down the boys' backs.
Noiselessly they crept up, stair by stair, toward
the room at the tower-top where the machinery
of the clock was housed—and where the desperate
spy awaited them.

It seemed to Ralph that they had been climbing
for ages, although it was less than five minutes,
when he saw, over Frangois' shoulder, a streak
of sunshine that sifted through a crack in the dial
of the clock. Francois had halted just short of
the stair-head, and was reconnoitering the room.
At last he crouched down and whispered in
Ralph's ear:
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He doesn't seem to be on the floor. There'
seem

I pile of machinery, and he must be i pinceI some :

up aoove wtere he can work the clock-hands!
"Make a quick dash, then, and cover him "

advised Ealph.
'

Francois nodded, and leaped up out of the stair-
well, Ralph at his heels. Both boys stared
around them. The clock-room was dim and ill-lit,

but they caught a momentary glimpse of a white'
face that peered down at them from a platform
overhead. An instant later a report rang
agamst the stone walls and a bullet kicked up the
dust at their feet. Fransois fired quickly at where
the face had been and dragged Ralph under the
protection of an overhanging mass of cogwheels
and counterweights. So stUl was it that they
could hear the spy panting a dozen feet above
them.

They could hear, too, that the man was jerking
the clock-hands around with frantic haste.
"What's he doing?" whispered Francois.
"I guess he's telling his friends he's been dis-

covered," said Ralph. "Now, Jmno out quick,
on that side of the room, and I'll jump out at the'
other side. Between us we ought to pot him."
There was a scurry of dust, as the two boys

leaped from under the machinery, and their shots
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banged together. A volley of exclamations in
German maweied them, and the spy came tum-
bling down, clutchiiig at everything in reach to
check his fall. He landed in a heap on the floor,

and Ralph and Francois feU on him like football
players.

"All right. Frenchmen, let up," said the spy-
weakly. "Yon've got me. My hip is broken. "

His revolver had been jerked out of his hand
when he fell, and a swift sear^li of his person
proved that he had no other weapons. He was a
young man with a pleasant face and he was
dressed like an ordinarily prosperous Frenchman
who dwelt in a snail town.

Before the boys could question him, however,
a voice hailed them from the foot of the stairs.

It was one of the officers of Sir Douglas's Staff.

"Are you all right?" he asked.

"Yes, sir," replied Ralph. "We've got him."
"You have, heyt Wait a moment, lads. The

General is coming up. '

'

Booted and spurred feet jingled on the stairs,

and presently Sir Douglas and his officers filed

into the clock-room. The General displayed much
interest in the capture and questioned the spy as
to how he had worked the trick.
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"And what was that last message you senti"
inquired Sir Douglas finally.

"I told them I was caught," the German re-
turned proudly. "I did not want them to waste
ammunition for nething."

"And how did you get here T

"

"I became separated from my regiment on the
retreat from the Marne, and I procured these
clothes and hid in this town. At last I conceived
the Idea of signaling with the hands of the clock
to our batteries, and you know how well it
worked."

"You are a brave man, '
' said the General, < ' and

I trust the court-martial which must try you when
you are recovered from your wound will see fit
to spare your life."

He issued instructions to have the spy carried
down from the tower and transported to the near-
est hospital. Then he gave his attention to Ralph
and Frangois.

"That was a first-class piece of work, young
gentlemen," he said. "J shall communicate it to
Sir John French-from whom, by the way, I have
just received orders to return you to him. Now,
IS there anything I can do for youf You have
earned a reward."
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Balph looked at Francois and Francois looked

at iltdph.

"Well, sir," said Ealph, with some embarrass-

ment, "if we could have a day or two to go to

Paris "

"A day or two! Take a week," replied Sir

Douglas Haig. "I'll arrange it with the Field

Marshal."

The boys were delighted.

"But," the General cautioned them, "don't be

longer than a week, my lads. There are big

events under way. Don't fail to report to Sir

John a week from to-day. I shall look to see you

win commissions in the campaign that opens

then."

So excellent was the French transport service

that Ealph and Francois reached Paris in time

for dinner with their family that night, and until

far into the evening they kept Lisette speechless

by their tales of the Battle of the Mame, their

adventures with the Sapper, and, the last event

of all, the fight with the spy in the musty old

dock-tower.

THE END






